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ABSTRACT
Developing a Framework for Feminist Participatory Researcn
A Case and Assessment with Former Battered Women
In Gallup, New Mexico
February, 1987
Patricia Ann Maguire, B.A., University of Florida
M.S., Florida State University
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Directed by: Professor David Kinsey
The purpose of the study is to develop a framework
for feminist participatory research, an alternative,
emancipatory approach to social science research. Feminist
participatory research, which challenges male oppression of
women, is important in light of participatory research’s
intention to uncover and change systems of oppression.
The study builds a rationale and framework for
feminist participatory research through a critical
literature review and a field-based feminist participatory
research project with a multicultural former battered
women’s group in Gallup, New Mexico. Thus, the framework
is a result of praxis, i.e., interaction between theory and
practice through a reflection-action cycle.
To establish a rationale for feminist participatory
research, the study examines dominant and alternative
paradigm social science research. Examination of
participatory research exposes androcentric, i.e., male-
centered, aspects similar to the male biases of dominant,
positivist-informed research. A comparison of feminist and
participatory research provides the basis for a feminist
participatory research framework.
The second part of the study describes the Former
Battered Women’s Support Group Project. Anglo and Navajo
women name, investigate, and explore solutions to problems
they face after leaving a local shelter. Extensive
interview material is included. The project is analyzed
and evaluated using both participatory research
characteristics and the framework. Participants have a
voice in project evaluation. The study concludes with
recommendations for further developing feminist
participatory research.
The study is of interest to participatory and
feminist researchers and those exploring emancipatory
research approaches. It may interest practitioners and
researchers working with former battered women.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Where are the women in participatory research? In
many case studies, the voices and observations of
women are unheard. Women seem invisible, hidden,
or submerged. Same old song.
Personal Notes for Dissertation Proposal
The Problem
Participatory research (PR) is an alternative
approach to dominant or positivist social science research.
Participatory research asserts that knowledge has become
the single most important basis for power and control in
today's world (Tandon, 1981b). Knowledge production, i.e.,
research, is nearly a monopolized industry (Hall, 1979;
Tandon, 1981b). Ordinary people are essentially excluded
from the increasingly more specialized and regulated
industry of research. Furthermore, people are often
exploited and dehumanized by positivist approaches to
social science knowledge creation. Positivist social
science research treats people as objects, incapable of
investigating their own social reality. Treatment as
research objects contributes to people's alienation from
their own decision making capacities (Freire, 1970).
1
2Participatory research advocates sharing and
returning to ordinary and oppressed people the control of
social knowledge creation and utilization. In PR, the
researcher and researched become partners and co-subjects
of a three-part process of investigation, education, and
action. Perhaps the most unique aspect of participatory
research is its intention of investigating reality in order
to change it (Hall, Gillette, and Tandon, 1982; Fals Borda,
1977). By linking the creation of knowledge about social
reality with concrete action on reality, participatory
research removes the traditional separation of knowing and
doing (Tandon, 1981b).
This three-part process of knowledge creation is more
than a new set of research techniques. It is a systematic
approach to personal and social transformation.
Participatory research aims for the development of critical
consciousness; the improvement in the lives of those
involved in the research process; and the transformation of
fundamental societal structures and relationships.
Since the 1970s, a worldwide network of education and
development practitioners and researchers has developed
and utilized participatory research in numerous community-
based research projects. Likewise, the participatory
research community has stimulated debate and discussion on
the difficulties, dilemmas, and limitations of PR. Yet, it
was 1981 before Bud Hall asked, "How can participatory
3research be human-centered not man-centered?" (1981:17).
That question has yet to be adequately addressed within the
participatory research community.
In 1984 I set out as a feminist to conduct
participatory research. I did not, however, initially set
out to conduct explicitly feminist participatory research
nor to develop a framework for feminist participatory
research. Feminism allowed me to notice that women had a
peripheral, if not hidden, place within the majority of PR
literature, case studies, and theoretical debates. Women
and our varied perspectives, problems, and issues are
missing from much of the trend setting PR projects and
resulting literature. Eventually I recognized the many
androcentric, i.e., male-centered, aspects which
participatory research shares with positivist social
science research.
Participatory research openly declares its intention
to transform systems of oppression. Yet, examination of
many participatory research projects reveals that men
rarely name their oppression of women as a problem to be
investigated and acted upon. Likewise, examination of
participatory research as practiced and published to date
exposes many male biases. For example, when women are
excluded from community problem-posing forums, their
problems are excluded from PR projects. Likewise, women
are then excluded from project benefits. Lack of attention
4to male bias renders participatory research inadequate for
women's emancipatory needs. Any vision of society which
puts women at the periphery is an adequate basis for social
and personal transformation. Although participatory
research has highlighted the centrality of power in the
social construction of knowledge, it has largely ignored
the centrality of male power in knowledge construction.
Left intact and unchallenged, androcentric participatory
research will primarily challenge oppressive conditions
among men.
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to develop a framework
for explicitly feminist participatory research. The study
has several sub-purposes: to identify the androcentric
aspects of participatory research as published and
practiced to date; to implement and evaluate a feminist
participatory research field project; and to stimulate
discussion among and between the feminist and participatory
research communities about the possibilities of feminist
participatory research.
To develop a framework for feminist participatory
research, the study addresses a number of issues. Based on
a comparison of dominant and alternative social science
research paradigms, a rationale for alternative paradigm
approaches to knowledge creation is presented. The
5origins, assumptions, phases and guidelines, and
difficulties of participatory research as an alternative
research approach are discussed. The androcentric aspects
and limitations of participatory research as practiced and
published to date are exposed. Critique of the
androcentrism of participatory research leads to discussion
of feminist research, including the similarities and
^ if'f'snences between feminist and participatory research.
Based on this comparison between feminist and participatory
research, a framework for intentionally feminist
participatory research is outlined.
The framework is also developed out of a field-based
feminist participatory research project. The case study of
the field project includes participant and researcher
evaluation. Thus project participants have a direct voice
in project assessment. The project is further evaluated
according to the components of participatory research,
feminist or otherwise, and using the feminist participatory
research framework. The study ends with recommendations
for further developing feminist participatory research.
The study is based on several assumptions. I assume
that there is a political nature to all we do. Our
education and research efforts always have implications for
the redistribution or consolidation of power (Paulston,
1976; Hall, Gillette, and Tandon, 1982 ). Our work, both
its process and products, is never neutral. Secondly, I
6agree with Freire's contention:
I consider the fundamental theme of our epoch tthat of domination, which implies its opposite
( 1970 - 93 )
llbe ra tiOn
’
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Finally, if domination is the fundamental theme of the
times, then men's domination of women is one of the central
forms of oppression. I acknowledge that women experience
oppression differently based on class, color, culture, age,
physical abilities, sexual preference, and our nation's
place in the international economic order (Hartman, 1 9 8 1
;
Steady, 1981; Joseph, 1981; Cole, 1986).
Design and Methodology
The procedures for developing a feminist
participatory research framework include a critical
literature review and a case study of an exploratory field-
based feminist participatory research project with a small,
multicultural group of former battered women in Gallup,
New Mexico. Specifically, the study is an exciting example
of praxis, i.e., the reflection-action cycle, in that the
framework was developed by moving back and forth between a
review of the participatory research literature and the
field project. As I attempted in the field to utilize
the participatory research approach, I read the literature
with a critical feminist perspective. This lead me to
recognize PR's androcentric limitations. Likewise,
experience with the field project lead me to develop a
7framework for feminist participatory research. Continued
movement though the reflection-action cycle enriched both
the critique of the literature and the field project.
Critical Review of Literature
Three areas of literature were reviewed for the
study. The literature review included alternative
paradigm critiques of positivist social science research;
participatory research case studies and theoretical
background; and feminist research. Based on the review of
both participatory and feminist research literature, a
comparison was made of the similarities and differences
between two alternative approaches to knowledge creation.
An initial framework for feminist participatory research
was developed from this comparison. The literature review
was conducted both prior to and during the participatory
research field study. Hence, the initial framework for
feminist participatory research was developed concurrently
with the field study rather than prior to it.
Exploratory Field Study
Following the preliminary phase of deciding to
attempt a participatory research project, the actual field
study was conducted over a twenty-eight month period from
April 1984 through July 1986. The field study was
conducted in Gallup, New Mexico, a border town to the
Navajo Nation and the Pueblo of Zuni. The study involved a
8small, multicultural group of former battered women.
Although Anglo, Hispanic, and Navajo women participated in
various phases of the project, the core of the Former
Battered Women’s Support Group Project consisted of two
Anglo and six Navajo women. The study was conducted with
the permission of Battered Families Services, Inc., a
nonprofit agency providing services and shelter to battered
women and their children. However, I take sole
responsibility for the opinions expressed in the study.
The field study consisted of several phases. Part of
phase one, organizing the project, occurred in Gallup from
April 198 ^ to July 1985. This involved entering the
community; additional project area information gathering;
establishing relationships with Battered Families Services
and battered women; and designing and initiating the Former
Battered Women’s Support Group Project.
Phase Two, defining problems and generative themes,
occurred primarily between July and October 1985. During
this phase, a series of individual interviews based on
Freire’s (1970) problem-posing format were conducted with
fourteen battered and former battered women. Through
interview dialogue, women named the problems they
experienced in their lives after leaving the Battered
Families Services shelter; explored problem causes, and
discussed possible problem solutions. After each woman had
an opportunity to review a transcript of her interview, a
9second interview was conducted. Again, each woman received
a transcript of the interview. Based on the interview
interactions, many women decided to create a local support
group to further explore and act on common problems.
The final three project phases, i.e.
,
continued
analysis of problems, researching social reality and
analyzing collected information, and defining group
actions, occurred between October 1985 and June 1986. Over
a ten-month period, group members participated in a series
of support meetings to explore and act on their problems,
participated in several small scale information gathering
activities, and took numerous group actions. Based on
interviews and the support group experience, the group
generated information about the problems women face after
leaving the shelter, the ways in which a support group
could help address the problems, and made recommendations
to Battered Families Services regarding the need for an
agency-sponsored support group for women leaving the
shelter
.
The women participated in project evaluation through
a collective evaluation session at the final support group
meeting and through individual interviews conducted between
one week and two months after the support group ended.
The case study description is detailed and personal
in order to give an indepth view of the project experience.
Few detailed descriptions of feminist participatory
10
research projects exist. Extensive quotes and evaluation
comments by the project women are included to ensure that
their voices are heard.
Rather than a finished product, the framework is offered
as a work-in-progress for further implementation and
modification by participatory and feminist researchers.
The framework is also presented as a yardstick against
which others can plan and reflect on their research. The
study concludes with recommendations for further
development of feminist participatory research.
Data for the case study was drawn from materials
developed for the project, materials developed by the
support group, my personal project journal, and recorded
interviews with project participants.
Central Terms
Participatory research is a three-part process of
social investigation, education, and action. PR has an
explicit intention of collectively investigating reality in
order to transform it. Research is used in its broadest
sense, i.e., the process of knowledge creation through the
investigation of social reality. Feminist participatory
research is grounded in feminist theory and pays explicit
attention to gender in all phases of the participatory
research approach.
11
As used here, feminism is a worldwide movement for
the redefinition and redistribution of power. Feminism is:
(a) a belief that women universally face some form of
oppression or exploitation; (b) a commitment to uncover and
understand what causes and sustains oppression, in all its
forms, and (c) a commitment to work individually and
collectively in everyday life to end all forms of
oppression, including those based on gender, class, race,
and culture.
A battered woman is a woman who is in an intimate
relationship in which she is physically, emotionally, or
sexually abused by her partner. Partner can refer to
husband, ex-husband, common law husband, boyfriend, or
lover. In addition to verbal abuse and threats, battering
may include slapping, shoving, punching, beating, choking,
forced sex, use of standard weapons such as guns or knives,
or use of objects turned into weapons such as beating with
belts, bottles, coat hangers, choking with telephone cords,
or inflicting burns with cigarettes and lighters. A former
battered woman is a woman who has either terminated the
abusive relationship or remains in a relationship with a
partner who has made and kept a commitment to stop his
violent and abusive behavior.
12
Limitations and Language
The Former Battered Women’s Support Group Project was
conducted with a very small group of women. More extensive
application and evaluation of the framework for feminist
participatory research is, of course, necessary. Similarly,
the framework was developed through experience with an all-
women project. Application and evaluation through use with
all-men and mixed-gender projects is necessary. Based on a
comparison between feminist and participatory research,
recommendations are made for the further development of
feminist participatory research.
The study does not advocate feminist participatory
research as the only acceptable approach for feminist
research. Nor does the study propose any specifically
feminist research methodologies
.
The project focuses on battered and former battered
women abused by men in intimate relationships.
Consideration of battered men is excluded from the study.
Although 95 to 97% of abused spouses are women abused by
male partners, men may also be victims of abuse. Battering
of men by female partners usually differs in intensity and
frequency from battering of women by men. Women are
overwhelmingly more likely to be the victims of repeated,
systematic, dangerous, and injurious forms of battering
(Dobash and Dobash, 1979). Battering is not an equal
opportunity crime. Although battering within lesbian
13
relationships has begun to receive attention, it is not
included here. Without condoning violence against anyone
within intimate relationships, this study dealt only with
women battered by their male partners. This reflects the
vast majority of BFS clients and those who responded to the
initial invitation to project involvement.
Because most abused spouses are women and most
abusers are men, I use male pronouns when referring to
abusers and female pronouns when referring to victims.
In a preliminary study about socialist feminist
researchers’ use of participatory research, Linda Abrams
noted that to get a glimpse of the researcher’s human face,
she was forced to become ”a great reader of prologues,
introductions, reference notes, and appendices" (1983:1).
You will not have to do that here. The forced and false
dichotomy between personal politics and scholarly research
is central to positivist social science and educational
research. One reflection of this separation is the
depersonalized language of scholarship, i.e., the voice of
the impersonal third person. When describing the field
study, I write in the first person. I attempt to be
explicit about my values, choices, and feelings.
Although the majority of project participants were
Navajo, this is not intended as a study of or about Navajo
women. Observations, both the women’s and my own, are made
regarding some differences and similarities between Anglo
and Navajo project participants. However, these are not
intended as generalizations or conclusions about all Navajo
women. I do not pretend to be a spokesperson for Navajo
women, those in the project or otherwise. By including
comments and evaluations made by project participants, I
hope that all the women involved have an opportunity to
speak for themselves. However, project members did not
participate in the literature review nor in all phases of
project analysis and conclusion building.
Organization
Following this introductory chapter, the study is
divided into three main parts. Part One, the literature
review, includes Chapters II, III, IV, and V. The
literature review provides the rationale for feminist
participatory research and develops a feminist
participatory research framework. Part Two, the case
study, includes Chapters VI, VII, and VIII. The case study
provides a detailed description of all phases of the Former
Battered Women’s Support Group Project. Part Three,
assessment and conclusions, includes Chapters IX and X.
The assessment provides a project evaluation, in which
participants were directly involved. The final chapter
concludes with recommendations for the further development
of feminist participatory research.
CHAPTER II
DIFFERENT LENSES FOR VIEWING REALITY
PARADIGMS AND RESEARCH
pening the door to the office we shared on the thirdfloor of Hills House South, she found me at my desk
sobbing. She knew I'd had a meeting with one of theprofessors on my comps committee. Pulling her chair
up next to mine, she asked, "What's wrong?" Throughtears and sniffles I blurted out, "I don't understand
what a paradigm is." She laughed softly, "You're
crying because you don't understand what a paradigmis?" I nodded yes and continued sobbing.
Personal Journal, February 1983
I did eventually recover from the humiliation of
being torn to shreds in an intellectual debate on paradigms
with one of my professors. Then I began to question: How
could I have gotten this far, in life and academia, without
really understanding the notion of paradigms? Furthermore,
what did an understanding of paradigms matter to an
educator, activist, and novice researcher?
At that time, a thirty-one year old doctoral student
with modest success as an educator and international
training consultant
,
I had just begun to encounter the
concept of paradigms in critiques of evaluation research on
educational reform and innovation (Paulston, 1979; Patton,
1975; Papagiannis, Klees, and Bickel, 1982). Quite
frankly, when I first encountered "paradigms," I did not
15
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know what they were talking about. That discomfort led me
to explore literature about paradigms in relation to social
theories and research (Kuhn, 1970; Paulston, 1976; Burrell
and Morgan, 1979; Reason and Rowan, 1981; Popkewitz, 1984).
It is only now, while writing this work, that I
realize that I did not "get that far" without understanding
paradigms. But my understanding was grounded in experience
and intuition. Based on my own experiences, including
setting up an alternative school, working on the edge of
the radical psychology movement, being a development worker
in a third world setting, and becoming increasingly
involved in feminist activism, I knew that there were
different and often competing ways to view the worlds of
education, mental health, development, and gender
relationships. In debate with my professor, I lacked a
theoretical framework and language for talking about and
conceptualizing what I knew about paradigms from my life
experience. Thus my knowledge was held inferior. That
encounter led me to understand that there are not only
competing views of society, there are also different forms
of social knowledge which have come to be set up as
competing forms (Habermas, 1971). In essence, a hierarchy
has been developed among alternative forms and sources of
knowledge about social reality.
This chapter defines the concept of paradigm and
discusses some of the ways paradigms shape our work.
17
Discussion of different forms of knowing or knowledge and
different purposes of knowledge generation follows a brief
comparison of competing views of the nature of society.
This creates a context in which to compare certain
characteristics of competing social science
research paradigms.
The background on paradigms and research is necessary
to establish that participatory research, as an alternative
paradigm research approach, is much more than a set of
research techniques. Participatory research is based on a
set of assumptions about the nature of society and social
science research which are in direct opposition to the
assumptions of the dominant positivist-informed social
science research. Participatory research offers a critique
of, and challenge to, dominant positivist social science
research as the only legitimate and valid source of
knowledge. It provides a radical alternative to knowledge
production
.
The dominant approach to social science research has
been referred to as traditional, orthodox, mainstream, or
classical. As used here, dominant social science research
refers to research grounded in positivism, i.e., it:
recognizes only positive facts and observable
phenomena, with objective relations of these and laws
that determine them, abandoning all inquiry into
causes and ultimate origins, as belonging to the
theoretical and metaphysical stages of thought, held
now to be superceded (compact edition, Oxford English
Dictionary
,
1971:2248, in Brydon-Miller j 1984:7)7
18
The deep seated pervasiveness and often unquestioned
acceptance of positivist-informed research cuts us off from
serious consideration of alternative assumptions and
subsequent approaches to the production of social
knowledge. Positivist social science research is called
"dominant" because for most social scientists and
educators, positivist social science has become the only
legitimate way to create knowledge. Hence, an awareness
and understanding of the underlying assumptions and values
of the dominant social science research paradigm, including
assumptions about the nature of society, is essential to
consideration of participatory research as another
legitimate approach to knowledge generation.
What Is a Paradigm
; and What Does It Matter?
Thomas Kuhn (1970), investigating scientific progress
and revolutions, is known for establishing and analyzing
the relationship between paradigms and scientific inquiry.
His work has since been applied to the social sciences
,
education, and the humanities. A paradigm is "a world
view, a general perspective, a way of breaking down the
complexity of the real world" (Patton, 1975:9). A paradigm
is a constellation of theories, questions, methods, and
1
procedures which share central values and themes. This
For extensive discussion of theories within different
paradigms see Burrell and Morgan(1979) and Paulston (1976).
19
constellation, which develops in response to historical and
cultural conditions, provides a conceptual framework for
seeing and making sense of the social world we create and
live in (Popkewitz, 1984). A paradigm provides a "place to
stand" from which to view reality.
Within the Western intellectual tradition,
assumptions about the nature of society are frequently
categorized as two, bipolar paradigms, the dominant and
alternative world views. These assumptions shape and
underlie explanations of why society is the way it is;
influence identification of appropriate goals and
strategies for societal change; and influence the choice
and legitimation of methods for investigating social
phenomenan and evaluating social change efforts (Kuhn,
1 970; Paulston
, 1976; Papagiannis, Klees, and Bickel, 1982;
Patton, 1975; Brown and Tandon, 1983). Some might argue
that bipolar categorization in itself represents a
particular world view, i.e., a view of the world as
dichotomous and dualistic. Nonetheless, the common device
of bipolarization, used for an introductory comparison of
the key concerns of the dominant and alternative paradigm
view of the nature of society, is presented in Table 1.
2
Competing paradigms have also been referred to as the
dominant vs. radical paradigms (Papagiannis, Klees, Bickel,
1982); the equilibrium-liberal vs. critical-conflict
paradigms (Paulston, 1979); the regulation vs. radical
change paradigms (Burrell and Morgan, 1979); and the
harmony vs. dialectical conflict paradigms (Tandon, 1 98 1b).
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TABLE 1
KEY CONCERNS OF DOMINANT AND ALTERNATIVE PARADIGMVIEWS OF SOCIETY
Dominant view of society
concerned with:
Alternative view of society
concerned with:
1 . Maintenance or
evolutionary change
of status quo
1 . Radical change
2. Maintaining social
order; existing
systems unquestioned
2. Transforming social
systems: analyzing
structural conflicts
and contradictions
3. Greater efficiency
of current systems
3* Creating more just and
equitable systems
4. Harmony, integration,
and cohesion of social
groups
4. Contradictions between
social ideals and reality
(competition among groups
for power and resources)
5. Ways to maintain
cohesion & consensus
5. Ways to dismantle systems
of domination
6. Solidarity 6. Emancipation
7. Identifying and
meeting individual
needs within exisitng
social system
7. Current systems incapable
of equitably meeting all
groups' basic human needs
8. Actuality: discovering
and understanding
"what is"
8. Potentiality: providing
a vision of "what should
be"
Adapted from Burrell and Morgan, 1979:18, and Paulston,
1 976.
While
dichotomies
recognizing both the dangers of oversimplified
and the instructional benefits of exaggerating
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differences, the dualistic presentation provides a simple
framework for comparing two different views and
interpretations of the nature of society. One view is
primarily concerned with unity, cohesiveness, maintainance
,
and evolutionary change of the status quo. The other is
concerned with the emancipation of people from oppressive
structures. The alternative paradigm is concerned with
what is possible rather than what is (Burrell and Morgan,
1979:17). The underlying assumptions of these world views
are so fundamentally different that they create different
lenses or windows from which to observe and make sense of
social reality (Paulston, 1976).
The power of a paradigm is that it shapes, in nearly
unconscious thus unquestioned ways, perceptions and
practices within disciplines. It shapes what we look at,
how we look at things, what we label as problems, what
problems we consider worth investigating and solving, and
what methods are preferred for investigation and action.
Likewise, a paradigm influences what we choose not to
attend to; what we do not see. Kuhn noted that the
framework of a paradigm is a prerequisite to perception
itself ( 1970: 113).
The idea of dual perspectives concerning a single
phenomenon goes to the very heart of the dichotomy
between paradigms. Two scientists may look at the
same thing, but because of different theoretical
perspectives, different assumptions, or different
ideology-based methodologies, they may literally
not see the same thing. (Patton, 1975:22)
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Just as paradigms provide a place to stand from which
view society, paradigms also shape the form and purpose
of investigating social reality, i.e., social science
research. Research paradigms are based upon different sets
of assumptions about the nature of society, the ways in
which society should be investigated, and the kinds of
knowledge that it is possible to acquire about the world
(Popkewitz, 1984). The predominant research community in a
discipline agrees, often without explicit or public debate,
upon a particular set of research problems, acceptable
forms of knowledge, a range of inquiry strategies, and uses
and purposes of knowledge (Kuhn, 1970; Popkewitz, 1984;
Fay, 1975).
As noted, positivist social science research promotes
itself as the only valid form of knowing and knowledge
production. The dominant research paradigm is, of course,
not without critics. Alternative challenges to dominant
research have included the Frankfurt School and critical
theory; humanistic, radical, action, and Black sociology;
3
phenomenology, grounded theory and existentialism. The
more extensive critique, influenced by critical theory,
exposes the myth of value-free social science research,
openly identifies with powerless people, and calls for the
For reviews of these, see Park (1978b); Horton (1981);
and Hall ( 1 975, 1 979) .
researcher’s active involvement
movements (Horton, 1 9 8 1 )
.
ransformation
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in social
Building on Habermas ’( 1 97 1 ) analysis of the forms of
human knowledge and the processes of inquiry, distinction
is often made among three knowledge inquiry processes and
forms of knowledge, i.e., technical, interpretive, and
critical knowledge (Popkewitz, 1984, Brydon-Miller
,
1984,
Fay, 1975). Attention is also given to the relationship
between the forms of knowledge and the uses to which
knowledge is put (Held, 1980).
The dominant paradigm in social science research has
become associated with empirical-analytical inquiry.
Empirical-analytic inquiry is usually grounded in
positivism, which assumes that the social world exists as a
system of distinct, observable variables, i.e., a reality
which exists independent of the knower. Empirical-analytic
inquiry is structured to generate technical knowledge,
i.e., information or facts of social life in the form of
laws and theories to account for regularities in observable
social behavior (Fay, 1975). The interest of technical
knowledge is expanding our power and control over the
environment and people.
As an alternative form of knowing, symbolic,
hermeneutic, or cultural inquiry produces interpretive
knowledge, i.e., understanding of the meanings given to
social interactions by those involved. Interpretive
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inquiry is structured to uncover how individual and group
interpretations of reality influence social actions as well
as the intentions which social actors have in doing
whatever they do (Fay, 1975:73). The focus is on
understanding how human interaction produces rules
governing social life, rather than on discovering universal
laws of human interaction. The interest of interpretive
inquiry, sometimes said to produce practical knowledge, is
creating the conditions for mutual understanding and
consensus between members of different social orders (Fay,
1975; Habermas, 1971).
Emancipatory or critical inquiry produces critical
knowledge, i.e., self reflection combined with
historically-oriented analysis of the conflicts and
contradictions of inequitable systems and structures.
Critical inquiry is structured to uncover the systems of
social relationships and the contradictions which underlie
social tensions and conflicts. Through self reflection,
analysis of social systems, and action, people come to
understand and to try to change supposed "natural"
constraints (Fay, 1975). The interest of critical inquiry
is helping people see themselves and social situations in a
new way in order to inform further action for self-
determined human emancipation from oppressive social
systems and relationships. In turn, action informs how
people see themselves and their social conditions. The
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dialectical relationship between inquiry and action or
theory and practice is explicit.
Positivism has unfortunately often been reduced to
being synonymous with empirical inquiry and technical
knowledge. Thus, rejection of the underlying assumptions
of positivism is misunderstood as a naive rejection of
empirical inquiry and technical knowledge (Brydon-Miller,
1984). This is not the case. Empirical-analytical inquiry
methods, while often grounded in positivism, can also be
non-positivist (Brydon-Miller, 1984; Fals Borda, 1977).
The alternative social science research paradigm is, for
lack of a better term, essentially anti-positivist, i.e.,
rejecting the underlying assumptions of positivist
research. The alternative research paradigm recognizes
technical, interpretive, and critical knowledge as
legitimate forms of knowing about social reality.
Likewise, the alternative research paradigm recognizes and
uses empirical, interpretive, and critical inquiry methods.
However, the alternative research paradigm acknowledges the
degree of subjectivity inherent in all forms of knowledge
and inquiry systems. In contrast, positivist social
science has come to recognize empiricial-analytical inquiry
and technical knowledge as the only valid source of social
knowledge. It claims this knowledge can be produced
objectively, i.e., that research can be value-free.
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Competition between the dominant and alternative
social science paradigm research is not about inquiry
methods nor merely about which form of social knowledge is
most or solely legitimate. The argument is much broader.
The two paradigms are based on fundamentally different
assumptions about knowledge creation and the purposes for
which social knowledge is generated. The competing views
of the purposes of social science reflect the differences
of competing views of society. On the one hand, dominant
social science paradigm research supports the generation of
essentially "politically neutral" theories about social
a^ a -'- rs
>
i*e«, supportive of the status quo (Fay, 1 975).
On the other hand, alternative paradigm research supports
the production of knowledge for emancipatory interests,
i.e., for radical social transformation and the increased
awareness of ordinary and oppressed people regarding their
ability to free themselves from the mechanisms of social
domination ( Brydon-Miller
,
1984).
When grounded in positivism, interpretive and
technical knowledge takes the context of knowledge, i.e.,
the political, economic, and social structures, as
unconnected "givens." The importance of power in social
relationships is largely ignored. In this case, both
knowledge forms claim to be neutral and value free, support
the status quo, separate theory and practice, and adhere to
the formal methodological requirements of the scientific
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method (Popkewitz, 1984; Fay, 1975). In contrast, critical
inquiry claims no neutrality; power is a central concern.
Current social systems are not taken as givens. Oliveira
and Oliveira note, "No social system is unalterable.
—
-
ay ' 3
—
gliby is not. the only possible reality. In other
words, what exists, often, can be changed” (1982:47).
Critical inquiry openly seeks to uncover and change the
forms and mechanisms of domination and power.
Alternative social science paradigm research
acknowledges many forms of knowing and knowledge inquiry
systems. Each form of knowledge and inquiry system helps
shape a different explanation of social relations, yet none
has a "monopoly on truth” (Paulston, 1979). Because each
inquiry system provides a different vantage point for
"coming to grips with social reality,” no one inquiry
system or form of knowledge can meet all social research
needs (Popkewitz, 1984; Patton, 1975). However, while
technical and interpretive inquiry may be necessary to
solve many of the problems facing humankind, neither is
sufficient for human emancipation and social transformation
(Habermas, 1971; Brydon-Miller
,
1984; Held, 1980).
Alternative paradigm research aims at social
critique, i.e., exposing the mechanisms for producing,
maintaining, and legitimizing social inequities and
domination (Paulston, 1979). Research is one tool for
radical social change through action. From the alternative
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viewpoint, the purpose of research is not merely to
describe or uncover interpretations of social dynamics, but
to do something about social contradictions and inequities
(Apple, 1 9 8 0 ; Popkewitz, 1 984 ; Fay, 1 975).
As educators, activists, or researchers, the paradigms
out of which we operate directly shape and influence our
work. In addition to influencing what we "see” in the
world, paradigms map out expectations or operating norms
within our respective disciplines. Yet many of us operate
out of alternative paradigm assumptions for our education
or activist practices, while accepting dominant positivist
paradigm assumptions about social science research without
exploring the contradictions.
Examination of the assumptions underlying competing
social science research paradigms is not common. Patton,
A1 1 erna t i ve E v al ua t i on Research Paradigm
,
noted his
concern on this:
My concern here is two-fold: First, I am concerned
that practitioners and adherents of the dominant
paradigm show little awareness about even the
existence of an alternative paradigm; and secondly, I
am concerned that practitioners of the dominant
paradigm seem to be insensitive to and unaware of the
degree to which their methodology is based upon a
relatively narrow philosophical/ideological/
epistemological view of the world. (1975:10)
Given my own experience, I agree that many
practitioners and researchers are not even aware of a
dominant research paradigm. Much of its power comes from
the fact that many people don't know their research
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practices reflect "a paradigm,” a world view, let alone
consciously question underlying assumptions or actively
consider alternatives. Perhaps many who know on a feeling
or gut level, lack the theoretical language to
conceptualize and discuss alternatives. Thus, the dominant
paradigm becomes more entrenched, and is assumed to be the
only way of viewing or investigating the world.
Because as social scientists and educators we live
"in a world of different social visions, possibilities, and
contradictions" (Popkewitz, 1984:35), we must clearly
understand competing options for our practices, make
conscious choices, and be able to defend our choices
(Patton, 1975; Paulston, 1976, 1979; Burrell and Morgan,
1979; Popkewitz, 1984).
Characteristics of Dominant and Alternative
Research Paradigms
This section provides a broad-brush, rather than
exhaustive, overview of the characteristics of dominant and
alternative research paradigms. As in the previous
section, the device of presenting characteristics as
bipolar opposites is used to highlight fundamental
differences rather than to suggest iron-clad dichotomies.
The differences reflect competing assumptions about the
nature of society and the forms and uses of knowledge. The
overall framework is adapted from Patton (1975) and Brydon-
Miller (1984).
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The following research characteristics will be briefly
described and compared:
1
. Objectivity vs. Subjectivity
2. Researcher Distance vs. Closeness to Subject
3. Generalizations or Universality vs. Uniqueness
Quantitative vs. Qualitative
5. Social Control vs. Local Self Determination
6. Impartial Advice vs. Solidarity and Action
Objectivity vs. Subjectivity
Objectivity, a central and indispensible
characteristic of dominant social science and educational
research, assumes the existence of a social world external
to individuals' consciousness:
• . -a real world made up of hard, tangible, and
relatively immutable structures.
. . . The social
world has an existence which is as hard and concrete
as the natural world (Burrell and Morgan, 1979:4).
Social facts are assumed to be "out there," ready and
available for knowing through observation. The search for
factual knowledge requires social scientists to adhere to
research procedures derived from the natural sciences.
These procedures are said to enable researchers to observe
and analyze data in a way that minimizes and controls their
personal feelings and biases. Stone noted that:
scientists working independently of one another
should be able to observe a given phenomenon and
'see' the same thing. (1978:9)
Thus, researchers discover social "facts," i.e.,
observations which are replicable by other researchers
using similar methods.
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The alternative social science paradigm challenge of
the concept of objectivity grows out of the critique of
positivism associated with the Institute of Social Research
in Frankfurt and critical theorists.
4
To propose that an
objective social reality exists external to human
consciousness and creation is to deny that social reality
is humanly and socially constructed. The positivist
concept of objectivity suggests that people are passive
spectators rather than active subjects in the world. From
an alternative perspective, the social world is humanly and
collectively constructed within an historical context.
Comstock explained:
If all social processes are products of meaningfulhuman actors, then all critical accounts must begin
with the intersubjective meanings, values, and
historically specific groups of actors
( 1 9o0 : 4 ) .
Alternative paradigm research stresses the importance
of human subjectivity and consciousness in knowledge
creation. This approach maintains that objectivity is an
'illusion" which suggests that it is possible to separate
the subject of knowledge, the knower, from the object, the
known. Patton maintained that the claim to objectivity is
5
For an extensive review of this work, see Arato and
Gebhardt
,
The Essential Frankfurt School Reader, ( 1982);
and Held, Introduction to Critical Theory, (1980).
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actually an "ideology":
*
* f
s not Possible for us to view thp
filterin^and
0
^'^?-? 631 W ° rld without somehow
act of
P
i
fying those complexities. Thatfiltering and simplifying affects what thSobserver sees because it necessarily brings into olavthe observers past experiences of [he wo?ld ?n theanalysis, this position means that we are
absolute^ense
PS^eptlon
J'.
"°t 'facts' in some
operates withJn the eSStJSiStliJ a^I^Ln-basedparadigm with ideological and political
underpinnings. (1975:22-23)
Research Distance vs. Closeness to the Subject
The premise that researchers can be objective demands
that they remain distant and detached from the subject
under investigation, another characteristic of dominant
paradigm research. For example, in discussion of the
disadvantages of field experiments as strategies to
research behavior in organizations, Stone noted:
To the extent that a field experiment requires the
researcher to maintain prolonged contact with a
system, the experimenter's objectivity in studying
the system may suffer. (1978:127)
Detachment from the people and systems being studied is
necessary to prevent contamination of the researcher's
objectivity and the researcheds' usual behavior. The
dominant paradigm researcher is trained to report research
r 2sul ts in the same detached and dispassionate manner,
using the impersonal language of the third person singular
or first person plural but never the first person singular
(Campos, 1985; Brydon-Miller
,
1984).
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Objectivity requires researchers to be detached from
the researched; it may also subtly promote researchers'
detachment from part of themselves. As "guardians of the
scientific method" dominant paradigm researchers may
collude in their own dehumanization. They agree to
fragment themselves by compartmentalizing their lives.
Under the guise of scientific objectivity, they accept the
premise that it is possible, even praiseworthy, to separate
their beliefs and values from their daily research work.
Researchers agree to be detached practitioners, or as
Horton noted, "voyeur(s)
,
calmly taking notes" ( 1 9 8 1 : 8 )
.
The work of researchers, whose values and passions show, is
criticized on the basis that it is subjective and
unscientific
.
The ideology of objective, value-free, apolitical
knowledge creation can result in extreme detachment, i.e.,
alienation. Gouldner comments on this extreme:
objectivity is not neutrality, but alienation
it is an alienation from a
a hurtful and unlovable thing,
one comes to terms and makes
does not like but will not
one is detached from the
status quo but reluctant to be identified by its
critics, detached from the dominant map of social
reality as well as from meaningful alternative maps.
Objectivity transforms the nowhere of exile into a
positive and valued social location.
. . . Objectivity
is the ideology of those who are alienated and
politically homeless. (1970:103)
Doubting the possibility and usefulness of
maintaining distance, alternative paradigm research
from self and society;
society experienced as
Objectivity is the way
peace with a world one
oppose; it arises when
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suggests that without close, empathic, interpersonal
interchange and relationships, researchers will find it
impossible to gain meaningful insights into human
interaction or to understand the meaning people give to
their own behavior (Patton, 1975). In a jab at detachment,
Reason and Rowan observe:
Researchers actually try to know as little aspossible about the phenomenon under study - it mightaffect the results if they knew too much. ( 1 98 1 : x v
)
Universality vs. Uniqueness
Objective and detached observations of social
phenomena lead to establishing relationships among observed
data and discovering patterns, laws, and theories which
explain human behavior and society. According to the
dominant research paradigm, the "ultimate goal of science
is, of course, ordering of facts into general, consistent
laws from which predictions may be made" (Bachrach, 1972:
39) . Human behavior
,
like nature, is assumed to be subject
to universal laws. Patton noted that social scientists are
usually not interested in particular situations for their
intrinsic value, but for the extent to which
generalizations can be made, i.e., "the extent to which
whatever relationships are uncovered can be expected to
hold true for every situation" (1980:277).
The importance which dominant social science has
placed on finding or making generalizations has affected
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methodology decisions, according to Patton, by putting
emphasis on the following:
.
.
. ever larger samples, inclusion of an everincreasing number of cases in research studies
and the concommitant ever greater distance from
and quantification of the data. (1975:37)
This has financial implications for the cost of conducting
research. Even within dominant social science, the value
of universal generalizations has been questioned (Cronback,
1975; Guba, 1978; Stake, 1978). However, it is often
criticism of one particular aspect of the scientific method
rather than critique of positivism itself.
In contrast, the alternative paradigm concept of
uniqueness brings the focus of research back to individuals
and groups in the particular social context being
investigated. The purpose of research is shifted from
constructing grand generalizations for control and
predictability by detached outsiders to working closely
with ordinary people, the insiders, in a particular
context. The purpose is to enhance local people's
5
understanding and ability to control their own reality.
Quantitative vs. Qualitative
Positivist research has come to be identified almost
exclusively with empirical-analytical inquiry. Likewise,
empirical research has been reduced to a very narrow
5
For greater detail, see Park (1982), "From Universalism
to Indigenization .
"
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definition of empirical, i.e., only that data which is
quantifiable. Inquiry depends on the collection of
quantifiable data with analysis dependent on increasingly
complex mathematical formulas. Even when interpretive
inquiry is acceptable in the dominant research paradigm, it
is considered second class.
Some dominant and alternative paradigm research
advocates argue that both quantitative and qualitative
research are necessary. Both groups would also agree that
in its current state, the social sciences hold quantitative
research in higher regard. The status hierarchy of
methodology is obvious, ".
. .the harder the data, the more
scientific the results, and the higher the status" (Patton,
1975.12). "Hardness of data" refers to the degree to which
numbers can be assigned to the subject under investigation
and manipulated through statistical techniques (Ibid.). In
the extreme, the dominant paradigm researcher might
caution: "If you can't measure it, don't study it." As a
consequence of the fixation on quantitative data, important
social phenomena are not investigated if they cannot easily
be reduced to measurable variables; or complex, social
phenomena are reduced to nearly meaningless,
"statisticalized" component parts.
Social Control vs. Local Self-determination
Objectivity, detachment, and generalizable laws about
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social phenomena are essential to the ultimate, though
often unrecognized, purpose of dominant paradigm social
science research, i.e., knowledge for the explanation,
prediction, and control of human behavior and social
events. For example, in discussion of psychology as a
"scientific discipline
,
" Bachrach noted:
A psychologist cannot function effectively as ascientist
_ unless he accepts the assumption thatbehavior is lawful and understandable, recognizingalso the somewhat chilling fact that the scientificgoal is control of behavior. (1972:48)
Gouldner observed that the natural sciences presume
that through scientific knowledge, people can control the
rest of the universe (1970). Imitating the natural
sciences, "scientific" social science promotes the practice
of humans using social science knowledge to control other
humans (Popkewitz, 1984). Furthermore, only certain humans
acquire and manage this control. Often working in the
interest of dominant groups and for the maintenance of the
status quo, policy makers and politicians are put in the
position of correcting social problems and managing social
change when provided with adequate information by
researchers
.
Predictability and control are closely related in the
dominant approach to social science research. "It should
be apparent that once we are able successfully to predict
events we achieve a degree of control over them" (Bachrach,
1972:52). Concern with increased social control as an
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outcome of the research process is mirrored in the
researcher’s attempt to control all aspects of the process.
In other words, to increase the quality of generalizations
and predictions made the research er uses a standard range
of methods to control the research situation and subjects.
Alternative paradigm research notes the political
aspects of supposedly value-free dominant paradigm
research. Who benefits from the enhanced capacity for
prediction and control? Much, though by no means all,
research is undoubtedly big business. It becomes the
'•servant" of those who foot the bill. "It answers their
questions (Reason and Rowan, 1981 : xv )
.
It solves their
problems or their perception of the problem. Likewise, it
increases the power of elite groups to control and dominate
other social groups. Research is not a neutral tool for
the creation of supposedly "apolitical" knowledge.
Alternative paradigm researchers stress collaborative
or participative inquiry in which control over both the
research process and product is more equally shared between
researcher and participants. Research should be useful in
improving the life conditions of oppressed people. Both
the process and outcomes should put more power and control
in the hands of the oppressed. Research should give them a
voice in articulating their perception of their problems
and relevant solutions. In this way, research can become a
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tool for self-determined social transformation rather
maintenance of inequitable social relations.
than
Impartial Advice vs. Solidarity and Action
As an outgrowth of the assumptions of dominant
paradigm research, researchers are expected to be able to
produce knowledge in an objective, impartial manner, and to
remain impartial about the consequences of using that
knowledge (Rowan, 1981). Application of the findings to
real problems in the social world is left to policy makers,
politicians, and experts. This dichotomizing of knowing
and doing is inherited from the natural sciences. M We just
build bombs, we don’t decide when and where to drop them."
Alternative paradigm researchers dispute the claim to
impartiality. Researchers produce knowledge; and
knowledge, regardless of its form, is power. The New
Paradigm Research Manifesto asserts:
Research can never be neutral. It is always
supporting or questioning social forces, both by its
content and by its method. It has effects and side-
effects, and these benefit or harm people. (Reason
and Rowan, 1981:489)
The researcher, consciously or not, is in solidarity,
if not quiet collusion, with either those who have power or
those who don’t. Of course, many researchers never
question the implications of their acceptance of dominant
paradigm research assumptions. Their collusion with the
status quo is unconscious. Many are well-intended, caring,
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and concerned people, attempting to live up to the
standards of their discipline to produce knowledge useful
to the solution of pressing social problems. Few are
encouraged to ’'question the questions" or the philosophical
underpinnings of social research. As Patton ( 1975 ) noted,
they are truly unaware of alternatives.
What
unquestion
paradigm?
Why Does One Paradigm Dominate?
explains the near strangle hold and often
ed acceptance of the dominant positivist research
Ritzer pointed out:
One paradigm wins out over another because
supporters have more power than those who
competing paradigms and not necessarily beparadigm is 'better' than its competitors.
1 57 )
its
support
cause their
(1975:156-
Paulston aptly summarized resistance to alternative
paradigm research:
Given the potentially subversive nature of critical
evaluation approaches to established privileged groups,it is perhaps not difficult to explain why this type of
evaluation has been so long ignored and/or suppressed.
( 1979:21 )
Promotion and enforcement of the primacy of the
dominant research paradigm happens in varied ways. Most
social scientists receive their initial training and
socialization to their discipline's norms within university
settings. Professors using the positivist-informed
scientific method in their own work "nuture students in a
commitment to that same methodology" (Patton, 1975:6). In
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a less-than-nurturing manner, professors often pressure
students to follow dominant research approaches without
adequate identification and understanding of its underlying
assumptions. Students who question the dominant approach
may represent a threat to professors who don’t. Anxious to
produce work acceptable to, and with full support of, their
major professors, as well as operating from a less powerful
base, students fall in line.
Many social scientists are hard at work trying to
attain for their respective disciplines equal status with
the natural sciences. They use dominant research paradigm
approaches to prove that the social sciences are real
"sciences" (Filstead, 1970). Social scientists
consistently using alternative research approaches have
more difficulty getting their work published and finding
grants and sponsors for their work (Patton, 1975). Given
the reward structure in academia and other research
settings, such researchers hurt their chances for promotion
and tenure (Reinharz, 1981; Patton, 1975). Even radical
social scientists succumb to the pressure to utilize
dominant approaches in order to "have their arguments
receive attention" (Papagiannis et al., 1982:269).
Some alternative paradigm theories are not easily
accessible. For example, the language and concepts of
theories such as Marxism, critical theory, and feminism
often create barriers for the ordinary person. Try asking
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an ordinary college student the meaning of terms such as
historical materialism, epistemology, ontology, or
patriarchy. One of my humblest moments and deepest belly
laughs in graduate school came at that exact instant when I
realized that hermeneutics did not refer to a Mr. Herman
Neutics. Even within the alternative paradigm, power and
authority come from being able to understand and discuss
alternatives using accepted terminology and concepts.
Therefore, while one paradigm is so predominant that many
hardly question it, the theories, language, and concepts of
the other are not easily accessed by non-scholars.
As this study suggests, promoters of alternative
paradigm research do exist within university settings.
In this sense, some professors who promote a direct
relationship between research and social justice efforts
can survive within the traditional university. More often
than not, students must actively seek out such mentors and
role models. Nonetheless, there is encouraging evidence of
a crack in the dominant paradigm wall.
Summary
In summary, the dominant positivist research paradigm
promotes empirical-analytical inquiry and technical
knowledge as the only valid source and form of knowledge.
The paradigm claims that knowledge can be produced
objectively. Furthermore, the production and use of
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knowledge are held separate, thus knowing and doing are
dichotomous. The implicit purpose of knowledge creation is
the maintenance or evolutionary change of the status quo,
favoring those already in power.
Alternative paradigm research recognizes the
validity of many knowledge forms and inquiry systems.
However, whatever the form, the social world is best
understood from the viewpoint of the people directly
involved in and affected by the activities under
investigation. The detached observer’s standpoint is not a
valid position from which to understand the social world.
Essentially, alternative paradigm research rejects the
assumptions that social science research can produce
objective knowledge of any kind (Burrell and Morgan,
1979 : 5 )
.
Technical or interpretive knowledge, by themselves,
are insufficent to address the problems facing humankind.
Critical knowledge is necessary. However, regardless of
the form or source of knowledge, alternative paradigm
research maintains that knowledge must be put to use for
emancipatory purposes. The oppressed must have an
equitable role in the production and utilization of
knowledge
.
To consciously chose alternative paradigm research is
not then a choice to validate only one form or source of
knowledge. Instead, it is a choice to recognize a range of
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knowledge forms and inquiry systems which produce knowledge
for the explicit purpose of human emancipation.
Thus, every aspect of our work is influenced by the
particular paradigms out of which we choose to operate.
Perhaps the most dangerous position is one of blind and
tacit acceptance of any paradigm without conscious and
critical exploration of the choice-making involved and
implications of those choices. Making explicit choices
forces us to come to grips with our own values. Who and
what purposes does our work serve? As C. Wright Mills
(1961) asked, whose problems do we try to solve through our
work? We are forced to abandon the myth and safety of
neutral, value-free work, be it education, activism, or
research. Becker articulated part of the challenge:
The question is not whether we should take sides
since we inevitably will, but rather whose side are
we on? ( 1970 : 15 )
We must challenge ourselves further. When we know whose
side we are on, how will we demonstrate that in our
everyday life and work, including our research?
CHAPTER III
ADJUSTING THE LENS
PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH
called participatory research where
with” rather than "on" people. I*
as usual, about
round to the
about this.
e you did research
've got to find out
Personal Journal, September 1983
This chapter focuses on participatory research (PR),
to openly demonstrate solidarity with oppressed and
disempowered people through our work as researchers. In
addition to recognizing many forms of knowledge,
regarding the purpose of knowledge creation. The purpose
of PR is not merely to describe and interpret social
reality, but to radically change it. Furthermore, the
intent is to transform reality "with” rather than ’'for”
oppressed people. Participatory research places human
self-determination, emancipation, and personal and social
transformation as the central goals of social science
research (Horton, 1981; Brydon-Mi Her
,
1984).
one alternative paradigm approach to social science and
educational research. Participatory research offers a way
participatory research insists on an alternative position
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Defi ning Participatory Research
Participatory research combines three activities,
i.e., investigation, education, and action. PR is a method
of social
_inve s ti gat ion of problems, involving
participation of oppressed and ordinary people in problem
posing and solving. It is an educational process for the
researcher and participants, who analyze the structural
causes of named problems through collective discussion and
interaction. Finally, it is a way for researchers and
oppressed people to join in solidarity to take collective
action
,
both short and long term, for radical social
change. Locally determined and controlled action is a
planned consequence of inquiry (Hall, 1979, 1981; PR
Network, 1 982 ) .
The direct link between research and action is
perhaps the most unique aspect of participatory research.
Combining the creation of knowledge about social reality
with concrete action on reality removes the traditional
research dichotomy between knowing and doing (Tandon,
1 9 8 1 b ; Hall, 1981). Participatory research aims at three
types of change, including the following:
Ghapter defines PR, discusses its origins and
assumptions, outlines its approach, and
some of the issues in doing participatory
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The investigation, education, and action components
of PR are collective processes. The investigative
component begins with collective problem posing. Ideally,
a community group, working with a researcher, names common
problems which they want to work together to eliminate or
change. An existing community problem is the basis for
research (Hall, 1981). Problem-posing includes the group
and the researcher working together to understand why and
how the problem exists, particularly understanding what
Park calls the "human-made” nature of the problem
( 1 978b : 24 ) . Understanding the why's and how's of problems
are essential to eventually acting to eliminate them. The
group investigates the concrete and complex social reality
in which they live but may not thoroughly understand.
Collective inquiry builds group ownership of
information as people move from being objects to subjects
of their own research process. Research is demystified by
involving people in deciding what to investigate, what
questions to ask, how to gather information, and how to
organize and use information (PR Network, 1982:38).
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PR includes an educational component to assist people
to further develop skills in collecting, analyzing, and
utilizing information. The educational process is
potentially liberating as it provides an explicit way for
people to develop an increasingly critical understanding of
social problems, their underlying causes, and possibilities
for overcoming them (PR Network, 1982:1).
By learning through doing, people strengthen their
awareness of, and belief in, their abilities and resources
for organizing (Brown and Tandon, 1983). Having identified
and investigated important problems in their lives, people
can decide how to use the knowledge and skills gained.
While direct community action is an intended outcome of
participatory research, people may also decide not to act
at a particular point in time. The important point is that
those involved in the production of knowledge are involved
in the decision making regarding its use and application to
their everyday lives.
Collective investigation, education, and action are
important to the re-humanizing goal of participatory
research, i.e., overcoming the dehumanization of
oppression. Traditional social science research treats
people as things, as objects to be counted, surveyed,
predicted, and controlled. Traditional research
approaches mirror oppressive social conditions which cause
ordinary people to relinquish their capacity to make real
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choices and to be out out of meaningful decision making,
often without even acknowledging the loss or its
implications. The collective processes of participatory
research help rebuild people's capacity to be creative
actors on the world.
The three-pronged participatory research process is
more than a new set of techniques. It is a systematic
approach to radical social transformation grounded in an
alternative paradigm world view. PR’s ideological
foundation is in open opposition to the underpinnings of
dominant social science research. The core issue in
participatory research is power. The objectives of PR
include the transformation of power structures and
relationships as well as the empowerment of oppressed
people. Transformation requires not only a critical
understanding of current and historical social realities,
but also a vision of what a just and loving society should
be (Horton, 1 9 8 1 ; Park 1978a).
Origins of Participatory Research
Participatory research has emerged from and has been
influenced by other movements which share a vision of
society without domination. These movements agree with
Freire’s (1970) observation that domination is the
fundamental theme of our epoch, and liberation is the
goal. Groups within international development, adult
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education, and the social sciences communities have
questioned the processes and purposes of their respective
fields. They have asked whether their work is a force for
the continued domination or for the liberation of oppressed
and marginalized people. Participatory research emerged
from the concrete experience of such people coming face to
face with the politics of their work, i.e., its implica-
tions for the redistribution or consolidation of power
The emergence of participatory research can be linked
to the following three trends:
radical and reformist reconceptualizations ofinternational economic development assistance
reframing adult education as an empowering
alternative to traditional educational approaches
* ongoing debate within the social sciences
,
challenging the dominant social science paradigm
(Hall, 1979; Tandon, 1981b; Horton, 1981; Vio Grossi,
Martinic, Tapia, and Pascal, 1983 ).
In the 1960s and 1970s, the failed policies of more
than a quarter century of international development
assistance came under scrutiny by both the development
industry and its critics. Despite development efforts, the
absolute number and percentage of the world’s people living
in oppressive poverty continue to increase daily. In fact,
such poverty is increasingly visible in the industrialized
"first world" (Tandon 1981b). Tandon observed that
frustrated development policy makers and administrators,
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"called for something new." That something new Included a
search by the development assistance community for ways to
bring the poor more rapidly into full participation in
development decisions, processes, and benefits.
Likewise, alternative critiques of mainstream
development approaches emerged, spurred by the work of
dependency theorists, such as Andre Gunder Frank (1973) and
Celso Furtado (1973). Dependency theorists pointed out
that unequal relationships of international trade and
investment between the technically advanced and third world
nations set up dominant-dependency relationships
( Kindervat ter
,
1979). One consequence for third world
nations is their inability to accumulate the capital
necessary for self-directed and controlled development.
Because of the inequitable patterns of capitalist
accumulation, "development in one part of the world is
premised on and has generated underdevelopment in another"
( Brydon-Miller
,
1984:16). Critics of international
development assistance observed that this assistance,
termed "assis tencialism , " by ignoring dependency
relationships, attacks the symptoms rather than causes of
poverty (Gutierrez, 1973; Freire, 1981). Schemes aimed at
integrating marginal people into development leave intact
the very economic, political, and social structures which
support the distribution of poverty (Heatley, 1979; Vio
Grossi et al
. ,
1 983 ). Development approaches of both
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western powers and Soviet and the People’s Republic of
China state socialism have come under attack (Harasim,
1982; Kassam, 1982). Rather than promote ordinary and
oppressed people’s increased participation in unaltered
systems of domination, the critics call for radical
transformation of systems and relationships based on
domination
.
Critics of assis tencialism also recognize that
people, as well as relationships and systems, must
change. Goulet noted:
All is lost, in spite of glittering appearances, if
material objects and social structures are formally
altered but human subjects are left powerless asbefore.
. . . The goal of land reform, as in alldevelopmental change, is to transform people, not
merely to change structures, (in Freire, 198l:xiii)
Within this context of criticism of mainstream
international development assistance, spokesmen for third
world adult educators challenged traditional education
which nurtures social relationships based on dominance
6
(Freire, 1970, 1981; Nyerere, 1969).
Freire’s (1970, 1981) approach to education for
conscient izacao or critical consciousness has strongly
influenced participatory research. Critical consciousness
is learning to perceive economic, political, and social
E
The use of the term ’’spokemen" is intentional. See
Gayfer (1980) and Yanz (1986) for a discussion of the male-
domination of international adult education policy making
and advocacy groups
.
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contradictions and taking action to change oppressive
elements of reality (Freire, 1970). As early as the 1930 s,
Myles Horton and those at Highlander Center in the southern
United States, recognized adult education as a powerful
vehicle for social change (Adams, 1975). The Highlander
Folk School began working with poor Appalachian mountain
people to use education as a tool to question and challenge
an unjust society, particularly in the areas of labor and
civil rights. Highlander remains a moving force in
participatory research. PR has incorporated the principles
and processes of empowering adult education into the
research process. Education is another vehicle for
transforming people and unjust social structures
.
7
A small group of adult educators continues to have a
prominent place in PR, particularly as practitioners. The
Participatory Research Network was sponsored in 1977 by the
International Council for Adult Education. PR Network
participants are united by dissatisfaction with the
existing social order; a commitment to change social
inequities in partnership with poor and marginal peoples;
and a commitment to utilize education and research
approaches which actively involve local people (PR Network,
1982:3) .
7
For discussion of education for empowerment and social
change, see Kindervat ter
,
1979; Adams, 1975; Wren, 1977 .
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HaU (1975) shared the story of his personal journey
into the realm of PR based on four years praotioing and
teaching adult education research in an adult education
institution in Africa. Through his involvement with two
survey research projects, Hall concluded that traditional
research methods were inconsistent with the principles of
adult education. Adult education is built on a philosophy
and set of techniques which treat adult learners as "whole
people participating actively in the world" (Hall,
1975:28). Yet adult education researchers were using
methods which treated adults as passive objects, incapable
of active involvement in the research process. Tandon
( 1985 ) captured the contradiction experienced by
practitioners in the field: "Adult education research still
treated adult learners as children. ’We know. You don't
know.’" The hidden message of research methods was similar
to the hidden curriculum of traditional education (Illich,
1972; Farber, 1972). Ordinary people were considered
incapable of understanding and controlling their lives.
Domination by the powerful through their managers, i.e.,
experts, was legitimized.
Dissatisfaction among adult educators and development
workers with dominant social science research approaches
is part of the ongoing social science debate discussed
earlier. The North American-European version of the
dominant social science paradigm, including research
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practices, has been imposed on the third world through a
combination of scholarships, exchange programs, and
training opportunities (Hall, 1979). Despite this
imposition, Hall noted that there has been a third world
reaction to "research methods which, giving an illusion of
objectivity and scientific credibility, become another
manifestation of cultural dependency" (1981:8).
In summary, PR builds on critiques of the domination
inherent in mainstream development, education, and the
social sciences. Taken individually, the premises of PR
are not unique. Rather, as Horton pointed out, PR is
unique in integrating the premises into a systematic
approach to social change (1981:1).
Underlying Assumptions
Participatory research assumes that there is a
political nature to all we do, i.e., all of our work has
implications for the distribution of power in society.
Given this assumption, there can be no neutral or value-
free science. Participatory research requires that
researchers be clear about where they choose to stand
regarding the daily struggles of oppressed people (Horton
1981 ) .
Participatory research begins with the premise that
knowledge has become the single most important basis of
power and control (Tandon, 1981b). Furthermore, one
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particular form of knowledge, technical or "scientific,"
has become the only legitimate form. Knowledge production
has become lucrative big business, in fact, a monopolized
industry. Knowledge itself has become a commodity, (Hall,
1 979; Tandon
,
1 98 1 b )
.
Given this framework, ordinary people are rarely
considered knowledgeable, in the scientific sense, or
capable of knowing about their own reality. They are
excluded from the increasingly more specialized research
industry, barred by requirements of the "scientific
method," intimidating concepts and jargon, money, time,
skills, and experience. In addition to being excluded from
meaningful participation in knowledge creation processes,
oppressed and ordinary people are subjected to research
processes which treat them as objects and things. Hence,
traditional research processes are often alienating and
dehumanizing. Decisions which ultimately shape the lives
of the poor and even the middle class are increasingly made
by experts. Consider, for example, the Reagan
Administration's recent denial of the existence of
widespread hunger in America. Studies documenting this
hunger were dismissed on the grounds that they were based
on "mere anecdotal" rather than "scientific evidence."
Strict adherence to the procedures of the dominant research
model becomes more important than actual social problems.
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Experts' assessment of common people's Inability to
"know" becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. Taught to
believe they cannot adequately understand their own lives,
and deprived of participation in inquiry processes which
might enhance their understanding, ordinary people simply
stop trying. Freire commented on this:
But
_ too often, the ordinary person is crushed,
conve
^
ted int0 a spectator, maneuvered bymyths which powerful social forces have created.
. /The greatest tragedy of modern man is his dominationby the force of these myths. (1981:6)
This "ordinary person" is not only the illiterate or the
poor. Thousands of working and middle class people in the
most industrialized nations are immobilized by these myths.
Building on the work of Lukacs (1971), Shor noted:
. . .in mass corporate society, the reproduction ofdaily life becomes mysterious. Popular powerlessness
results from feeling overwhelmed by an oppressive yetincomprehensible system. (1980:56)
As a result of this mystery, poor and middle class
alike often put their energy into beating rather than
changing a system which they assume is beyond their
comprehension or control (Shor, 1980) . In a vicious cycle,
people do often lack the information, skills, and
experience to critically understand and analyze the social
structures and relations which shape their powerlessness
(Ellis, 1983; Tandon 1981b). Their lack of information and
preoccupation with daily survival interferes with their
understanding of power structures, how they work, and how
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their lives are affected (Tandon, 1981b). Therefore, the
oppressed often share the oppressors' viewpoint, blaming
themselves for their own poverty and powerlessness. Tandon
commented on this:
causes°of
d
hi s
' the P°or . farmer unaware of systematicpoverty - impoverishment.
. . If I aeree
hfs noi
m
,
blindl y> the ™ly possible expiation fori p verty is his own stupidity, ignoranceincompetence. ( 1982:85) stance,
One of the greatest obstacles to creating a more just world
is the power of the dominant hegemony, "the ideological
oppression which shapes the way in which people think" (PR
Network
,
1 982 : 43 )
.
Herein lies a dilemma for the participatory
researcher. To purposefully embark on a research approach
that promotes oppressed people's empowerment as an explicit
goal requires a belief that people need empowerment, or
conversely, that people are oppressed and powerless.
Likewise, it requires a belief that this research approach
can make a contribution to social change. A participatory
researcher must find a balance between assuming that
oppressed people fully understand their own oppression and
the researcher does not; or conversely, that the researcher
fully understands the truth about people's oppression, and
they do not.
Participatory research cautions the researcher
against either dichotomy: "They know, I don't know." or
"They don't know, I know." Instead, PR offers a
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partnership: "We both know some things; neither of us knows
everything. Working together we will both know more, and
we will both learn more about how to know." PR requires
that both the researcher and researched be open to personal
transformation and conseientization
. PR assumes that both
parties come to the research process with knowledge and
experience to contribute.
Participatory research assumes that, in part, the
oppressors' power is derived from their control of both the
process and products of knowledge creation. Dominant
groups also have the power to shape what is considered
"common knowledge." For example, many battered women
believe the myth perpetuated by abusers and many societal
institutions that the violence women experience is somehow
their own fault. Women, we are told, provoke men's abusive
behavior. That myth is supported by hundreds of messages
about women's "irrational behavior" and inferior status.
The entertainment and pornography industries, both male
controlled, lend credence to the belief that "women enjoy
violence." That line of thinking asks, "Why else do women
stay in abusive relationships?" Important questions, such
as "Why do men brutalize women in love relationships?"
and "How does society support such violence?" are
ignored. The ability to shape both common and scientific
knowledge is a source of power for dominant social groups.
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To produce and share more critical knowledge,
participatory researchers abandon the dominant research
tenets of detachment and unilateral control of the research
process and products. When the objects of research are
considered incapable of understanding their lives and
reality and the researchers are considered capable of
separating knowing from feeling, researchers’ detachment
from the researched seems logical. However, when you start
with other assumptions about people, detachment hinders
rather than helps the research process.
Participatory research assumes that ordinary people,
provided with tools and opportunities, are capable of
critical reflection and analysis. Given this premise,
establishing reciprocal, empathic adult relationships
between the researcher and the researched no longer
endangers knowledge creation. Instead, it improves the
possibility of jointly creating a more critical
understanding of a given reality.
The principle of shared power is central to
participatory research. Power sharing begins with a shift
in the most basic power relationship in research, i.e., the
relationship between the researcher and the research
participants. Participatory research is structured to
increasingly shift the power and control of decision making
and decision taking to participants.
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Involving research subjects as partners in the entire
research process also increases the potential of more
equitably distributing the benefits of the research
process. When the objects of research become subjects and
partners, they benefit from the opportunity to learn about
and understand their own reality and they benefit by
sharing directly in subsequent policy and program decision
making and control.
Participatory research proposes returning to ordinary
people the power to participate in knowledge creation, the
power that results from such participation, and the power
to utilize knowledge. A deep and abiding belief in
people’s capacity to grow, change, and create underlies
this democratization of research. PR assumes that
returning the power of knowledge production and use to
ordinary and oppressed people will contribute to the
creation of a more accurate and critical reflection of
social reality, the liberation of human creative potential,
and the mobilization of human resources to solve social
problems (Hall, 1975).
Clearly, PR is one tool, not a panacea, for empowering
people to build just communities and, ultimately, a just
world. Vio Grossi's observation helps us maintain a
perspective on PR that avoids either extreme of defeatism
or romanticism about the process:
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Participatory Research
Within the PR literature are numerous models for
conducting participatory research (Marshall, 1 98 1 ; Le
Boterf, 1983; Fernandes and Tandon, 1981
; Park, 1978 a).
Each model is usually presented as one possible approach
among many, careful to avoid the claim that there is or
should be only one PR model. Cautions are made that in
each case, the actual model must evolve out of and in
response to the unique conditions and context of the
specific situation (Le Boterf, 1983 ; Vio Grossi, Martinic,
Tapia, and Pascal, 1983).
While noting the impossibility of constructing a
generalized PR model, Vio Grossi, Martinic, Tapia, and
Pascal (1983) identified five phases common to actual
participatory research projects. Likewise, Hall (1975,
1981) has identified principles or guidelines for
conducting participatory research. This section integrates
many of Hall’s guidelines into the five phases identified
by Vio Grossi et al
. ( 1983 ). Note that while collective
investigation, education, and action often occur
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sequentially, these three activities can also occur in a
variety of combinations in many of the phases. They do not
necessarily occur in a linear sequence. Similarly,
different PR projects put differing emphasis on the three
activities
.
Organization of the PR Project andKnowledge of the Working Area
The initial phase includes gathering and analyzing
existing information about the research area and central
problems faced by area people. A project usually focuses
on a particular group of exploited or oppressed people, for
example, laborers, immigrants, indigenous people, or women.
This phase may occur prior to entry into an area as well as
during the initial stage in the community. The phase
includes establishing relationships with community
organizations, leaders, and institutions. At this point,
the researchers either invite particular organizations to
participate in the project or respond to a community
request. A key guideline is that the research problem
originates in the community (Hall, 1975, 1981
)
Definition of Generating Problematics
In this phase, numerous techniques and processes are
used to enable both researchers and participants to
identify and understand participants' perceptions of their
most significant problems. Problem-posing continues as a
dialogue over time, i.e., each phase takes the researchers
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and participants
understanding of
both participants
to a deeper and more
reality as perceived
and the researcher.
critical
and experienced by
Objectivization and Problemization
The third phase attempts to link participants'
individual interpretations of problems to the broader
context, including the structural conditions of social
reality. As noted, ordinary and oppressed people often
lack the skills and information for a critical analysis of
their situation. Collective educational activities can be
important in this phase to help participants further
examine their interpretations as well as to identify and to
discuss the broader causes of their problems. By the end
of this phase, the researchers and participants have
compiled the questions and themes which will be
investigated. Note that in each phase, participants are
increasingly more involved in controlling project decision
making and taking. Likewise, each phase is itself an
educational experience to help participants and researchers
increase their understanding of, and commitment to,
problem solving. Each phase builds the strength of
participants' awareness of their own abilities and
resources for mobilzation and action.
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Researching Social Reality andAnalyzing Collected Information
Having defined the main problem themes and posed
related questions, ideally the researchers and participants
jointly design a process to investigate specific problems.
Based on training and project design, participants are
involved to varying degrees and through various methods in
information gathering, classification, analysis, and
conclusion building. In this phase, participants develop
their own theories and solutions to problems (Hall, 1975).
However, for new knowledge to increase people's power, it
must be applied to creative strategies and action for
social transformation.
Definition of Action Projects
In conclusion, researchers and participants decide on
actions to take to address the problems collectively
defined and investigated. In this way, the research, both
the process and products, can be of direct and immediate
benefit to those involved. Ordinary and oppressed people
move from being objects to being subjects and beneficiaries
of research. Likewise, researchers move from being
"detached extractors of information" to involved activists
(Park, 1 978a : 9 )
.
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PR advocates make no pretense that this alternative
research approach will single-handedly create "the
revolution." Park wrote candidly about a community-based
research effort:
It is not the intent of the paper to create the
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the Participants in the. ... No revolution resulted. (1978a:20)
While endorsing participatory research as one
approach that can make a contribution to the long-haul
struggle to create a just world, advocates acknowledge
impediments and limitations. The PR Network declared that
its members "do not underestimate the obstacles to
effective social change" (1982:4). As Tandon (1985) noted
m refer, ence to his personal assesssment that most of his
experience with participatory research had been a failure,
We simply underestimated people's passivity." Others
caution that PR is neither the long awaited miracle
solution nor an overnight magic (Horton, 1 9 8 1 ; Kanhare,
1982). Participatory researchers must avoid the tendency
to imply that PR is the only research approach that can
contribute to social transformation is.
An exhaustive analysis of the difficulties and
limitations of engaging in participatory research is beyond
the scope of this work. However, several difficulties and
limitations will be discussed. These difficulties and
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limitations suggest topics for exploration in greater
depth
.
One difficulty is the demands that PR makes on the
researcher. PR expands the researcher’s role to include
educator and activist. The researcher is expected to take
a value position and act accordingly (Horton, 1 98 1 ) . The
participatory researcher is called upon to transfer
organizational, technical, and analytical skills to
participants. This transfer of skills is not easy to
accomplish (PR Network, 1982). Likewise, the researcher is
called upon to have access to financial and institutional
resources. In addition to requiring that the researcher
have the commitment and ability to transfer such skills, or
be able to draw on appropriate resources, the researcher
must set up a project structure and processes to facilitate
the transfer. The demands on the researcher are lengthy
and extensive. While difficult enough to accomplish as a
research team, the demands may be overwhelming for a lone
researcher with little financial and institutional support
and resources. Differences between conducting PR as a team
or as a lone researcher should be further explored.
Ideally, participatory research is initiated at the
request of a community group which is involved in the
entire research process. Realistically, PR projects are
more likely to be initiated by outside researchers. Given
this, transfer of project control from researchers to
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participants is difficult. Under what circumstances is the
greatest transfer of project control most likely? This
area needs further attention.
The research problem should originate in the
community. However, Horton (1981) pointed out that the
literature is vague about how the research problem makes
itself known. The literature does note numerous problems
with identifying, establishing, and building relationships
with community-based groups representative of the oppressed
and powerless. Although a community may have "feelings”
about problems requiring attention, a community rarely
articulates those feelings as "topics for investigation"
(Park, 1978b). There may not even be a group to voice the
collective opinion of oppressed sectors as the oppressed
"do not readily form groups.
. . to do research to better
their lives" (Marshall, 1981:3). The "oppressed" or "the
people" are not an undifferentiated, homogenous mass.
Therefore, even within popular people’s organizations, the
most oppressed still remain underrepresented and powerless.
For example, in the Jipemoyo Project with Tanzanian
pas t oralis ts
,
Mduma noted:
. it appears that only the rich pastoralists who
had a bigger stake in getting more services for their
livestock participated in participatory research
seminars. (1982:33)
Organizations and leadership who represent or advocate for
different sectors of the oppressed may have little actual
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commitment to power sharing, community-based participation,
or democratic organizational structures and procedures.
instead such leadership may attempt to use PR projects to
enhance their own power ha^(=> n .base (Vio Grossi, 1982b; Colletta
1982)
.
These difficulties and limitations revolve around the
issue of people’s organizations. On the one hand, the
importance of organizations to oppressed people’s
mobilization and participation in development efforts is
well supported by rural development research (Uphoff, 1979
;
Korten, 1980). Likewise, Horton ( 1 98
1
) claims that
participatory research requires some organizational entity.
On the other hand, the most oppressed are precisely the
least likely to have already developed their own advocacy
organizations. For this reason, Tandon ( 1 98 1 d ) noted that
creation of an organization of ’’have nots” may be an
outcome of PR projects. In situations where an
organization directly or indirectly representive of
oppressed sectors does not exist prior to a project, under
what conditions is creation of an organization most likely
to happen? What conditions increase the chances for
permanency and self sustainance of groups or organizational
structures created specifically for PR projects?
Vio Grossi (1981) observed that there is no inherent
guarantee that the practice of participatory research
results in the actual increase of power among oppressed
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people. Power has a material base, which may include
financial and organizational resources. Without a material
base, increased knowledge may be insufficient for increased
power and action. Vio Grossi pointed out:
We would be naive if we asserted the idea totallvunsupported by experience, that people only have ’’toknow m order to mobilize. (1981:47)
People require both the will and the resources to
participate and act collectively (Elden, 1 9 8 1 ) The
development and enhancement of popular organizations may
contribute to the long-term continuation of project
benefits for participants. More attention should be given
to the conditions which enhance possibilities for
mobilization, short-term or sustained over the long haul.
In regard to the difficulties involved in accepting
outside support for PR projects, the PR Network warned, "It
is a strategic choice to use institutional resources for
work aimed at social change" (1982:43). The choice is not
whether or not to accept or use institutional resources.
PR simply cannot take place without some combination of
institutional resources, human, financial, and material.
For example, in reference to the Tanzanian CTT Rural
Education Project, Mshana and Bita wrote:
Although the research was carried out within an
existing institutional framework.
. . there was still
the advantage of providing an institutional base for
research continuity and action. (1982:142)
In another case, the Appalachian Alliance joined forces
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With the Highlander Center for a PR project. Horton noted:
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More attention must be given to the considerations
necessary to team up organizations for participatory
research. What happens when a group or researcher has
little access to supportive institutions, or when
supportive institutions are nonexistent?
One of the most underrated limitations on
participatory research is simply time. While researchers
may be able to invest their total work time in a PR
project, participants continue their regular life
activities. How much time is required of local people to
participate in a project? Likewise, what kind of time
commitment can the researcher ( s ) make to an area? One time
consuming aspect of PR is establishing the community
contacts and relationships necessary to link up with a
group for the project or to be requested to do research by
a community group. Building trust takes time. Fordham,
Poulton, and Randle wrote of the New Communities Project:
Our first task, therefore, was not to do anything,
but spend six months listening to local people,
talking
. with them, finding out what might be possible
and deciding on the things to which people might
respond
. ( 1 982 : 1 33 )
The time frame of a project is related to the
possible emancipatory outcomes and to the transfer of
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project control from researchers to participants. Lack of
sufficient time, particularly short cutting the educational
activities, may minimize the empowering outcomes of PR.
Mduma wrote of the Tanzanian Bwakira Grain Storage Project:
• • . time limitations meant that the outsidpcould not always wait for the level f
' team
consciousness to rise to a certain level ofunderstanding about a particular problem beforemoving on. (1982:203) D i
Likewise, inadequate project time was blamed for limited
outcome from the Jipemoyo project. Mustafa observed:
It was unlikely during the short project time forpastoralists to develop the ideological clarity
( 1982^) t0 Sngage ln protracted class smuggle
Many PR projects conclude that a common result of time
constraints is a less radical or critical analysis and
vision for action (Horton, 1 98 1 ; Mustafa, 1982a).
In its totality, participatory research imposes a
heavy agenda on both researcher and participants. As
outlined in the literature, conducting the "ideal"
participatory research project may be overwhelming, if not
nearly paralyzing. Though it has not been dealt with
extensively in the PR literature, a possible limitation is
that PR may not be the most appropriate way to create all
kinds of knowledge. This issue requires further
exploration
.
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Summary
In summary, participatory research is part of
growing shift from dominant to alternative paradigm
research approaches. PR is a radical proposal even
a
among
alternative approaches. PR promotes an involved, shared
partnership to create knowledge for radical social
transformation. This is an extreme departure from dominant
social science’s objective, detached, unilaterally
controlled process of knowledge creation for impartial
advice and action by experts.
CHAPTER IV
PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH: ANOTHER MALE MONOPOLY?
ACKNOWLEDGING THE ANDROCENTRIC FILTER
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Although participatory research represents a radical
option within the alternative research paradigm, it is not
without difficulties and limitations. One of the major
limitations of participatory research is its androcentric
or male-centered aspects. If participatory research is to
honor its claim to be a truly emancipatory research
approach, it must acknowledge and examine these aspects.
Both the dominant and alternative social science research
paradigms share the major limitation of a primarily male-
centered world view. It is a view in which "man" and his
power, problems, perspectives, and experiences are central.
Man is the norm; woman, or non-man, is the abnormal other
at the periphery.
Participatory research has been referred to as a
method for "destroying the ideological base of current
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structures of power by giving a voice to those who dwell in
what Freire calls the 'culture of silence, (Comstock and
Fox, 1982
. 11 ). Yet, in the most widely circulated and
trend-setting participatory research literature, the voices
and concerns of women are frequently unheard. Women are
often invisible, submerged, or hidden in case study reports
or theoretical discussions. Sometimes you must read
several accounts of the same project to piece together the
experiences and difficulties of women within that project,
for example on the Jipemoyo Project, see Mustafa (1982a,
1982b) and Mbilinyi (1982a, 1982b). Gender is rendered
indistinguishable by generic terms such as the people, the
campesinos, the villagers, the community, or simply, the
oppressed (Comstock and Fox, 1982; Horton, 1981
; Gaventa
and Horton, 1981; Marshall, 1981; Vio Gross!, 1982b;
Mas is 1
,
1 982; Le Brun
, 1982; Swantz, 1982a, 1 982b; Mustafa,
1982a; Park, 1978b). Some cases specifically, and briefly,
mention obstacles to women’s participation or their actual
exclusion from potentially mixed-gender participatory
research projects (Vio Grossi, 1982a; Mustafa, 1982b;
Mduma
,
1982; Fordham, Poulton, and Randle, 1982). We are
left then with fewer projects reporting the successful use
of participatory research with women, either in mixed-
gender or all-women projects (Kanhare, 1980
,
1982; Igoche,
1981; Cheong, 1981; Hudson, 1980; H.F. Smith, 1982a, 1982b;
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Mbilinyi, 19825 ). For women, the suocess stQrles ^
often been all-women projects.
Certainly there is current and on going PR WO rk by
and with women. But to date, women and gender have not had
a central place in PR theory or practice. This
marginalization is noteworthy given PR’s stated commitment
to help people uncover and understand the central
contradictions in society. Although the ground breaking
and mcst published participatory research case studies took
place in the mid 1970s, it was 1985 when Tandon noted that
the Participatory Research In Asia Group (PRIA) was
beginning to look at and sensitize male participatory
researchers to feminist issues, including male-female
work relations within participatory research.
The peripheral nature of women and gender within PR
is reflective of the peripheral nature of gender in
alternative paradigm social science research in general.
In a major collection of "new paradigm research," editors
Reason and Rowan acknowledge the androcentric bias of the
work, i.e., it includes only one of forty chapters related
to feminist research or feminist issues in research and it
retains male pronouns, "so that unknown active subjects are
male" (1981 :xxi). Explaining these male biases, Reason and
Rowan note; "That is what concerns us: we just didn't think
about it. . . we just didn't look hard enough" ( 198 l:xxii).
Feminist Helen Callaway remarked about an early outline of
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the book, ".
. .it looked more like another version of male
inquiry about human inquiry" (Reason and Rowan, i 98l:x*ii).
Participatory research work most concerning women and
gender issues is being conducted through the Participatory
Research Group Collective in Toronto. Many in the small
collective in the mid 1980s identify themselves as
feminists, particularly socialist feminists. Reports of
this work are just now beginning to be circulated through
PR networks and publications.
The marginalization of women and gender in the bulk
of participatory research work and publications is
dangerous. Hall observed that "new groups of sociologists,
psychologists, and trade union researchers are only now
coming across work in participatory research" ( 1 98 1 : 1 6 )
.
Much of the work they are coming across is androcentric,
i.e., male-centered. The above disciplines have their own
histones of androcentric theory and practice.
Having established that people are frequently
exploited by traditional social science research,
participatory researchers are attempting to develop
research that has the potential and intention to empower
people and transform social systems. But we must ask,
exactly which people are empowered and which social
structures are challenged? When participatory research
claims to empower a community or group, are the women in
the community as equally empowered as the men? When
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participatory research declares its intention to attack
oppressive social structures, is patriarchy one of them?
There is little evidence that this is the case.
PR appears to be colluding, however unwittingly, with
the predominant male bias of the social sciences. While
participatory research seeks to break the positivist
monopoly on knowledge creation (Hall, Gillette, and Tandon
,
1982), it is in danger of becoming yet one more male
monopoly in the knowledge industry. Reason and Rowan noted
the larger danger of alternative or new paradigm research
being appropriated by men:
Irp
S
rif 0 !o
ather °urious
> because throughout this bookeferences to new paradigm research being a moveaway from a ’male* towards a
-female’ approach toinquiry. So there seems to be a real danger that innew paradigm research men will take a
-female' way Sflooking at the world, and turn it into another ’male’way of seeing it. (198l:xxiii)
This chapter identifies some of the androcentric
aspects of the ground-breaking participatory research. The
chapter addresses the question: What are the androcentric
aspects and limitations of participatory research as
practiced and published to date? Some of the ways women
have benefited from all-women participatory research
projects are discussed. In conclusion, broad issues
related to the androcentric aspects of participatory
research are identified.
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This section identifies some of the ways in which
"man" and his power, problems, perspectives, and
experiences have been at the center of participatory
research efforts while "woman" has been relegated to the
periphery. In essense, indicators of male bias are
outlined and discussed. The indicators of an androcentric
participatory research include the following:
language
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These indicators are discussed in the following
subsection. However, it should be recognized that many of
the ways in which male bias is manifested are interrelated
overlapping. For example, language which camoflages
the difference between men and women's project experience
IS particularly an issue when reporting project benefits.
Likewise, due to marginalization of gender as an issue,
obstacles to, or consequences of, women's exclusion from
project processes or benefits are often not reported or
discussed in case studies. The indicators do not fall into
neat, discrete categories. Because of the interrelation-
ships among the first five indicators, they will be
discussed in one subsection. What becomes apparent is that
women and gender as a focus for analysis have been ignored,
minimized, or marginalized in the growing literature of PR
practice and theory. Ultimately, this pattern of
invisibility and marginalization suggests women’s exclusion
from the full empowerment and transformatior possibilities
of participatory research. The pattern suggests that
patriarchy is one system of domination to be left intact
and unchallenged by much participatory research.
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Language, Project Access, and Benefits
Most articles about exclusively women's projects are
clearly titled "Women.
. (Kanhare, 1980; Cheong, 1981
;
Igoche,
,98!; Mulder,
, 981 ). Yet articles about apparently
all-male projects use inclusive terms such as "the
peasants" or the "villagers " Main-l-l -L
. le becomes the norm for
people. Women are women; men are people. This easily
masks women's participation, or lack of it, in many
participatory research projects. Because of this
invisibility, it is difficult to determine how, if at all,
PR benefits accrue to women community members. Many case
studies are written without explanation of how the PR
process is similar or different for men and women (Park,
1978b; Colletta
,
1982
; Comstock and Fox, 1982
; Gaventa and
Horton, 1981; Le Brun
,
1 982).
This is not to suggest that case studies should
focus solely on the problems of women which must be
overcome to "intergrate" women into male-centered PR
projects. This approach would reinforce the perception of
women as development problems rather than active agents of
transformation (UNAPCWD, 1979:4). One sided consideration
of women’s constraints ignores women’s strength,
resourcefulness, and courage. To date, there has been
little discussion of the unique constraints and strengths
that women bring to community-wide PR projects.
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In case studies, participatory researchers usually
describe how a particular group or community participated
in project activities and how they benefited through active
participation and involvement in the PR project. As noted,
however, in many case studies the use of generic gender
guage makes it difficult to know how men and women fared
in the project. On closer examination of other
descriptions, you discover that many PR projects primarily
involved male community members, therefore, the PR benefits
accrued primarily to the male people of the community.
This is well illustrated by the Grain Storage Project
in Bwakira Chini, Tanzania. The participatory methods used
in the project are described in the PRj_ An Introduction
( 982.7, 1 4 15). Peasant comm ittee members and villagers
are reported as taking part in group discussions and
community seminars. The descriptions concluded that the
group discussion format was successful. One immediate
benefit of group discussions was that participation
prepared committee members for handling heated debates in
subsequent community seminars. In another description of
the project, Mduma (1982) listed a variety of benefits
gained from the dialogical approach. Benefits included
raising participants' consciousness, mobilizing people,
helping villagers discover and solve community problems, and
creating links between villagers and support institutions.
Mduma summed it up:
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The first description of project methods, which
assessed the group discussion format as successful and
valuable preparation for later seminars, made no mention of
whether or not the methods were as successful for women
villagers as men (PR Network, 1982). Likewise, Mduma's
conclusion generalized project benefits to genderless
participants and villagers (1982:213). yet, before
reaching the above conclusion, Mduma informed the reader:
Another limitation which deserves mention here is
0 £
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" *
*.
* Lack of participation by women was one01 the major shortcomings of the project. (1982:208)
By overlaying two separate descriptions of the
Bwakira Chini Project, provocative questions are raised.
How successful is a group discussion format in which
village women cannot or do not have an equitable voice?
Perhaps some of the conclusions might be refined to note
that the format is successful for village men
. Likewise, a
more accurate presentation of project benefits is that they
accrued primarily to male villagers. At the very least,
the case study should include a more detailed discussion of
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the actual mechanisms which minimized or facilitated
women's participation. The discussion should also explore
differences and similarities in both obstacles and aids to
men and women's participation in the project's process and
benefits. Such discussion could help us learn more about
using or adapting methods to equally benefit women
participants
.
Comparing descriptions of different PR projects in
the same country also brings out gender issues. In a
sixteen-page article, Mduma included one lengthy paragraph
concerning women’s participation. After noting their poor
project participation, Mduma commented: "The attitudes and
behavior of women at the project site were (and are) of
coastal identity" (1982:208). He went on to note that
village men did not give women a chance to participate and
that the lone woman on the village council was shy and knew
little of the government’s operating parameters. The
implication is that coastal women’s attitudes and behavior
explain their poor participation. The question begs
asking: What are these supposedly limiting attitudes and
behaviors of coastal women? How do they differ from those
of other Tanzanian women? Perhaps it is more important to
further explore attitudes and behavior of coastal men.
These issues are not adequately addressed.
Several other reports on PR projects in the Tanzanian
coastal region either do not refer to gender issues or do
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not discuss the impact of coastal attitudes and behavior on
men and womeh's participation and behavior (Swantz, 1982a,
1982b). Perhaps these projects developed effective
strategies for overcoming implied limitations of coastal
women. If so, much could be learned by sharing the
strategies. Swantz (1 9 82a) mentions only that the female
researchers have identified with peasant women. To be
included in the participatory project, must local women
depend on first, the presence of and, secondly, the
consciousness of female researchers? That subtly implies
that male participatory researchers are to be excused from
the struggle against patriarchy and women's oppression.
Group discussions, public meetings, and group
materials production are three methods endorsed by PR to
promote collective knowledge production and ownership.
Reports from the Big Trout Lake Indian Reserve Rural Water
Supply and Sewage Disposal project indicate that it may be
beneficial to combine several methods when women are not
accustomed to speaking in groups, even among women, or lack
the background to understand technical material (PR
Network, 1982). However, other case studies have indicated
that women are often systematically marginalized or
excluded from these formats locally and regionally, to say
nothing of nationally and internationally.
Ordinary women, like ordinary men, must be included
in the problem-naming process of PR as well as the
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benefits. If women are excluded from the problem-posing
forums of PR, pr will continue to solve male problems and
leave patriarchy untouched by men. Du Bois reminds us:
The power of naming is at least two-fold: naming
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Women's exclusion is not solely explained by lack of
experience with participatory skills nor implied
personality limitations. There is a material and
institutional base to women’s exclusion. Bourque and
Warren (1981) observed that men’s power is partially based
in political, economic, and religious organizations. To
the extent that women are excluded from these, women have
little direct access and control over choices, decisions,
allocations, and resources. Alternative knowledge
production can hardly be collective when using methods and
institutional or organizational bases in which women are
unequal participants.
Writing about a Chilean PR project, Francisco Vio
Grossi (1982b) also used genderless terms such as
campesinos, the farm committee, the community. He never
directly specified if this included both male and female
campesinos and community members. Outlining some of the
important results of the project planning stage, Vio Grossi
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noted; "... the community was learning how to plan its
future in a democratic way" ( 1 982b : 1 67- 1 68 ) . i n an article
about another PR project in Chile, Vio Gross!, still not
explicit about project participants' gender, commented on
one of the project benefits:
This opportunity
other's work is a
consciousness and
respectability to
( 1982a: 35)
for peasants to critique each
powerful tool for raising
for giving credibility and
the work done at the local level.
In the next paragraph he revealed that the peasants were
men
:
A definite limitation to the work in Huilean Llaminis the lack of women's participation due to thetraditional machismo of Mapuche men. ( 1 982a: 35)
The project has only been a powerful tool for raising men's
consciousness. Given the machismo of Mapuche men, were
there similar obstacles to women's participation in the
other Chilean participatory research project? If not, how
was machismo overcome? How did machismo affect men's
involvement in the project and project outcomes? Vio
Grossi (1982b), writing in the 1980s about the early 1970s
project must be more explicit about the limitations of PR.
He can hardly conclude that the community is learning to
work democratically when half the community was excluded.
The article should be retitled to clearly indicate that he
is reporting exclusively about male peasant participation,
adult education, and agrarian reform in Chile.
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Examination of many case studies indicates that a
major obstacle to women's participation in potentially
mixed-gender projects is community men’s machismo, (Vio
Grossi, 1982a; Mduma, 1982
; Mustafa, 1982 b; Mbilinyi,
1982a, 1982b). We need more insight into how researohe
have dealt with machismo.
rs
Local men’s exclusion of women may be particularly
aggressive when control of financial resources is at stake.
Marjorie Mbilinyi (1932a, 1982b)
,
describing one particular
village in the Jipemoyo project, noted that women worked
equally with men to produce the cotton and were subject to
the same production quota and fines. Yet local male
leadership attempted to exclude or silence women in village
meetings in which decisions were made regarding the
allocation of cash proceeds from village cotton production.
Women's exculsion may be due more to men's assertive
attempts to silence women rather than women's shyness or
supposed personality limitations. Mbilinyi observed:
At the end of the meeting, there was a big kind of
confrontation between the village leadership on the
one hand, who are men, and the women on the otherhand .... The point is that at the beginning the
vi-Ucige leader men were always saying to me, 'youknow women, the trouble is in a village meeting they
do not talk, so you have to get into small groups
with women to talk with them. .
.
.
' Quite the reverse
—
B
Mbilinyi s case studies, based on a 1 979 — 80 project, are
not part of the 1980 - 1982 series of participatory
research publications
. Her work is published in Fighting on
two fronts : women ' s struggles and research (Mies
,
1 982)
.
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occurred, whereby the women were the first to demandthe chance to speak and the chairman actual!? trieSinterfere and to silence them. ( 1 982a : 42 ; 1982b: 114)
After spending time living in the village and talking
informally with men and women, Mbilinyi reported back in a
public meeting the issues villagers had discussed with her.
In the case study she noted that while women’s role in
village decision making about allocation of cotton
production proceeds had been talked about informally, it
had never been openly discussed in public meetings. Her
position as an outsider gave her the freedom to repeat the
issues she had heard because she ’’was not a ’dependent
wife' who could be silenced with threats and intimidation”
( 1982b: 1 1 1 , 140) . Mbilinyi was careful to note that village
men could easily identify the ways in which women were
oppressed, "even as they are determined to defend their
interests as patriarchs and potential patriarchs”
( 1982b: 111).
In another project involving financial decision
making, attempts were made to limit women’s involvement.
In the Dhulia district of Northern Maharashtra State in
India, both rich farmers and male representatives of
landless laborers were against women laborers negotiating
their own wages (Kanhare, 1982). As a result of an all-
women’s PR project and a subsequent long-term organizing
effort through which an autonomous women’s organization was
formed, women laborers eventually did affect wage
negotiations on their own behalf. Development of their
autonomous organization took five years (Kanhare, 1980).
In summary, a combination of male machismo and
attempts by local men, regardless of class, to maintain
male control of decision making and allocation of materia]
resources creates obstacles to women's partioipation in tt
process and benefits of PR.
women's exclusion is further exacerbated by a "double
day, wo. king outside the home and carrying nearly full
responsibility for domestic work and child care. For
example, in the Dhulia district project, male project
organizers recruiting women for educational camps ran into
area men's opposition. "Men expressed their doubts. 'If
women go for camps, who would cook, who would look after
the children?"' (Kanhare, 1980:113). Although the
organizers proposed that other women could take over
participants’ cooking and child care responsibilities, not
a single woman from that village participated in the camp.
The Bwakira Chini Grain Storage project, conducted
during the busiest eight weeks of harvest, may be another
example of the effects of women's double day on their
project participation. Women's harvest responsibilities
may have contributed to women's low attendance at meetings
and low participation in the project. Although speaking of
women and agriculture in a different Tanzanian village,
Mbilinyi's observations would be worth considering in the
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Bwakira Chini context. She reported;
"Women speak of nolonger cooperating with their husbands to harvest crops
the husbands do not reciprocate" (1982b: 127 )
Women do not have equal access to the cash necessary payyoung village men to help harvest crops nor to buy the food
stuffs necessary to participate in reciprocal labor-sharing
harvest arrangements among kin. Women's lack of time and
cash may have limited their participation in the grain
storage participatory research project.
Similarly, Mbilinyi (1982b) conducted a time analysis
of both men and women's typical working day in the village.
Women typically worked 6 3/4 hours in agricultural
production and another eight hours in domestic labor. Men
also worked 6 3/4 hours in agricultural production.
However, there was great variance in how men utilized their
other eight hours. They had more leisure time which
allowed greater project participation and hence benefits on
their part. These factors are not explored by Mduma
(1982). women and development studies indicate that world
wide, women are burdened by a double day while most men are
not (ISIS, 1983). This pattern is a factor for
consideration in planning and implementing any PR project.
The successful inclusion of women in potentially
mixed-gender projects requires that the research team
clearly understand local obstacles and actively strategize
to overcome them. Describing the New Communities Project
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for increasing working class participation in local adult
education, Fordham, Poulton, and Randle (1982) identified
many factors which contributed to fewer education and
training opportunities for working class women. The
obstacles included geographic and social isolation
resulting from being tied to the home due to poor public
transportation, lack of child care facilities, work which
takes men out of the community for extended periods, and
the high incidence of women working the evening or midnight
shift in local industry. Provision of child care at the
adult education site was a key innovation in drawing local
women to classes
.
In addition to patriarchal attitudes and practices,
women's double day, their lack of leisure time, and lack of
affordable child care are major constraints to women's
equal participation in either mixed-gender or all-women
participatory research projects, and limit their equal
access to project benefits. We must be careful not to
simply integrate women into male-centered projects which do
not see women's experiences and issues as central. To do
so only reinforces the belief that women's experiences are
not the norm and, hence, not important.
Throughout the UN Decade for Women, the international
development assistance community has been alerted to the
fallacies of assuming that the benefits of development
projects planned and implemented by and for men necessarily
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accrue to women (ISIS, 1983). Just as we cannot a,ssume
that development tenants triple down or across to women,
we cannot generalize to women the benefits of PR projects
conducted primarily or exclusively with men. m fact, the
evidence suggests that in supposedly commuity-wide PR
projects
,
it is primarily men who accumulate project
benefits. If this is the case PR -i -m, pr, like mainstream
development assistance projects mav iu u
,
y actively contribute to
the further marginalization and oppression of women.
While women have often been excluded from the
benefits of supposedly community-based participatory
research projects, how have they benefited from involvement
in all-women's projects? One outcome has been women's
recognition that many problems are collective, social
problems rather than isolated personal ones (Kanhare, 1980;
Mbilinyi
,
1982a, ,982b). Another outcome has been the
establishment of autonomous women's organizations
(Mbilmyi, ,982a, ,982b; Kanhare,
,982; Cheong, ,98,;
Hudson, ,980; H.F. Smith, ,982b). Mbilinyi (,982b) noted,
some situations require a strong women's organization which
can represent women's demands and viewpoints to all-male
leadership or male-dominated mixed-gender organizations.
Participation in PR projects and subsequent
organizations has increased women's self esteem as well as
skills for democratic participation and organizing (Cheong,
198,; Igoehe
,
,98,; Mibilinyi, ,982b, Kanhare, 1980;
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H.F. Smith, 1982). Interestingly enough, women's mastery
of demoeractie and participatory skill, seems to transfer
from the project to the home. Igoche (198,) noted that
after participating in a six-month PR project with a major
educational component, women from a Nigerian urban slum
began to make their "presence felt" within their
households. She noted that they began to share with their
husbands household discipline, decision making, and action-
taking responsibilities. Likewise, Kanhare (1980) noted
that the Indian tribal women, more confident and bold from
their struggles through a PR project against sexual
harassment at work, and in public and wage issues, were
later able to take their confidence into the marriage,
taking action against wife-beating and alcoholism.
Based on PR project reports, it appears that outcomes
for women in all-women projects include building autonomous
women’s organizations; increased control of financial
resouces; increased self esteem and confidence; increased
solidarity with other women; and development of democratic,
participatory skills with some transfer of those skills and
values to male-female relations within the household.
Through involvement in all-women participatory research
projects, women begin to challenge the patriarchal
practices and privileges that men leave untouched.
Preliminary evidence suggests that women, when able
to actively participate in and benefit from participatory
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-search, transfer project skills and consciousness to
male-female relationships within the home. There is no
evidence to date that male participants in PR projects
replay a similar transfer of democratic consciousness to
the home. While men may work to dismantle systems which
oppress them as men, most appear content to leave their
male privileges intact.
Absence of Feminism from PR Theoretical Debates
Within PR there is ongoing debate comparing
materialism, critical theory, and pragmatism as
theoretical frameworks most consistent with PR goals. The
major debate appears to focus on the pros and cons of
either historical materialism or critical theory as PR's
favored theory (Kassam and Mustafa, 1982; Conchelos and
Kassam, 1981
; Comstock and Fox, 1982; Park, 1978b, 1982;
Brydon-Miller, 1984). While it may be argued that
historical materialism or critical theory can integrate
feminism, this had not been the case to date in
participatory research. There has been little discussion
of what feminist theory offers PR.
The theoretical debate, focusing primarily on class
struggle, has essentially ignored gender oppression or
patriarchy as an oppressive system to be transformed.
Summarizing the positions of feminist contributors from
over seventy countries, Robin Morgan indicated that they
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contest a class analysis as at best inadequate and at
wonst deliberately divislve of women" (1984;19)
.
during a conference exploring the connections between
women's libera i- i nnn t o and research, Mies reported a concensus
among participants,
"The class reductionist stand of
orthodox Marxism is no longer acceptable" ( 1 982 : v ) . Eiehler
declared
:
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ch women have no placeo c lmk men to men. ( 1980:100)
Certainly women experience oppression differently
based on class, color, culture, sexual preference, age, and
our nation's place in the international economic order
(Hartman, 198,; steady,
,98,; Joseph, 1981). Wealso
experience class differently from our fathers, husbands,
brothers, and sons. Despite this, women are usually
assigned to a class based on our husband's or father’s
relations to the means of production (Eisenstein,
,979).
This is one vivid example of the practice of defining women
exclusively in terms of our relationship to men (Westkott,
1979). We must examine the implications of not perceiving
women as autonomous beings:
What of the woman who earns no money at all (as
Ssbl is "n" 13 H a\led middle ° lass because herhusband ? Does she have the same freedom,autonomy and control over her life as her husband’(Eisenstein, 1979:31-33) a '
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The categorization system of class analysis is
longer capable of categorizing women
no
in a
or
meaningful way.
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one is as SrobS.5 ““ t0
e same class. (Eichler, 1980:108)
would then
. On
and the
they belong
Mbilinyi (1982a, 1982b) pointed out similar
difficulties with class generalizations in less
industrialized or primarily agricultural economies. In the
village she studied, there was a struggle over the
distribution of the product of village labor and over the
allocation of labor time. Similarly, male and female
agriculturalists had different relationships to land, the
means of production. The gender issue was not ownership of
the means of production, but limits on choices regarding
the use of the means of production and labor. Bound by
patriarchal obligations, women are not free to allocate
their land and labor in their own interests because women
are first obligated to use their land to grow food crops,
such as millet and maize, necessary to feed their families.
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During the tine available for non-agrieultural production,
men engage in cash-earning activities while women are
solely responsible for domestic labor, including carrying
water, preparing and cooking food, and caring for children
the sick, and elderly. Women do not have similar access to
men's labor as men do to that of women. Likewise, women
are not free to sell their grain as they wish. They are
first responsible for using their grain to feed their
husband and children. Not bound by patriarchal obligations
to use their grain to feed the family, except in dire
emergencies, men can decide to sell their maize for cash to
buy a bicycle, a radio, home-brewed beer, or even another
Wife. Men have greater freedom to use their time in cash-
earning activities while their traditional obligation to
contribute materially to the household diminishes as
women's increases. As mentioned previously, village women
recognized that while both men and women produced village
cotton, only men controlled decision making of how to
allocate the proceeds.
Mbilinyi
' s (1982b) study demonstrates that even with
the same class there are mechanisms which reproduce gender
inequity. Women often have unequal access to cash, unequal
demands and use of labor time, and unequal control over
allocation of the labor product. Mbilinyi pointed out that
women’s perception of these inequalities affects willingess
and ability to participate in PR projects:
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T/* that the ^ have a P( 1982b: 130 ) a 0 the majority of men.
Prior to beginning the narHninofn p ticipatory reserch prelectm the village mkh i ,• • J c& , Mbilinyi w 3. s reelin' pph _quired to spend months
reading the archives of the main n
..
J iPemoyo Project. During
6
T
St yearS ° f
’"*"*• —afa informed us
the question of women was relatively neglected"
J
98^' 223 )* Mbllin yi observed of the Jipemoyo Archives,
1 materlal ° UtS
— having to do kith women
,
a hough the people have not yet focused on this thing'.
(1982a
;
34K - is not clear if .. people „ refers to vinage
Participants, researchers, or both W h 3 f h’ n - hat becomes clear is
that the historical material -rist framework of this project
ignored women's diffprpnt- •unre ent experience of class.
Mustafa (,982b) noted that one factor limiting the
success of the Jipemoyo project was disagreement among the
research staff about the appropriate theoretical framework
for the project. This disagreement led the staff to
conceptualize the basic problem of the project in two
separate ways. The historical materialists identified
conflicting class issues as the basic area contradiction.
The pragmatists identified lack of communication between
area leaders and villagers as the major problem (Mustafa.
1982b). Given the neglect of women's issues for the first
five years of the project, you might conclude that both the
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Pragmatist; a„ d the historical materialist frameworks
researchers to gender-based struggles and
contradictions in project villages.
While both women and men suffer oppression as
workers, women are doubly oppressed, both as workers and as
women
. Kanhare (I960) pointed out that women laborers not
only received lower wages than men, they also suffered adouble burden: working both inside and outside the home
and being subjected to sexual and physical abuse inside
3nd outside the homp Tn dd Projects, the historical
materialist framework ha^ .s often ignored women's experience
as women (Mduma, 1982; Mustafa, 19 82a; 1 9 82b
; Kassam and
Mustafa,
, 9 82)
. While participatory researchers have been
Quick to point to the class blindness of traditional social
science research, they often share its male-centered views.
Participatory research boasts that it begins with
people's everyday experience. If so, it must recognize
that women's everyday experience of class is often
f rom nipn f ^u me s. Thus gender and class are
inextricably woven. An androcentric historical materialist
framework appears inadequate for women's struggles as
women. Lacking understanding of gender issues,
participatory research can actually be used as one more
tool to widen the power gap between men and women. Mies
noted the deficiencies of a strict class analysis,
when applied by women, to women:
even
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They tend to focus th o4 .imperialist contradictions and
g
f
e ° n general class orman : woman contradicition si vi na°f-h
V ° ld the sexi st
such statements as: ’We are r !?. eXpression inbut together with them.' i n thic.
lghtlng a Sains t men,is neatly separated from the no
Way
’
the Politicali ° T personal.
( 1982 : 8 )
Exclusion of Gender Issues from pur, Ti PR s Issues Agenda
As practitioners have e-aino^gained more field experience
the use of participatory research, an agenda for
future work has emerged. The agenda indicates
What is worth studying and exploring i„ the future
. The
agenda indicates the problems worth solving within
participatory research. A review of six salaries of the
issues, debates, ambiguities, and controversies within PR
revealed that women and gender issues are not a central
Part of PR's future agenda (Carasco, 1983; Comstock and
Fox, 1982; D.L. Brown, 1982; Conchelos and Kassam, 1981
;
Tandon
,
1 9
8
1 b j Hall 1Q811 tv,
,
9d )
* The most frequently discussed
issues include the following:
for PR?
t
usuIlly
t
compa?ing
P
hist
ri?te
1
the °retioal framework
pragmatism, or^ri^al ?heory° -Sialism,
2
. role and relationship of the researrh^rparticipants, with oarf inniap r ^
and differences of the researched
3 ° n the class int ^rests
3. balance within PR between theory building and action
potential for misusing PR S o that n 0
manipulative rather than noting
peopll“
1
ana?vsf?
Pl1H r , kn °Wledge ’ e ' g " llnks between
the jargon of^xpert D ol of ever y day language intoj su i expe p icy makers and vice versa
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°f use of traditional social' I
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including how
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’to
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iink
1
local°act
and ma ° r0 anal ysis
.10031 o lons to broader struggles
including tiirdegree^rwhic^s 3 ’ COncepts of PR,
or divide PR ch semant ic debates strengthen
Of the six reviews of issues worthy of debate, only
Hail (1981) mentioned that part of PR. S future work agenda
is strengthening the link between feminist studies and PR.
He asked, "How can PR be human-centered and not man-
centered?" Tandon (, 985 ) indicated that PRIA is just
beginning to pay attention to gender issues. Clearly,
gender has yet to be sufficiently addressed within
mainstream participatory research.
The issue receiving the most attention within PR is
class. The ongoing debate concerns the appropriateness of
the methods and theory of historical materialism, defining
social transfomation in terms of the progressive
development of class struggle. Likewise, the class
interests of the researcher, including the researcher's
educational and organizational background, have been worthy
of discussion (Kassam and Mustafa, 1982; Horton, ,981;
Brown and Tandon, ,98,; Conchelos and Kassam, ,98,).
Implications of the reseacher's gender interests have been
almost ignored. How did Vio Gross! (,982a), Mduma (1982),
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or Mustafa (1982a) actively work against
with u-
or quietly collude
machismo and local patriarchal structures? freire
talks of the need for liberation workers to commit classSU101de
' What W °Uld “ to commit gender suicide?
We need discussion of the u .difficulties concerned male
researchers face in working with women and of the
strategies for dealing with those difficulties. Cheong
(1981) made no mention of what it was like for a male
residential field worker, a graduate student, to work with
rural, primarily illiterate women in South Korea. Kanhare
mentioned that the Dhulia women's educational camp was
Planned by male activitists who were unclear about who
should control camp decisions and proceedings.
"And so it
"— - -e activitists were actually
controlling the process" (1982:36). A similar situation
could exist between same-gender researchers and
participants. Nonetheless, it is important to explore
further the possible pitfalls and benefits of different
gender researchers and participants.
PR claims that close, emphathic, reciprocal
relationships are necessary to gain meaningful insights
into people's lives as well as to help people better
understand the contradictions in our lives. What would
best facilitate this between researchers and participants
of different genders? How can PR best help women
101)
understand our experiences eraH -L ric e an realitp^"? q,,„.
have vpf , K h quest ionsy t to be adequately addressed.
relationship between methods and women's
Participation should be one of the issues on PR. S futuasendfl r
^
x.
® reg nda. Comstock and Fox noted:
to avoid reoreating
I
”the
D1
cnnd^r^
:iC:i' pat:i' on is necessary
scientific or teoK? bT
PR must be alert to methods which recreate and nurture
continued local domination of men over women. Debates
within PR have focused on the degree to which methods have
actually been collective end ^ «. • .Par lcipatory as opposed to
-nipulative. Similarly, there has been much debate over
use or rejection of traditional social science
quantitative methodsn . Debate regarding how methods
facilitate exclusion or inclusion ore of women and our concerns
has been minimal.
The cultural appropriateness of methods is an issue
s agenda. The PR Network cautioned that it is
important for participatory researchers
-to become aware of
indigenous patterns of communication, decision making
indigenous technologies, and other local resources.' as
foundations for the research process (1982:39). Cultural
sensitivity of participatory researchers and their methods
is no doubt critical. A possible contradiction exists
between PR's intention to be culturally sensitive and its
intention not to collude with systems of oppression. One
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would be hard pressed to identify
—
...
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•”
...
«. ~ " -
sexist nnn •
Wlth
°PP ressive
P icies and practices which are r
as cultural! v
frequently defendedurally appropriate or traditional? This ls a
complex issue, partioularly when it is men not
moQt nfi . . > women, whoefme what is culturally relevant
...rr >, " h " i “ *• “»*»“ ........lllty that COnductin g Participatory research mayave different consequences for male and f
of the same class fo
researchers
Ho ,
S
’
° r eXamPle
’ Professionals in academia.
-°u Proposed that to commit ourself to the participatory
approach meant dispensing with most of our professional
aggage and dispensing: with » .8 l •*
-subsequent efforts to
obtain recognition, promotion, and tenure" (198,-30)
^ewise, Brown and Tandon claimed that participatory
researchers are more motivated, than action researchers, by
commitments to social justice than by "hone ofy ft °P professional
and institutional rewards" (1983:290). They claimed that
action researchers, some working from the security of
university positions, "seek knowledge to impress
professional npprp and u -1
o em solutions to impress future
clients" (1983:286).
These statements require discussion on several
levels. On one level, I find myself uncomfortable with the
wholesale assigning of "evil" motives to one group of
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researchers and bv qnhtuY subtle omission, suggesting that
Participatory
searchers are the "pure of heart." One has
y t0 WOrk °" the lert to know that
"political'
behaviors
.
On another level, the call to dispehse with efforts
to obtain tenure and professional and institutional rewards
may ask women particinafr,t>wticipatory researchers to pay a different
and higher price than men. In faoft ct, women rarely have the
privilege of tenure to dispense withy Wl n
* Asking women to
give up the fight for tenure is asking women to leave
intact the almost total male domination of institutions of
knowledge production. Askino- i_ing women to give up the
struggle for professional and institutional recognition is
g women to give up promotions to positions from which
to affect policy and programs, including knowledge
utilization. Are women again to be required to choose
between our own interests and "the revolution" as defined
by the men in control?
The commonalities and differences of PR issues for
men and women, researchers and participants, need more
attention. The iss ues identified here are only a beginning
knowledg^dissemination^and^^^d^
6
?^^ 6^^ ^“0^0/"
for Children
^ 1 982:14).
1 (C ° Unci1 on Interracial Books
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for more extensive dialogue within the participatory
research community. Clear! v
a central o t r
^ 8e " der mUSt bec0»-
'-enur i part of thp pr -i „une fr issues agenda.
Summary
Gender interests may have far reaching and as yet
unexplored Implication, for PH. Certainly the argument
could be raised that an individual PR „ •
all 1n .
U pr°J ect cannot attackinjustices simultaneoulsy
. However hy n , by examining
Patterns of the injustices chosen for attack
,
an argument
can be made that men and ween may chose very different
injustices and oppressive systems of hdomination to
diamantle. For example, as initially defined by the male
organizers, the purpose of the Dhulia women's educational
camps was to increase women's participation in the
general" labor strikes and movements (Kanhare, 1980:112).
For "general", read male dominanted or male centered. The
women eventually formed their own autonomous organization
and tackled local sexist structures and practices,
including rape, wife-beating, sexual harassment, and the
male-controlled elders systems. Imagine a project in which
men's camps were organized to increase male participation
in the general women's movement. Have men ever chosen
their own oppression of women as an injustice to
investigate and act on through a participatory research
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Project? When will men use PR
of. j .
S t0 unoo '' er’ their own modesdomination over women?
»•>«*... ror
0TO JIMJ
rePOrtS
’ ,f not bight argue that the bulk of
Project descriptions finally avsil.hi •y a able m current
literature actually occurred in the earlv a H •n y and mid 1970s.
They might contend that many projects were i ,y rTu implemented
Prior to, or at the beginning of .exmu t
,
the international
development assistance community-s awareness or women, the
so-called
"forgotten 50*" in development. While this may
be accurate, the most widely circulated » ay and available PR
literature was written or rewritten explicitly for
inclusion in the 19 8 2 series of participatory research
network publications (PR Network,
,982; Hall, Gillette, and
Tandon, 1 9 8 2; Kassam and Mustafa, 1982). Many other
published case reports are available from the 1980
ational Forum on Participatory Research (Callaway,
>98,; Dubell
, Erasmie, and De Vries, ,980). At best, one
could say that a serious lapse in editorial judgment
occurred in publishing accounts with minimal, if any, up
dating and reference to gender issues. At worst, the
reports reflect a discipline dominated, however subtly, by
a male-centered world view.
Tandon (, 9 8,b) maintained that participatory research
has clearly aligned itself with efforts to shift power from
the haves to the have nots. The effort to shift power to
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of61r PlaCe °" the have - h^e not continuum have a leas
th3.n stellar pppoph r\-p t
voluntarily sharing power with
women. Robin Morgan (1984) claims that the alleged
worldwide redistribution and equalizing of power and wealth
»ay m fact be taking place only between men. Likewise,
without attention to its androcentric aspects,
participatory research will be one more tool primarily
concerned with transforming oppressive conditions among
men
.
In final summary, many participatory research project
case studies use male-centered language, for example, use
of terms such as "the people" which upon closer examination
refer only to the male people. Case studies use generic
terms for people which make it nearly impossible to
determine whether "the campensinos" included men and women.
At times, this can only be determined by comparing
different accounts of the same project.
Case studies which identify obstacles to women's
particpation in PR project activities and benefits often
offer incomplete and perhaps inaccurate explanations. Use
of male-dominated forums and formats often exclude women
from equal access to problem-posing and analysis, and,
therefore, unequal access to project benefits. In addition
to women's frequent exclusion and invisibility in PR
practices, other than in an1 l all-women proiecfa tu a
. ,
r the preferrpHtheoretical frameworks marginalize or distort women’s
experience
.
A major question rai^H k,
,
y Participatory researchers
as een
, "Power for whom?" (Hall 1981)H
’ )- However, whilePower is the core issue of PR ,
,
, lts practice has yet tQ
aggressively attar'll ^ower inequities between men and
wom en. Goulpf Modi ^ .Uiet \ l yo 1 ) noted t-haf ,• +.hat it is necessary to
transform peoDle aa troii „pi s wen as structures; yet PR is not
Pushing men to uncover an=i, analyze, and transform their
patriarchal attitudes and practices.
ements which influenced the emergence of PR
have been male centered and male dominated. It ls not
surprising that participatory research mirrors their male
blaS
‘ ^ 3 reSUU
’
"°" en -
-realized i„ the majority
of PR practice and theory. Participatory research may
challenge the class biases of dominant social science
-search, but to date, much PR leaves its patriarchal
filter in place.
CHAPTER V
TOWARD a feminist participatory research
CHALLENGING THE PATRIARCHY
FRAMEWORK
lit e ra ture^nd ^critique s"*" of
P
n
t0r
T •
r6Sear0h
science, you'd think onlv positlv i s t socialParadigms research approached a i ternati veresearch has something to offer
S ® ly feminist
research
,
and vice ve?sa? Participatory
Personal Journal, October 1984
Although participatory research is set Within the
alternative paradigm, it shares
.any of the .ale biases of
the dominant paradigm's androcentric view of social
reality. Feminist research (FR, adds another dimension to
the alternative vs. dominant paradigm debate, i.e., a
feminist vs. patriarchal paradigm. Feminists propose
changes to make research theory and practice reflect the
versities of both female and male realities (Millman and
.Canter,
. 975 ). Feminists are certainly not the only group
challenging traditional research. Duelli Klein observed:
However ^"theirs is a^islTT dlaini n S to do this too.
'man' without chanv?n»?K ° transfo™ the society of
norm.' (1983:101) 8 8
th ® paradl «m that 'man-is-the-
This chapter examines feminist research (FR),
including its most recent origins and characteristics.
Ill
There is no single set of research guidelines or methods
agreed upon within the feminist community. Nor have
feminists agreed upon one definition of feminist research.
The feminist community is engaged in dialogue around
questions such as those raid^H h,, rsed by Coyner and Brooks (1986):
What is "feminist scholarship"? ran =
$&.?;;> f«ii b edefinition is necessary or desirable? Tfto encourage and snnnnrU h-s b D -- • . I we want
and characteris tics "o^specifically ?Lf h ? r iteria
scholarship, how should
^0986.2)
Although there are no unanimously agreed upon answers
to these questions in the feminist community, a review of
feminist research literature suggests that the varied
approaches called feminist research have evolved through
several stages and the various approaches share certain
concerns and characteristics. The themes and concerns
common to the feminist research approaches are synthesized
within this chapter. However, I do not intend to propose
"the" feminist research nor outline a "feminist orthodoxy."
In addition, the chapter examines the commonalities and
differences between feminist and participatory research.
The intent is to construct a framework for feminist
participatory research.
You might wonder why this section on feminism appears
so far into the literature review. Why wait until now?
This mirrors my own journey in getting to feminist
participatory research. From my experience, it is possible
to read the major arguments for alternative paradigm
approaches to social science research, including
Participatory research, without encountering substantialfeminist arguments or theories. Heading the mainstreamiterature alone, I wou ld never have vknown that feminists
ave played a major role, in faP t
the „ •
’
an3
[ n
role I" ohallengin,
dominant social science paradigm.
The literature which helped me to understand the
concept of paradigm as a "way of seeing the world" did not
alert me to the dangers of seeing the world through male
eyes only (Paulston, 1976, 7979; Patton, 1975, ,980;
Papagiannis et al iq ftp. , ,
’
’ Burrell and Morgan, 1979 *
Oouldner,
,970; Kuhn,
,970). I had to dig elsewhere for
that. Earlier I berated myself for having gotten so far
along m academic life without 4. Junderstanding paradigms on
,
10 "
course on^al iterative research ^et^H
8
?
0 leVel graduat e
Although one of the areas covered bv°the
leS a" d skllls
-
range of alternative paradijlf^j- 00urs e was "the
course passed without^™ lssues >" the entire
discussion, or exposure to
P
fPmf
d “entlon
» readings,
centered view of social re fl f??
lnist ^search. A male-
given. The course content
ta
^
en as an unexamined
alternatives, was essential! v ah
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at °nly
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creat ed
alternatives to bout male-centered"
time period, I was rew?itir^^ane 08613 ’ During that sa®e
alternative paradigm framework f
ap uslng the dominant and
international development a?^.t
r6Vlew evaluat i°ns of
development programs (Maguire 1d84) ^^i 63 ' W ?men inbegan my own attempt to utilize PR in a r ?! Y When 1former battered women that t 4- 6 l fleld study with
at both paradigms from a fi tUTd things around to look
found
.yself aflinf h i Perspective. Quickly I
feminism for addine'the fa •
r6
5
he woraen? 1 am indebted to
conceptual level R,,f T ^ .• but I did understand •
a •
feminism and male
orcxnauon. Feminism allowed ^ fcQ ^ ^ ^
" b°th d°“
- alternative paradigms.
mal
' W °nder
’
h °WeVer
'
h°“ - « that this group of6 °rlStS
’ Pr ° bably re P res entat ive of progressive
scholars and certainly more knowledgeable than a
Practitioner and graduate student in he r thirties, did not
appear to know about feminism and male domination, m theSa" e ^ th3t d°“ lnant— science and education had foryears kept me ignorant of their alternative paradigm, so
too had the patriarchal paradigm blinded them to a feminist
perspective. For most male scholars, an androcentric
worldview appears to be an unquestioned given. If not the
only way of seeing the world it -i * , .
’ ls certainly presented as
e superior way. Within the alternative critique of social
science and research, feminist critiques are marginalized,
lf "0t t0taUy exc ^ ude d
. The mainstream of both the
dominant and alternative paradigms is a "male-stream"
(Duelli Klein, 1 9 8 3 )
Origins of Feminist
First and foremost, feminist
the women’s liberation movement of
movement legitimized the questions
scholars had previously only dared
provided political support for such
Research
research emerged from
the 1960s. The women's
that many female
to ask privately and
questioning both inside
and outside academic t>,
' "omen's movement provided thexuei tor uncovering the nffong o te unquestioned male bias in
many aspects of contemporary life i„„iy li , including research
(Hillman and Ranter,
,975; Acker, Barry, Esseveld,
, 983 -Be
-ard, 1973). Many female social scientists began to’
support each other, perhaps force each other to eJ n
, xamine
researchers recognized similarities between their own
position as wompn anH 4-u _e and the women they studied:
they°to
e
S’ke
t
ep
y
hoSse
n
'as well “ok* th" °?Udren;oope with sexism in their daily U^s (igS^)® t0
As they came to recognize that the study of women was
absent or marginalized in their respective disciplines,
they also came face to face with their own marginal
positions as professionals within those disciplines.
The women's movement turned previously private, personal
concerns into political, public ones for researchers and
researched alike.
Certainly not all female social scientists are
feminists. Some do not view the world from a feminist
perspective; others avoid the label. Sherman and Beck
observed
:
?he
e
scholarrv
f
worTd n Wh ? d ° a °hieve Potions in
have taught fhemJ n0t See as w0" en ' but as men
male £ex? (1979?5)
' Ugh the prisni of the
Not all feminists have come to challenge the positivist
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’
1 aV °Wedly
social scientists who
are challenging the male bias shared by dominant and
alternative paradigm sooial solence researoh ^
toward an intentionally feminist , nt •y l
, anti-positivist research
approach
.
Just as participatory research emerged in part from
the alternative critique of the social sciences, so too
feminist research has emerged in part from that critique
Feminist research has also been strongly influenced by
feminists- own critiques of both dominant and alternative
Paradigm social sciences. While many feminists acknowledge
a debt to the male-dominated alternative critique, most
native male theorists make no reference to feminist
theory or practice. In other words, while the androcentric
alternative paradigm critique has influenced feminism,
feminism has yet to have similar influence or recognition
within the male alternative paradigm circle of theorists
practitoners
. Similarly, while many feminist
researchers acknowledge a debt to Marxism, critical theory,
or the Frankfurt School, only a few are informed about
participatory research; that is, there are few, if any,
references to PR literature in the majority of feminist
research literature. Participatory researchers rarely draw
on feminist theory or research. As emerging radical
1 17
approaches to social research • ., fenurust and participatory
research are parallel but as vet
.
yS unconne cted approaches,largely ignorant of each other's work.
Before discussing- th^ q6 e lienee of feminist critiquesOI the natural and social ces in shaping feminist
research
,
the definition of feminism should he repeated.
Stanley and Wise(, 983b> maintain that the most fundamental
problem with feminist critiques of social science research
13 th61r failur » t0
“Pllcit about feminism and its
Plications for conducting research. About feminist
critiques, they claim:
the
t
basis
S
fo^what
t
the°
ntemPOrary feminist
fail to discuss what » feminist y
Say * They either
like or, where they do mlght look
what they mean by ''feminism
7
*
so without examining
• • • .We want ' feminist^research^ to
r
b
ely lmpllo:tt
out of 'feminism.'
( 1983b: lit
h ® 00nstr
-ucted
To the contrary, in my own reading of various
feminist critiques, I found many efforts to explicitly
although broadly, define feminism. However, 1 think their
criticism is well taken in that how we define feminism
clarifies our goals and has implications for the role of
research in attaining those goals.
Many writers who define feminism in the context of
feminist research are careful to offer the definition which
guided their own work without suggesting that it is the
only one, true, and correct feminist perspective (Acker et
- are features common to the definition of f
guides my work.
eoimism which
As used here, femihism is a woridwide movemeht for
r
t
flnltl0n
——n Of power. Femi„i Sm is:
a elief that women universallv faux i y ce some form of
oppression or exD] ni t af i nr / , ,plo tion;
( b , a commitment to uncover and
understand what causes and sustain,s oppression, in all its
orms; and (c) a commitment to work individually and
collectively in everyday life to end all forms of
oppression. Given this definition, the ultimate goal of
feminist research is the emancipation of women and the
creation of a just world for everyone (Duelli Klein, 1983
;
1982; Deles and Santiag0> ^^ ^ ^
How feminist research can best reach this goal is open to
exciting discussion. In fact, the
-how- of feminist
research is its most poorly developed aspect (Duelli Klein,
1983). I explore one route, a feminist participatory
research approach; not the only route but one that makes
sense to me based on direct experience. However, in my
opinion, at a minimum, feminist research must claim women's
liberation as a major purpose.
Among feminists there are certainly many differing
opinions about the origins, primary causes, and mechanisms
an
^ 1 101 women's ODDrp^iAK,
Reviewing or settling those
e ates is not the purpose of this work.'
2
Nor do Tbelieve that feminist research win settle those debates,
owever
,
I have no doubt that as many different feminists
advocate and attempt research that actively contributes to
women's liberation, they will encounter first hand the needto challenge both dominant and alternative male-centered
intellectual traditions. They may, like myself, take many
ifferent roads and time schedules to "get there." The
1 1
In a previous work (Maguire iqftin t asocialist feminist position q’ • } L 1 advocated aintegrated analysis of J
Soaiallst feminism offers
contradictory, effects of gender' color"
1
’ 1
^ at times
preference, and the international ’ . class , sexual
oppression. I agree that
1 econorniG order on
differently based on theso experience oppressionfeminists, I acknowLdgHhat in^ti However > like many
manifestations inniLT a r. ln lts maa y current
socialism has not li berated^im"
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r
M
iberat ion effort s,
Molyneux, 1 98 1 ) . The power of fL (Ml f s ! 198l J Scott, 1982;despite socialist revolutions ^ Patriarchy persistsmy own or others attempts to p Yn i a - m not yet sa tisfied with
contradiction. As Hartmann ° r fxplain away, thisand women are not strue-e-1 i no- e l
su SSested, perhaps men
transformation Thus nvnSn £°
r
.
the same socialist
on1y
0
bJ
e
an
8 e
inclusi> e
e
Te^ ’ fulfilled
including the agendas of th“many^hypSena^dtdfe^InL^s
.
12
see Magu?re
i
0984r
t0
?L°mo
rVleh 0f the ferainlst debate,
JaggeAnd s ruh
J
( 1 9W- E^n^iT^QT T^ ’ 3680981); Barrett ( 1980) tlsensteln 0979); Sargent
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journey of femini^fst research ultimately causes us to
encounter the dilemmas of trying to i,„ „
, h _
g liberate women withint e constraints of intell
i
hl ,
lectual paradigms that take man andpower
> Perspectives, experienop,nences, concerns, andproblems as the norm
ATteruiative Critiques of£°£ial Science Research n ~L
critiques acknowledge many of the same
limitations of dominant social sciencpp n ,
.
es paradigm research
- male-dominated alternative critiques. Fo r example,
critiques dispute the dominant social science
tenets of objective, value-free, detached research.
Similar to participatory researchers, feminists claim that
knowledge is socially constructed (Spender, 1981a).
Likewise, feminists argue that ^g knowledge is power (Bowles
snd Duelli Klein idR^ 1) tw, .They too have exposed the power
relations inherent in the production of knowledge. In
fact, the control of knowledge is one of the most critical
arenas of feminist struggles (Spender, 1981a, 1983).
Although participatory researchers expose the elitist
control of knowledge production, they fail to see the full
political context of production as it relates to gender.
This is, for example, reflected in the advisement to
For a^extensiv^introduction (^see Hardin^O 986 U
6,1088
'
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abandon
,0,
„„^
Brown and Tandon IQfi^i tt • ’
’ 1983). Universities and research
institutions have been =>nH . .s 1 1 are, male-controlled
domains (Mies, 1983; D
. Morgan 1981) h
’
• How can we work for
a research approach which redistributes poue r without
redistributing power between the sexes within the major
knowledge-producting institutions?
While acknowledging power relations based on class,
" Sle aUernatlVe ^iti^es have largely ignored power baled
on gender. I n es<?Pno 0
’ y ave not seen male dominance
as a problem to be explained (Hillman and Ranter, 1975).
Certainly millions of women over hundreds of years have
experienced male power as a problem in their own everyday
lives. Male power is ignored, not because it is not a
Problem for women, but rather because,
..male power is not
ordinarily a problem for men, and it is men who ordain what
the real and significant issues of society are to be ••
(Spender, 1983 : 8 ). Similarly, trying to keep women outside
the production and control of knowledge is no mere
coinoidenoe. Maintaining male privilege requires the
silence of women (Spender, 1 9 8 1 a
)
Although participatory research has highlighted the
centrality of power in the social construction of
knowledge, only feminist research has highlighted the
centrality of male power as a factor in the construction of
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knowledge. Barbara Roberts, in an artiole about
"machothink" observed:
Men and women generally have difropower
.
. It is usually men whn
r
!
n ex Periences of
women (and others). Most men exercise power overbenefit from women's labor h, aPP r°Pniate ormeans (granted this also serves^hl^f%
°
r other
men can 'own' a woman.
. L n • •• > Mostexperience of exe-oi^ina- A ’ for men > their lived
Men as a group are allowed°and «
S P
?
Wer 0Ver wom en.
to express and enforce that 1'Somatlmes encouraged
against women.
.
. Anv view nf
r
^
y Physical force
ignores these factors win i
o the world that
and an ineffective basie r
lnevitabl y be skewed.
.
.
(1984:195)
SC lV s f°r Positive social change.
The alternative paradigm vision of an egalitarian
society IS only "for men, designed by men, and a product of
men's labor" (Nebraska Feminist Collective, 1983 : 536 ).
So too, until participatory research acknowledges and
abandons its androcentric bias, it will remain an
ineffective tool for creating a just world. PR mUst
abandon its subtle alternative paradigm premise that it is
possible to create a transformation only for men, and call
it just.
A major contribution of feminist critiques is
exposing the ideology of gender, i.e., the male bias
in both dominant and alternative social science paradigms.
Recognizing that knowledge is socially constructed,
feminists insist that gender, not only class, is central to
all social relations (H. Roberts, 1981a; Acker et al.,
1983).
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Initially, many feminist critiques criticized the
content Of social knowledge without challenging the
underlying positivist paradigm itself. That is, early
feminist critiques revpai^H n-, +.e led that women and our experiences
and perspectives were ignored, omitted, misrepresented or
actually distorted within the social sciences (Westkott,
1979
; Spender, 1981 a). This inin-oi .tial stage has been called
the "female critiaup" /’Qf „Q e (Stanley and Wise, 1983b) and
"feminist empiricism" (Harding, 1986).
Essentially, women were "not seen as a central part
of the human landscape" (Spender, 1981s: 14 ). A male
Perspective of the social world was presented asT^T human
perspective (D. Smith, 1974
; Du Bois, 1983). Hillman and
Kanter noted:
When male sociologists -i . 1
board of trustees and A ,
ook at a meeting of the
are observing a sexual lv n ^
^
r
?
6n
’
they think the Y
masculine world -
ll i^utnal world rather than a
( 1 975 : xi v )
' * Women are the bearers of sex.
Millman and Kanter (1975) identified the following
indicators of androcentrism in social inquiry. First, as a
result of male bias, many key areas of social inquiry have
been overlooked, for example, the role of emotion in social
life. Thus male bias enters into the selection and
definition of research problems. Second, social inquiry
has focused on public, visible, and official players and
situations while marginalizing the equally important
private, unofficial, and less visible domains, i.e., those
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y assigned to women. Third social •a
» ° inquiry has
assumed a "aino-i^ .oiety." Generalizations from all-male
research are routinely applied to women without
consideration that men and women often inhabit different
social arenas. Fourth, gender is often ignored as an
explanatory fac t nr l. ^x iduo or behavior. Final , .r iiy, certain
methodologies
, especially the quantitative, and research
situations systematically prevent uncovering certain hinds
of information relevant to women. For example, male
anthropologists often have l 1 tf i ^ •little direct access to women's
Perceptions. What has been learned about women in
different cultures is often based on men's perceptions as
told to other men.
Feminist critiques, demonstrating that the male view
of the world is not the only view, have traced the
mechanisms for maintaining male bias in the social sciences
(Spender, 1981b). They have illustrated how a male view of
the social world has become the view.
Stanley and Wise (1983b) advise us to consider the
origins of the social sciences as "male professions." The
founding fathers and recognized leaders in most disciplines
were men. Thus the problems worth studying, the frames of
reference, the issues in the field, the interests, and the
views of reality mirror their view of the world as merK
Dorothy Smith (1974) identified the "circle of men" and the
circle effect" of knowledge creation. Dale Spender
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discussed it further in Women of th r «21 il£as Und What Men Have
Pone To Them) :
proces^of
b
describing
C
and^e
nt
l"^
et?®aSed in the
world, but only a few ha e e rTs an!i orderi PS theposition to have their D en ’ or ar e, m the
and accepted. These few n
sl0
]P treated as serious,
the 'circle of men- - who °re
Sm“ h apt1
^ ^ms
politicians, poets and nn?
the phlloso Phers
,
centuries been writing and talking 3 ' Wu° have forabout issues which are nf ~ns to each other
Men have excluded womln ?r^
S
?if
1C
-
nC
?
t0 them
‘ • • •
society’s meanings are
th
f
° lrcles in which
deprived women of the possi bil ?t
6<j
’
r
W
h
6re they have
raising to social consciousness Le n at" 1 "8 ° rconcern them. (1983:9-11) the Prob lems which
I"
-sence, men dominate problem-posing processes and
forums, hence research addresses men's problems or men's
Perceptions of problems. Hen talk amongst themselves, even
about women's problems. They treat what other men, not
women, say as significant. They check with each other to
validate their theories of the social world, even those
about women. They legitimize each other's view of the
social world. They generalize conclusions from all-male
studies to all people. They trivialize or exclude women,
and our experiences and perspectives, from this circular
P-cess. Then, they call what they have constructed human
knowledge instead of male knowledge. The male stranglehold
on knowledge production and legitimation is maintained
through this circle effect (D. Smith, ,974; Spender, ,981a,
1983).
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ernative paradigm For example, ^
bibliographies of the major works i n participatory
-search. Few participatory researchers, male or female
" " t0 fSmlniSt llte
-ture. The absence of women and
’
feminism has major implications. fls Spender^ ^
only do we inherit a view of th^>e social world in which
women’s perspective and realitv i « Ky is absent, „e also inherit
a sense that women's perspective is absent .' because women
have nothing worthwhile to oorrtribute'' ( ,9833; 12)
. inthls
way women and men aii^ 0 • ,l ke are socialized into accepting the
myth of male superiority and female inferiority.
The work of Paulo Freire (1970, 1981), often quoted
and central to participatory research, presents an example
of the field's male bias. In the foreward to Pedagogy of
the SES-ssed, Schaull Usts the phllosophloal posnions
which influenced Freire i * Q „
•
, 1 • e
. ,
a circle of men:
Althusfer^n^f Moun i er > Eric Fromm and Louis
King and Che Gulvara
and Ma °’ Martin Luther
use of the insists if h °
*nd Marcuse
* He mades igh o these men.
.
. (1970:11)
Consider the drawings used by Freire for cultural
circle discussions ( 1 98 1 : 62-8 1 ) . The drawings, as the
basis for group dialogue about "man in the world,”
undoubtedly suggest that men, not women, create culture.
These drawings encourage men and women to focus on men's
contribution to culture. Freire (1970) maintained that
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14
Men
domination was the major theme of oun epoch, yet hls
conscientizacion tools ignore «„. s domination of women.
i;r;h
K
T
n 0bSePVed that ^— non-conformist
male t inkers
the norm, and consequently
t ® klng
,
androoentrieity as
work for women that he did’fo/men? (1983: ^2)° ^
While Freire stresses man's alienation in the world,
feminist research includes women's alienation from a man-
made world (Westkott, 1979).
Participatory research merely reflects what is
happening within academia, international development,
national liberation struggles, and the world at large
are largely ignorant of women's issues or women's
scholarship (Evans,
,983; Eiohler,
,981; Mies, 1982;
Stanley and Wise, 19 8 3 b; Duelli Klein, 1983 ). The circle
effect shields men, in and outside academia. However,
women are beginning to break into the circle, and, as
’
Spender (1983) notes, we are creating circles of our own.
Feminists are contributing to the alternative
critique of the dominant social science paradigm. We
recognize that women have been peripheral and
misrepresented in the social sciences. We have also come
to recognize that women are peripheral and misrepresented
s stages of Consc lent 12a cao
. 1 976 .
—
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within the alternative paradigm as well „efe .
alternative
* rrmg to male
-nat paradigm thinkers, Bowles points out:
writers, is
1
that
h
the^
h
are
d
leavi n E
a
b’h
theSe male
far none of them ha?e been " M,p l: ovldea • • but sosexism
- and I mean sexism in Vs analyze their ownthe denigration of women in 1 ma ” y guises > fromcomplete ignorance or an apnronr? ln public to aenormous advances of feminist ° f thescholarship. (1984:188)
If androcentric bias i «* kto be abandoned, what should
replace it? Spender proposed the following:
When both sexes can describe thoi-
and when those two versions
61r °Wn ex Peri ences
division into superior Jr inf 6Xist without
norm or deviant, then part Sf th»
r
’ 1 ght ° r wron 6,women ' s oppression wilf^
,8 >'
Harding 0986, observed that feminists have not yet
outlined a clear strategy for eliminating androcentrism
esearch. Nor, she maintains, have feminists
"given
adequate attention to envisioning a truly emancipatory
knowledge-seeking"
( 1986 :, 9 ). Participatory research does
Present a comprehensive approach to emancipatory knowledge
creation without giving adequate attention to its
androcentric aspects. Perhaps participatory research and
feminist research can join forces to eliminate
androcentrism from research while constructing a truly
emancipatory approach to knowledge creation for both women
and men
.
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and Participatory
partio
Thl
I
Se0tl °n °°mPareS and
and
cipa ory research. The intention is to illustrate
commonalities as well as differences between P R and PH
. Byidentifying differences, the section indicates areas in
t7
0
;
the tW ° aPPr°a0heS
'«* each other in order
strengthen the creation of knowledge as a force for
trUly radl °al S °Cial “<> ~1 transformation which
equally includes and benefitD efi ts both women and men.
Objectivity vs. Subjectivity
As noted in chapter two, objectivity is the
cornerstone of dominant social science and educational
-search. The dominant paradigm proposes a concrete social
world, external to individuals' consciousness of it,
composed of hard, tangible, relatively permanent and
unchanging structures p ar,i..' ,ticipatory researchers challenge
this concept of social reality, claiming instead that
social facts are subjective constructions (Vio Grossi et
a1
’’ 1983:19)
- To understand social reality is to
understand how people construct reality and, through
consciousness, appropriate and interpret it.
Many feminists have also come to challenge the
dominant conceptualization of social reality and the tools
to investigate it. Early feminist critiques, intent on
documenting women's absence in all disciplines, did not
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necessarily question the underlying positivist py s framework of
ose disciplines (Spender, 1 9 8la; Stanley and Wise, i 9 8 3b -West.ott, 1979 ). However, resist critiques are
increasingly denying that there is onlv n6 l y one view of reality
and only one way to investigate it. i„ particular,
feminists are exposing the patriarchal construction of a
so-called objective reality in which women, based on
supposedly scientific evidence, are held inferior to men.
Joan Roberts observed,
suS^^a^b^c^^^rthft^^Hr^
fem
e
arin;Srio^tJ?
n
o 97°L 5
h
r
« “J SR
mst critiques illustrate how the myths persist.
Femihists explore an aspect of objectivity untouched
by participatory researchers. The notion of objectivity
has not only been appropriated by an elite group of
knowledge producers; the appropriating group is the male
elite, the male circle. Dividing the world of social
science into objective and subjective, the "prestigious
capacity to be objective is a distinguishing feature
allocated to men" (Spender, 1 98la:4). Men are said to be
rational, logical, cool, detached, intellectual, and
non-emotional. Women, on the other hand, are considered
irrational, illogical, intuitive, emotional, attached, and
even hysterical. Women's capacity to be reasonable, we are
cautioned, is affected by monthly hormonal changes. This
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argument susggsts fha-t- ™that men, by virtue nr K ,- t
inhpn
of biology, are moreherently capable of obiectivitv fv,J y than women.
"Rational"
ma n haS beC °me the ^gitimate source and guardian of
objective information on irrational woman (NFC, ,983,.
^ om 0 n h o. v 0 con^ f- ^ .
constructed about w^^r^the^f' T"Psychology to tho • ? : om l' fteir deviant
was frequently rated as^nh" °f. women a s nonworkers)knowledge women began ?o
obje = tlve ' while the
had its origins in the role"^^
01 ab°Ut women (whieh
than spectator) was freouent?5
3
f
a
^
tloi P ant rather
• • The hypothesL arose that lev f
aS ' sub J eotive '
associated with gender rathe? )h=
glt
;
L
u
acy might be
of explanation. (Spender? 1981^5)
“ the adeqUacy
Recognition of this pattern led Adrienne Rich (,979) to
surmise that "in a patriarchal society, objectivity is the
we give to male subjectivity" (Spender, 1 98 1 a : 5 )
.
It is not enough however to be suspicious of men's
concept of objectivity. Recognizing the bogus objective-
subjective dichotomy, feminists are also legitimizing other
ways of knowing; in essence, changing the criteria for what
counts as knowledge (Spender, 1981b)
. For instance,
feminist scholarship is proposing and using experience,
intuition, and evaluation as alternative modes of knowing.
to * reason?
3
?®
. ^omen
"ayS ° f knowlnS in addition
impersonal and much is plrsSnal?°wh?re
h
lUtle
t
is
e 13
fixed or certain and much is ambiguous and volatile
evalua tive're
tdS 13 Value - free and® much raqu?rls an’
sponse. We have long lived our lives in
dail?
n
need?
e
and
PerSOnal an<1 non
-°b jective context of
brinJ
baa b n°ncerns for other human beings. Weonng all this experience, these skills andpercept, 0^
,
to
_ our scholarly work and into theacademic community. (Bowles, 1984 : 186 )
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Of course, male theorists and researchers have also
proposed recognizing many forms or i,
valid —
" " S ° f kn0wln
« inquiry as
• Intuition and acting as ways of Knowing gain
credibility from their masculine connections.
In addition to legitimizing other ways of Knowing
feminist critiques are also legitimizing other things tlknow about. Specifically, feminist research, with women's
perience at its center, has of necessity begun to
investigate women's everyday life experiences. By focusing
on the everyday realities of ordinary women, feminist
research acknowledges those experiences, however diverse,
as valid (DuBois, 19 8 3 ; Duelli Klein,
,983). The approach
goes beyond adding women to the male account of social
reality; "it is necessary to I00K through women’s eyes" (B.
Roberts
,
1 984 )
.
Feminist researchers are exposing the patriarchal use
of objectivity as a means for legitimizing women's
inferiority and male supremacy. Similar to participatory
researchers, feminists are also expanding the legitimate
ways to Know about social reality. An d finally, they too
are challenging the concept of value-free, objective
knowledge production. However, Ruth Bleire observed:
accused
t
of
S
Dromnt
1StS
?
’
i
Wil1 00ntlnue to bep o ing (our) own biases. It is a nitv
n978M62) enSltiVity t0 biaS C °meS 30 late ‘
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Researcher Distance vs rio,. Closeness To Subject
Similar to participatory research • •
of objeotivitv „
°
’
fe”lnist critiques
y cause questioning of other h
tenets The a .
dominant research
• detachment of the knower from the known is amethodological safeguard of objectivity rh ,,
0
u . Challenging thePretense of objectivity requiresy reconsidering the
necessity of a detached, distant r.i «. •’ relationship between
researcher and researched.
The required distance between knower and known indominant social science research supposes a kind of
schizophrenic researcher. The researcher is asked to
distance herself from the research subject and also to
compartmentalize herself. That is tb», he researcher is told
separate feelings from knowing. To strive for a
detached stance puts the feminist researcher in a
contradictory position Ac. A S a researcher, she shares some
privileges of the male academic elite; yet as a woman, she
shares sexist oppression with other women. Dominant social
science expects her to describe other women's oppression
while ignoring her own. It requires hern , as a researcher,
to do nothing about either.
The personal dichotomy between feeling and knowing is
further reflected in the separation of knowing from doing,
the separation of theory from practice, and the separation
of theorists from practitioners. One set of experts is
quired for knowing, another set for doing. According to
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D. Smith (10720 4-u^
’ 8 Separati0 « of theory and practice i s a
result of men's domination of the social
„ „
sciences. Stanely
and Wise discuss this further:
facts of^heir^xistence^from^h fr °m the phy sioal
Physical activities, including d®
Uc7 ld of °°ncrete
childrearing.
.
. Because
domestic labour and
them, male social
“1“
n
d ° the^ sMt work for
the°everyday? 64 )
f thS ° ry aPd ^leTf°Z
leary of gross generalizations about men as
about women, I do think it necessary to more closely
consider the research implications of men's nearly
universal abandonment of domestic responsibilities,
including care of children, the sick, and the elderly.
If the researcher must no longer remain distant, then
what relationship is best suited for constructing more
critical knowledge of the realities of people's lives and
tly involving people in the reconstruction? Similar
to participatory research, feminist research is
restructuring the researcher-researched relationship. In
particular, both groups are experimenting with ways to
change a previously hierarchal, detached relationship to a
horizontal, reciprocal one. Likewise, within both groups
there is much discussion about the obstacles to a truly
reciprocal and equitable relationship.
Currently, participatory researchers have a better
record, and explicit intent, of designing and implementing
projects which actually involve the researched in
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meaningful power sharing within t-h*K un he research effort.
Although those same projects nftonP e o e more effectively share
Power with and empower local men, the principles have been
successfully used with women, partloularly ln ali _wonen pRProjects. A major lesson which feminist researchers canlearn from participatory researchers is how to actually
"°Ve fr°" the ° riZlng
“““»*»« genuinely participatory
practices which have the potential to liberate and empower
those involved.
Hierarchy Among The Knowers
Feminist critiques have focused on one aspect of the
separation of knowing and doing largely ignored by
participatory researchers. PR ls often oritioal of
dominant paradigm research's division of labor and power
between the researcher and participants. However,
participatory research fails to mention that the
researcher, particularly within many PR projects, has more
likely been a team of researchers. Within these research
teams, there is often a hierarchy of knowers and doers.
Ignoring this arrangement, there has been little discussion
of the hierarchy and division of labor, including the
sexual division of labor, within participatory research
project teams and publications.
Feminists researchers have begun to openly discuss
the issue of exploitation within research teams. They have
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Pa,d particular attention to the hierarchal nature of
research teats and the sexual divisioh of labor
(H. Roberts, 1 98 1 b NFC
,
, 9 8 3 ; Acker et al.,
, 983) .
Although a relatively high proportion of research
teat tethers are women, women crowd the less prestigious
and 1633
remunerative positions, including
those of research assistants, interviewers, secretaries,
data Pr ° 0eSSOrS ^—rs, and even helpers and
spouses mentioned in publication acknowledgements (NFC,
1983; H. Roberts, 1Q8la))m Men
’ “irrormg their dominant
P ition in the larger society, more often fin the
Powerful posts, such as project director and principle
investigator. Women are tore often the front line workers
the scenes doers. Men are more likely to be the
public voices of a project and their nates are more likely
to be on project reports.
Similar to the worldwide relations of production,
women provide much of the underpaid, undervalued, unseen,
and uncredited work of the knowledge industry. Examining
research as a patriarchal enterprise, the Nebraska Feminist
Collective observed:
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9 83 : 537
)
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“ no * i
- •»**
— sts have neatly solved the problem But,feminist researchers +• rying various approaches to equal
non-hierarchal ways. for example, feminist
at
’ rather tha " hlrS 3 tape transQ riber who cannot
e a equately compensated for the labor, the research team
sided to share transcription work, "one of the most
oppressive tasks in research" (Acker et al., 1 9 8 3 :4 3 0)
.
Feminists have by no means successful ]v , , „^ LL i ily solved the
contradictions of sexual and hierarchal division of labor
esearch teams, including the division of intellectual
labor. Acker et al
. 0983) noted that their commitment to
work non-hierarchally meant that the research simply took
longer. While the problems are not resolved, feminist
raising the issue and actively exploring
solutions
.
The practice of exploitation within research teams
has gone largely unnoticed within PR. Participatory
research is full of case studies in which the project
director and principle investigator are getting public
credit, via publication, for essentially the work of a
research team. No doubt, the practice is inherited from
dominant social science research. Most case study reports
~
......
...
......
......
. .....
..
.
p , BtI< nol <011>a tlproblem either T m' 1 1 «1 WlU 6arn & iterate by writing about
our wom en 1 s tr rou n tu ,• _ ,g Up - Thls c°"tradiotion merits more public
discussion within PR.
Universality vs. Uniqueness
Generalizations and Control
Dominant social science research emphasizes the
search for serializations about the nature of human
behavior and som'et-vy - es earchers concern themselves with
the extent to which relationships discovered in one
particular setting can be expected to hold true in every
other such situation (Patton, 1980). The importance given
to generalizations is reflected
-in uElect m an obsession with
statistical research methods and procedures, including
sampling procedures. Central to the concern with the
discovery of generalizable and universal laws of behavior
is the goal of control. Social science research is based
on a premise that man (and I do mean man) not only has the
right to control nature and society, but that social
science research is one tool to enhance that control. The
desire to increase social control is reflected in research
techniques which require the researcher to control as many
variables as possible. Control within research and control
of society are mirror images, based on interdependent
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processes. However, control *.
research
"
. The
’
"0t thS ”-“-•«*. ^ control
. Llkewlse
-dal control is the privilege Qf 0fily g ^
Exploring the value placed on generalizations,
feminist Jessie Bernard 0973 , argued that the value placed
on control within social science research is a masculine
value. Men are taught the ideal of having cont^T
being in control. Yet, in hierarchal social systems, notan men have equal control. Even within a patriarchal
society, the condition of
-being male- varies greatly
according to class, color, and culture (Hestkott,
1979:427). B. Roberts oonoluded that patriarchal society
attempts to compensate for the variation among men:
substitute for th^right to”
13
" f
iven to a man to
do have power-over j If” ™ 01 hls own life - Meny ii only over women. (1984:197)
In male dominated social science, research methods
eflect the value of control. Bernard ( 1973 ) argued:
them,' which
e
have
C
been°more ""hi glv
iCh
i
^ave aPPealed to
which they, as scienU^ exfrt control ^ th °Se in(Spender, 1980a:73) . . . ,
The social scientist uses methods to create, manipulate,
master his reality in research. Bernard (1973) called
this the machismo element in research. The machismo
element is not limited to quantitative approaches:
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its own
t
brLrof°machiLrwith hn ?
SraPhy after a11 has
sociologist bringing back ni
th
l
tS lmage of the male
society, the lowlr Lp?hs the ^ oftraditionally
'off limits' tn un
63 " streets, areas
(D. Morgan, 1981:86) women investigators.
Feminist and participatory research have uncovered the
hidden relationships among researcher control, research
generalizations, and social control. However, feminists
alone have explored the androcentric roots of control.
Language, Generalizations Control
Generalizing from Man to Human
Androcentrism in the English language plays so
Powerful, yet subtle, a role in sustaining the male bias in
social science research that it deserves special
attention. Feminists have exposed the way in which the
language of generalizations and research facilitates elite
control, specifically, elite male control. Although women
have been frequently left out of research, results with all
male subjects are nonetheless often generalized to all
people. Results from mixed-gender research are reported as
conclusions about "man." Minnich warns us, "We need always
to ask, 'Is the whole included, or is this once again
simply the part claiming to be whole?"' (1982:8). The
—
1VerSal has freQuently been only men's studies (Du Bois,
15
_
Androcentrism in other languages isfurther exploration. a topic for
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1983
; Spender, 1 9 8 la; Minnich, 1982) Thp „
-1
> ? e androcentriclanguage of research in farf society
,
not only reflectswomen’s exclusion from social nl l Power, it has helped
construct that exclusion (Spender, 1980- D s
According to Spender:
^
’ ’ 974K
us
e
to
U
%%y\
f
se
te
e
™ ffHat^ o ;r
9 race woman’ has disposed
men, not women. The use of
e
. world in terms of
key factor in construct i no- fTT^-
1S often cited as a
( 1981 a: 6)
™ mg the invisibility of women.
Dorothy smith pointed out the circle effects on
language construction:
•
• • women have lartroi w k
of producing forms of though? f r °m the «°rk
symbols in which thought 7. d the lma8es and(1978:28) is expressed and realized.
lmP °rtanCe ° f this exclusion is supported by Serf’s
976 ) contention that language shapes ideas and mental
Processes; it shapes our world view. Language is not
neutral
.
Spender (1980) demonstrated that the English language
is male controlled and male-centered. The male monopoly on
language construction and usage is one of the primary
mechanisms for protecting the mvth of8 un y male supremacy and
women’s inferiority. The use of ’’man,”
’’mankind,” and ”he”
as synonyms for human, including women, is a mechanism for
enng women either invisible or less-than man (Minnich
1982 )
.
Spender's development of this f-h^-n thesis m Man Made
is so convincing: thai- tg at 1 ^ote her directly;
one of the crucialOf this reality is language Tfn ln our . oonstruetionfor classifying and~orderin g the 8 fn 1S 0ur "leansmanipulating reality. I„ it, T d: our means f°ruse we bring our world into reffwS ® and in itsIS inherently inaccurate eallz ation, and if it, then we are misled.
Human beings cannot impartiallv huniverse because in order o I
desa nibe the
first have a classification SV c?f
Cribe
D
it tdey mu st
paradoxically, once Jhey hav^^L?
'
system, once they have a ill?' ciassif icationsee only arbitrary things & ge T a Y stem ’ the Y can
inhibitin^vehicle "* -
* bothV^ti^nT *
the language i^that^f thecal
366 ^ °peration in
this rule operates we r e ' • • Whileworld on the premise that t h
d/° classify the
human being is a malP on ^ standard or normal
standard, fhen those who are not
13 bUt 2SSto a category of deviation (1980:2^ ^ g
ara
}
alloca ted
One strength of Spender's argument is her careful
documentation of th« stoncal development of the practice
of using "man to embrace woman." According to Spender,
ln 1553
’
Th °maS W11S° n
’ ^ IHe Arte of Rhetorioue. claimed
that it was natural for "man" to precede "woman," for
example, in husband and wife Adp m Pr , a and Eve, or brother and
sister. He implied that man came first in the natural
order. By 1646, the grammarian Joshua Poole argued that it
was proper for "man" to precede "woman" because the male
gender is the worthier gender. Finally in 1746, John
Kirkby gave the male-created supremacy of men in language
the support of one of his grammatical rules. Rule
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Number Twenty One of his "Eighty Eight Grammatical Rules"
177
^ ^ ”ale
—
-
-^ thanthe female. This represents a move from "man is moreimportant" to "man i,
-
„
6 n0™" for human. By 1850 "he"
she", as oppose* to the common use of "they" for "he
and she," got the support of English law. The ,850 Act of
arlaament mandated the use of "he" for „ she „ (Bodlne>
1975). Spender concluded:
reLjt^d^^ ° f h^an «as the
While the historical development of the generic use
Of man for human may not be common knowledge within the
social sciences and education, its effects have been well
documented. Young children and college students interpret
the meaning of generic "man" as strictly male people
(Nilsen, 1973; Schneider and Hacker, 1973). Despite this
evidence, the practice of using "man" to mean all people
continues to dominate. Suggestions to change the practice
are trivialized (MFC, 1983). Charol Shakeshaft suggests:
unimport^rihoul
t
7ch!ngfarr?h
USlV
fh
langUage iS
and see how importan^freaLy *7 Tf tl^language were truly irrelevant th* ^le lssue of
resistance to changing it. (1986^501)
”° be Uttle
The use and role of language in the maintenance or
redistribution of power has been raised as an issue within
PH. Hall, Gillette, and Tandon (1983) noted that the
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language or
„„„
»•> -*
noted the irony of referring- t-J erring o research
participants as subiects in =,
nh . „
s m a process that treats them likeobjects. Therp ha<= 6s been some discussion of the need to
translate popular knowledge infn hl t0 the Jargon of public
Policy makers and vice versa R P ,i a - •
- Reclaiming the power of
naming one 1 s own real i t- ir a
.
and °PPreSslon
- a central theme
- (Freire, 1970). Paradoxically, tools created by male
researchers Facilitate the „ami ng of man-s oppressive
reality while leaving woman's oppressionPP as woman invisible
Freire, 1981; W. Smith and Alschuler, 1976 ).
The link between the male-dominated social
construction of language and the male-dominated social
construction oF knowledge and power is not well articulated
within PR. i n particular, participatory research has
missed the powerful implications of the use and misuse of
gender-exclusive language. Specifically, there appears to
be little comprehension of the effects of using the generic
"man" for all humans. While participatory researchers have
exposed the dangers of research generalizations, they have
totally ignored the dangers of their use of generic "man"
and the subsequent practice of generalizing the benefits of
participatory research projects with men to excluded women.
They have ignored the effects ofnecu 01 their own sexist use of
language, the only tool fo r nam i n g reality. It may be
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difficult to use participatory research to create a world
world
01Pat °ry re3ear°herS USe hSlPS construct and present a
in which both sexes are not equally valued.
Re-examining Man as Man
The language and androcentric aspects of social
science research promote the image of single gender or
genderless society (Millman and Kanter 1975) uhu , 1 y r ;
. W en gender
is not taken into account in research design or
conclusions, the effect is one of subtly promoting man as
the norm. At the other extreme, there is the practice of
taking only gender into account as a causal factor when
a r ® discovered That ion is, gender is used as the
major explanation or cause of difference (Jayartne, 1983)
Bernard noted that even as a variable, gender variables
are
:
such *a)7aggression “chief ^ "0re tha " -omen,do with power and consol ?hf^efffaf3 havi ?8 t0on aggression and achievement than on love andtenderness. (1973:22-23)
We have two extremes: research conclusions citing no gender
differences or those citing gender as the primary, perhaps
only, causal factor of social phenomena.
Feminists have also demonstrated that when gender is
taken into account, particularly as a causal factor, it is
primarily taken into account in reference to women. Patai
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noted one of the subtle rules of research:
Men’s maleness is irrelevant-
-t M
while women’s femaleness fni
i
10 m
?u
t encounters,
relevance.
. b
ollows the rule of
supremacy, men's gende? is^mn? ass™P t:t °n of male
• • This is why men are taieS
7 T attended tomodel Of the human. ( 1983 : 187 ) ^ persons ’ ' as the
esearch promotes an image of male as human, and
female as less-than or not-quite human. While it
contributes to the invisibility of women, it also
contributes to the invisibility of men as men (Howe, 1982).
Just as feminist research promotes making women
visible as women and fully-human people, it must also
promote making men visible as mpn d * •e
- Patai concluded, "Then
we can begin to separate the generally human from the
merely male" (1982*184’) n muy«3. « . D. Morgan calls for "bringing men
back in” to the research endeavor (1981:108). if women's
experiences, as women, have been distorted by dominant
research, it has also produced distorted information on men
and maleness (Howe, 1982).
Feminist research is causing each discipline to
re-examine its assumptions and conclusions about women and
femaleness. It must also cause us to rethink our
assumptions about male and maleness. For example, while
Vio Gross! (1982a) briefly noted that the machismo of
Mapuche men excluded women from project participation, he
did not examine what machismo meant for the men in the
project. Similarly, Mduma (1982) implied that something
1 47
h" r
«««*•• »« «. ... .....
.......
Identity mean for men in the project m r„,
,
,
.
J G
» ln relation to their6 avior toward women and to their bPhe avior toward each
other as men?
Social Control vs. Local n ^
and
Self_Determination
Impartial Advice vs. Solidarity and Action
Initially, the most common purpose of feminist
research was to orp^to re extensive and authentic
knowledge about women. Recognizing the invisibility and
distortion of women's experiences within the social
feminists intended to produce knowledge to ''fin
1,1 the 8aPS ’" make women visisble within the social
sciences, and "set the record straight" (H. Roberts,
^ 98 1 a )
. Knowledge cr pp firm ^ _ , .g eat on for these purposes left the
underlying paradigms unquestioned.
Stanley and Wise (1983b) argue for a feminist
research which challenges the underlying positivism of both
dominant social science research and, in their opinion,
most feminist research. While saying little about the
marginalization of feminist theory within the social
sciences, they chide feminists for being oblivious to the
contemporary debate within the social sciences regarding
objective, value-free, positivistic knowledge production.
Paradoxically, they then claim, "Knowledge for its own
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sake, we believe can be useful" (1983b- 172) H
literature indicates that-
3 '’' >- However, the
3t many fe”>ioi3t researchers have
m °V6d bSy0nd " kn °Wled
- f° b sake" to embrace thePurpose of creating knowledge for women, and more
specifically, knowledge which contributes inv-wwoi xD u to women's
liberation (Daniels, 1975- Duell-i in^ e111 Klein
> 1983
; Du Bois,
1 983
; Acker et al.
, 1983) .
pointed out the dangers of promoting
research about women for the sole purpose of producing
information to make up for past exclusion. Noting that
knowledge about women was becoming a faddish, profitable
marketable commodity, Westkott warned that the fad might
fizzle without anything substantial having been
accomplished to end women's oppression:
science exploUation^of"?h ^
acadenlc SOcial
Blacks, in the sixties ^ in
especiall y the
liberal concern and nnm
I
^
he name of acad emic
was measured analyzed
P
^
nSa ion, the Black ghetto
short, red uce d
3
to
1
man ip u la biodata til?
0?* ' in
career interests nf fh a • , aa hat advanced the
to improve thfpught of
1
^!^ 1 ® 3^" 3 bUt dld little
that research on the blLk ghe?t
lg3ted
' The fact
although black yhefL k 6 ° 13 now Passe >
research on women is 'au°coiirant ^should
’
a " d that
pause. (1979:427) shou give us
Feminis
analyzing the
without doing
1975
; UNAPCWD
esearchers caution against documenting a
causes and consequences of women's oppress
anything to end it (Mies, 1983
; Daniels,
, 1979 ). Our research must go beyond
nd
ion
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ginative vision of what
"should be" (Westkott, 1979).
While many feminists maintain that the „
.
.
purpose of
i eminist rss pph to +-IS to contribute to women's liberation
eman0lPati °n
’
thSre
opinions of what that
r:
^^ ~— he instrumental
anging and improving women's daily i ives (Danlels>
975; Duelli Klein,
, 983 ,• Beles and Santiago,
, 9 84). For
others, research for women should influence public policies
and opinion.
Feminists are grappling with changing the role of the
social scientist from expert, detached adviser to involved
activist. The role of expert adviser has been particularly
limited for feminists conducting research about women
because feminist research conclusions are often
underutilised. In regard to underutilization of research
findings relevant to social problems and issues, Jayartne
points out difficulties feminist researchers face in trying
to influence policv makers d.,,,..y . Building on the work of Weiss
and Bucuvalas (1977), Jayartne noted:
r e commendations”^Asocial SL^s ‘h°en th
makers who hold val^s TicH are consLTen^ Sub^a^feminist perspective is not promising for theimplementation of policv wh ,- oh f ; ®goals. ( 1983 : 148 ) y * * * lc supports feminist
Previously there was a lack of relevant information about
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“ •• *-
“*•
....
..
„d programs r„p„,
„„„ „„ r,m„to feminist pressure.
This raises the i<?<sn 0 more dlrect involvement and
^ ^ t i on on tho ^-p -ppart of feminist researchers. There Is
ongoing dialogue concerning; Q up<?hg qUestlons such as: How direct
should the contribution of femini^fi mist research, and the
feminist researcher hp i -kn , be to liberation? Who is fhp no.1U 13 tne research
for women" actually for Ip
’
’ xactly which women? If
13 f0r the m0St ordinar, y- the poorest, the most
discriminated against women, how will they access it?
Arcong feminist researchers there is not agreement on what
Position to take on the expert adviser-activist continuum.
The most urgent argument for an immediate and direct
link between feminist research and action comes from either
third world women or first world women working in third
world contexts (Deles and Santiago,
, 984
; UNAPCWD, ,979;
Mies, 1983 ). In the face of extensive poverty and
oppression, producing knowledge for knowledge sake or for
some indefinite future application is an exploitive,
unaffordable luxury. Mies (,983) states that research must
be pursued in order to act now. Feminists most closely
linking knowing and doing promote self-emancipation. This
is contrary to an image of feminist scholars producing
knowledge and imposing enlightened results on oppressed
women (Bowles and Duelli Klein, 1983).
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Participatory research is clear = ^ ,-uthat the social
scientist must stand "with the people- and err on the side
of action for social justice. A lesson that feminist
researchers can take from participatory research is that
the feminist researcher cannot study women's struggles from
a safe distance. Instead, she must be a consciously
partial and passionate front- . .tront-lme participant in the work
to construct a just world.
Partial Summary: Commonalities and Differences
As defined here, both feminist and participatory
research emerged in part from the alternative critique of
dominant positivist social science paradigm research.
Both are grounded in progressive movements for social
tranformation. Both dispute the notion of objective,
value-free, detached research. Both claim that knowledge,
which is socially constructed, is power.
A major difference is that FR points out that male
power has been central to male domination of the social
construction of knowledge. Essentially, feminist research
overs the underlying male bias and subsequent indicators
in both dominant and alternative paradigm research
approaches. For example, both FR and PR challenge the
concept of objectivity. However, FR points out that the
capacity for objectivity has been assigned to, and
appropriated by, the male elite of the knowledge industry.
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h±le b ° th ” 3nd FR a0kn°—
— '<«. or knowing,
f
0r" S °thSr than te °hniCal kn°^dge often gain credibility
r°m th61r maS °Uline connec tions
. For example
, Intuition
- a ronm of knowing galns validity onoe
_^ ^
Both FR and PR are restructuring the relatiohship
between the researcher and the researched into a non-
bierarchal, reciprocal, and editable relationship. Both
recognize the inappropriateness of hierarchy and distance
between the knower and the known. Again FR „u * rt m, uncovers the
androcentric basis of this separation pp ,• . .F u . b R is exploring the
hierarchy among knowers, i.e., the sexual division of labor
and power in the knowledge industry and on research teams
While both FR and PR criticize the value placed on
control, m both research processes and consequences, FR
points to the androcentric basis of control. FR alone
focuses on the role of male-controlled and male-centered
language, as a reflection of women's exclusion from social
power and as a tool to construct and maintain that
exclusion. FR encourages us to recognize that just as
dominant and alternative paradigm research distorts women's
experiences, it distorts men's experience. We must rethink
our assumptions and conclusions about both women and men.
Both FR and PR caution against investigating and
documenting oppression without acting to change it.
Yet participatory research explicitly states that the
researcher must trade the role of detached and expert
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adviser for the role of activist in solidarity with the
PP essed. While both FR and PR c iaim ending systems Qfdomination as a research goal, FR is explicit that
patriarchy, the system of male domination, be i n 0 lude d i„the agenda. To date, participatory research has focused
m°re °" men ' 3 of other men and less on helping
men uncover, understand, and chance’ n g their oppression of
women
.
Many feminists agree that noon uK 6 research results should
contribute to social transformation, specifically women's
liberation. Few propose that the research process itself
should be one of conscientizaeion and empowerment for both
the researcher and the researched. It is here that
participatory research can make a major contribution to
feminist research by promoting a research approach in which
the actual process, not merely the eventual application of
products, is directly beneficial to those involved.
— -
a ^° r p lfference : The Research Process
Participatory and feminist research both validate
people's perceptions of their reality. Both urge research
that helps ordinary people understand the connections
between their individual experiences and the broader
social, economic, and political struggles. However, PR
outlines and utilizes explicit processes to facilitate
ordinary people's reflection on and analysis of their
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reality. PR advocates involvement of particio t
_ , .
Po-ru lpan s in f hpentire respannio „ LU cneprocess, including involvement in an actionP^se. FR offers no comparable presses.
d0 •
^ ^ ^ °°nVln0ed by the
critique of bothominant and alternative androcentric social science
research and want to consciously create Pledge i„
.
wo7i7
st way
’
the question would stin remain> exacti
^
you go about doing this? Unfortunately, the how of
i em inist rss?3 r>ph ->• _ ,is not as well developed as the why and
what (Duelli Klein, 1983).
Perhaps as a backlash to the strict rules of the
traditional scientific model, feminist research is
determined to remain open. Many feminists protest any
suggestion of "a" feminist methodology. In her artiole>
do what we want to do: thoughts about feminist
methodology,
" Duelli Klein warned, ".
. . the reader should
not expect detailed
'how-to-recipes' for feminist
methodology ,f (IQRVfiQ am T3 ' 9 90)' I" the same anthology, Du Bois
declared
:
method "of °femini st
Uld
mltho
r
d?
U
f?983? 10
b
9
e
,-
Stanley and Wise conclude their book on FR
:
for
m
idoing
r
fIminist
SerieS ° f polnters and exemplars
recipe for other wom^t^n^ 0^?^ - r? “ P b ° 3suspicious of other peoDle’^ tomnt b
what, exactly, 'research' should Se"
. ???983b?1 77 )
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I was left disappointed, wondering, now what’ The fern'who wnnfe 4. in ministto „,e beyond t^g about d^ feminlst
research to actually doing it h
sketchv a
°nly thS m°St V38uey road maps to follow. Descriptions of research
described as fascist can be found, and they are helpful
e
,
many offep sUght variatlons ^ ^traditional methods. Few case studies describe the use ofinnovative and creative methods in which the nn process was as
empowering as the results. There is no work which presents3 °°raprehensi
- Picture of what feminist research
Processes, guidelines, or methodologies includes. Although
11 13 bSy0nd thS S0 °Pe Pf ‘his work, a collection of
feminist research processes n-m-Hoi-
’ guidelines
,
and methodologies,
similar to the presentation of the variety of methods used
PH projects in Pa rticipatory Research^ An Introduction
0982), would be a major contribution to FR literature.
FR calls for research grounded in women's everyday
experiences. The actual research problem is more commonly
determined soley by the researcher or research team. Once
the research problem is posed, the most commonly used data-
gathering technique appears to be the individual interview,
structured or non-structured (Oakley, 198); H. Roberts,
1981; Woodward 4 Chisholm, 1981; Acker et al., 1983 ).
Feminist researchers have suggested numerous alterations of
the traditional interview which allow for dialogue, mutual
exchange of information, and the development of a trusting
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and personal relationship over time. These adaot
often connected with attest t
^aptataons are
emp s o redupp <-u_t ce the inequitable
Power relationships inherent in the traditional
interviewer-interviewee
relationship.
AOker et al ' (1983)
- further than most feminist
to involve participants, however, their
research is typical of the very individualized
„ature of
most feminist research. The research team continues to
interact with indivi dual participants who have no
opportunity to discuss and share their experiences with
each other. FR has barely made use of the empowering
possibilites of bringing women together to share their
experiences in a group setting. This is paradoxical given
the women movement's development and use of consciousness
raising groups as a liberation strategy.
While making a plea for research repQrts ^ ^
feminist researchers' procedures
"visible to each other,"
feminists have not made a parallel plea for methods which
make research participants visible to each other
oberts, 198la, Oakley, 1981; Du Bois, 1983
; Duelli
Klein, 1983). FR has not promoted involving participants
as a group in actual problem posing, data analysis, or
conclusion building. Feminist researchers maintain much
the same power and control of knowledge creation as
minant social science paradigm researchers. Duelli Klein
advised that feminist researchers need to be clear on "how
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h
our researoh eff° rts to *•- Patrlarohalh "" <1983:88>
- thS— Proc. rMainsthe weak Unk in feminist research. feminist
are nnt- i researchersdear on how to create knowledge in a way that is
emancipating and empowering to the participants involve.
The most promising examples of such research comefrom feminist researchers bniirH
.
n g on action research andPar icipatory research (Mies . .
.
that f . .
’ 1983>
- Mles (1983) suggested
feminist research, intended for liberallu 11 d ation
, must
actively include participants in the research „process. Her
call for a research process that i ais a conscien t izacion
process for hot-
h
researcher and researched is promoted
hy others involved in research and action related to
international women and development assistance programs
(UNAPCWD, 1979 * Casai u
’
ph
’
Pala, Seidman, 1976). They
promote research as a nnu 0 „(. •llective experience in which women
talk and act together. The collective aspect is critical
to overcoming the structural isolation women experience in
their families and workplaces. m the research process
that Mies has actually used, the researcher openly states
her biases and acts as a feminist committed to change and
active involvement in the women's movement. The
researcher's knowledge comes from the position of an
activist rather than a spectator.
In reference to Mies' use of participatory methods,
Duelli Klein ( 1983 ) claims that while feminist action
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research may be useful u •
manv t •
’ 13 n0t SUltable
- applicable tcy opics and situations. She does not give examples ofsuch unsuitable topics. Duelli Klein funthen argues
against embracing feminist aotlon research ^^ ^angers of creating a supermethodology, »We risk
~ j:
mplex to be applicable in practice" (1983:96).
Obstacles to collectivizing knowledge creation and tolinking knowledge creation and action have been recognized
by feminist researchers (Deles 4 Santiago.
, 9 84
; Duelli
Klein,
, 983
; Mies, 1983). The benefits of collective and
Participatory research approaches are hardly recognized or
championed. Until feminist research more actively
experiments with ways to make the process not, merely the
products, empowering for both the researcher and
researched, the goal of producing knowledge for women's
emancipation may not be fully reached.
The call for a collective, empowering, participatory
approach to knowledge creation with women is not
wholeheartedly received by some feminist researchers. For
example, Stanley and Wise (,983b) state that they are not
in favor of research with women, because increased
participation in traditional social science techniques is
camouflaged exploitation. Instead of the researcher
speaking for the researched, they recommmend that the
researcher’s experience become the central focus of the
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research
. Curiously, they never sugge3t ^ ^include the experience of both the researoher ^
researched. As a remedy fnn ** •or the inequitable power
relationship between researcher anHd researched, theypropose that the r^clpa . n Lrese rcher become more vulnerable, whileignoring the possibilities of empowering the researched.
i eratton will come when ordinary women share power rather
-n when powerful women share vulnerability,
^inist
researchers are apparently unaware of m,.y O the many innovative
and creative methods of participatory research. This
reflects the lack of communication and exchange between
feminist and participatory research communities.
A Framework for Feminist Participatory^
Chapters three through five identify many indicators
Of androcentric bias in both dominant and alternative
paradigm social science research, including androcentric
bias in participatory research. The question remains, what
feminist participatory research include?
The final section of this chapter suggests a
framework for feminist participatory research. The
framework was developed concurrently with a participatory
research project with a multicultural group of ex-battered
women in Gallup, New Mexico. That is, the framework is an
example of praxis because it was developed through
interaction between the literature review and the field-
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t0
OJ60t eXPeriSnce
- purpose of the framework isPr°Vlde 3 Plannlng ^ evaluation too! to he!p create PRprojects
.ore likely to recogni2e and ffleet women , s
emancipatory needs. The framework wiu be use(j ^
final chapters to assess the field study. The
framework is intended to stimulate dialogue among
participatory researchers and feminists.
Feminist participatory research (FPR) would include
or consider the following:
1. FPR would be built on
androcentric underpj
science research as well
aspects of participatory
a cri tique
,
of both the positivist
nnings of dominant paradigm social
as an exposure of the androcentric
research to date.
2- As a comprehensive research approach, FPR would gi ve
discussion of gender a central
.lace on it, i^s agenda.
_3_al to class, race, mid cu lture. For example, within the
PR community and network, there has been much discussion
about the role and relationship of the participatory
researcher to project participants. A FPR would expand
the discussion from exclusive focus on the class interests
and differences of the researcher to an inclusive focus on
gender, race, culture, and class.
YB
Note that my use of the term
more than one form of oppression
"central" assumes that
can be "at the center."
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3 . FPR would give an inclusivp • •
^ celebrates diversity
“hlCh
, a central place in the
theoretical debates within thr rn
with its intent to^
" lty
' Fe" inl8
"-
expose and end all forms of oppression
-uld be the ma jor theoretical basis from which tointegrate other theories, such as critical theory or
historical materialism, rather than try to integrate
emimst concerns into male-centered theories.
4
' FPR W°Uld glVe
eauitable attention to
^naer iHSH In each of the five £hases of participatory
^earch projects as identified by Vio Gross! et al
. (1983)For example
,
the first project phase (organization and
knowledge of the working areal inn ag ; includes information
gathering and analysis of the central problems faced by
area people, and establishing community relationships.
Explicit and equitable inclusion of gender issues would
mean asking questions such as: How are the o* f ,central problems
similar and differentt v for area men and women? How do area
men and women’s perceptions of centralx i problems overlap or
differ? What voice, role, and power do area women have in
community organizations and institutions? How are women
and women's issues represented by community leadership? m
the second phase (defining generative problems), what role,
voice, and power do women have in problem-posing forums?
third phase ( objectivization and problemization
)
,
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what linkages are made between patriarchy, one oppressive
S rueture, and the named problems? In the fourth phase,
e researchers and participants jointly design and
implement a process for investigating the named problems.
How is access to project participation similar and
different for women and men 9 Hnwo does women’s double day
minimize or affpot- them participation? What mechanisms
are instituted to offset participation obstacles? How are
women and men's uni que strengths built upon within the
project?
5. FPR would give explicit attention to how men and women
"
' irom the pr inoludlng benems
from participation in the process as well as benefits from
the final product or action. If project benefits accrue to
only one gender, what does that mean for the gender who
does not directly benefit?
6
. FPR would pay attention to gender language use. For
example, case study reports and descriptions would clearly
indicate who participated in the project. Benefits from
all-male projects would not be unquestionably generalized
to women in the community. Project evaluations and reports
would clearly determine and state how women and men,
included or excluded, were effected by a project.
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7- FPR would pay attention to oomeosition and issues of thet^ e,^ inci^ ^^
case study reports would explicitly discuss the
sexual division of research tea, labor and power. Project
Planning and evaluation would consider gender in staffing
decisions, What are the limitations and strengths of the
research team based on, among other factors, gender
composition?
8. FPR would include gender as a factor to consider in
—
ral1 £!’°i ect SIal nation For example, how has power,
based on gender, been redistributed or maintained by the
project? If gender oppression did not have a central place
in the project as designed and implemented, how did that
happen? If all-male projects continue to ignore or minimize
men's oppression of women, project reports would explain
how this occurred.
9. The FPR community and networks, would purposefully
—
yl6W
— ail PR projects with gender in mind. Do
women and men consistently choose different problems and
oppressive systems of domination to challenge via
participatory research? If so, what does this mean for
participatory research as a tool for social transformation?
These suggested considerations for planning,
implementing, and evaluating feminist participatory
research are by no means an exhaustive and complete list.
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Instead they are a beginning for dialogue and
experimentation in a participatory research community
committed to strengthening the creation of knowledge as aforce for radical social and personal transformation which
equally includes and benefits women and men, as well as
includes patriarchy as a system to dismantle.
CHa PTER VI
participatory research as a feminist
learning by doing
knowledge
t
°reation
a
Ivailabie
S
to°
^ ^ approaoh to
oppressed people of the Sorld ?It"l !°
St
a white, middle class onn^ CT I J
e 1 flnd my self
>
American, feminist doctoral ftndeT^®?’ N °rthquestioning: Can I really do this? ’
°bsesslvel
-
v
Personal Journal, March 1985
This chapter and the following two chapters describe
a feminist participatory research project conducted with a
multicultural group of former battered women in Gallup, New
Mexico. Discussion of the Droienfp j ct is organized according
to the five phases of participatory research projects
identified in chapter three (Vio Gross! et al
. , ,983). The
description of the project is detailed and personal because
there are few descriptions of feminist participatory
research projects. My intention
is to share with you the mechanics of "what happened" and
more importantly, many of the struggles, choices, dilemmas,
and joys encountered along the way. 1 hope the description
encourages you to try your own version of feminist
participatory research.
I65
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There is a step preceding the phase ofn organizing the PR
r
Je0t ^ 8atherlng lnf0rmatl ° n^ — area.
of this preliminary, or pre-project, pha se islmPOrtant; dUPlng the
—^^ary phase researchers make a
commitment to a participatory research approach, in this
ease feminist participatory research, and clarify their
operating theoretical framework, again in this case,
feminism.
This chapter begins with discussion of the pre-project
Phase. how did I decide to attempt feminist participatory
research? The chapter also discusses the first phase of
Project organizing. This phase includes gathering and
analyzing information about the research area, both before
and after entry into the community; establishing
relationships within the community; and, organizing the
actual project design and agreements.
The Preliminary Phase
Fall 1983 - Winter 1984
In the fall of 1983 I was in limbo, that frustrating
period in a doctoral program when one is stuck between
having written and defended comprehensive papers and not
having written a proposal. For months I did not even know
where, geographically, I was going next as my husband, Cal,
negotiated for a position with the U.S. Indian Health
Service division of the Public Health Service. I hung
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around t h 6 university/ +ersity, trying not to Ke t ton h6^1 c o desperate
about not havi
-
a— ~. At last
, : dea,e that CaX would be an emergency room nurse at the
a up Indian Medical Center, Callup, New Mexico. Finally1 I would be moving t0 a smau> southwester;
;
U
T°
UltUral t0Wn “hiCh—
-e Navajo Nation ^ thePueblo of Zuni .^ . Cal was invited tn r-oii
, w .
d 0 Gallu P to work for theIndian Health Service; no one invited me to come to Callupto do anything.
The paperwork for the move took six months.
Awaiting the move, and with dissertation proposal writing
“ ”lnd
’
1 aUdlted Pr0feSSOr David Kd
-ey.s Winter seminar,
Alternative Research Strategies and Skills, offered at the
School of Eduoation, Center for International Education.
Prior to the course in informal hallway discussions with
Center members, I had begun to learn about participatory
research. The excitement of that semester-s dialogue about
alternative approaches to knowledge creation was to have a
Powerful impact on the next two and half years of my life.
In that course, I formally explored PR and made a
commitment to try it.
The fact that the course was set within the context
of the Center for International Education is significant.
Over the past fifteen years, the Center community has been
one of the primary forces in the development and
application of nonformal education as an empowering and
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politicizing approach to adult andt community education
°°mmUnlty ° f stu dents
,
and suppont
staff have struggled to practice internally what we
advocate externally. That is th, r *, e Center has struggled
with the contradictions of creaHn, a ^r ati g and maintaining a
nontradit ional
, nonhierarohsi „ , . .
’
par lcipatory and democratic
learning community in the miHct- ey midst of a primarily traditional,
hierarchal university.
The commitment to empowerin g education, both in
theory and practice, has led many of us at the Center to
examine our research practices from a poiiticai standpoint,
t-e., what are the implications for the distribution of
Power. Of course, our questions are set within the context
of the broader debate in the social sciences and education.
While only a small part of this larger debate, our
concerns within the alternative research class, and, within
the Center, about the contradictions between our education
and our research practices were nonetheless disquieting.
That winter visiting speaker Ira Shor observed that once we
17
together cooperatiJel°y and" i^connict^ T Center 'Wkeddevelopment Sf thei^rg^tC"” pac^ wnK
ParticipILr?h^Soc?al
S
Devei
e
’
*
't**?
'
The Stru ®« le to
n . d .
Socia lopment of an Organization,
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uncover the contractions in everyday reali ty „e win
never again he comfortable. As many of us explored the
contradictions between our approach to education and
research, we were indeed uncomfortable Could ou ur research
processes and products hp ac,be as empowering and liberating as
fch 0 educational np^pf i 0P actices we espoused? it „as a head y
winter to consider a dissertation proposal.'
9
With little information about Gallup, and even less
information about what I would do there, I made a
commitment to trv a narHni .participatory research approach for my
dissertation research. The choice was, in part, a response
to the challenge set by the Center community to struggle
for increased congruency and consistency between our
personal politics and public practices.
The choice was also part of a challenge to
participatory research. The more I read and discussed the
PR literature and case studies with colleagues, the greater
were my doubts about participatory research as an approach
February 27
, 1984, Universal
.
Sociology^Professor'
1
peter
r
'park°was
U
a 1so t^ch
06^^ of
on Participatory Research and Crmcal ?heorf
ln
? d^dT?
informa^disr
° f
-
hlS courses but had the benefit oformal discussion with Center Members who did In fartit was two such Center members who introduced me to PR
'
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/
nowledge creation truly available to "the people," who
.
7 dld n0t SPSnd h° UrS readln « Ha bcrmas on Horton, or
°
graduate student, who did. My readlng and dlsoussion
o was filtered through my concern, could I do this?
Making the decision to try PR was dolng thlngs
backwards, standard research textbooks advise the sociai
to flPSt iripnti PHtify a research problem and then
select an appropriate method. Instead t h Hi , I had an approach
in search of a problem.
Horton (1981) noted that PR literature is vague about
bow the research problem makes itself known, and how PR
Projects get initiated. The literature is also limited in
regard to the initiation of small scale projects without
the support, resources, and credibility of government
tries, universities, or international development
agencies. I began asking, exactly how would I do this?
Participatory research is intended as a collective
endeavor, but I had not yet identified a specific group in
Gallup with which to work. I might have asked, "Can we do
this?", but my focus was on myself as the participatory
researcher to be
. I „as intimidated by the revolutionary
rhetoric of PR. This research approach aims to create
personal and societal tranformation. What role could I, a
lone graduate student on my way to a small, some said
conservative, southwest town, play in "the revolution" ?
Out of my own insecurities and concerns emerged a possible
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Question for investigation. What 00uld
field , a sma11 scale,
appiication of the participatory research aindicate about the issues of initiatio
pproaoh
and out-
n, implementation,
outcomes, as well as tho ^
partic-
rengths and limitations oflcipatory research? In short, without the resources
and reputation of a major government agency or academicinstitution, how do you starf pr ut PR, how do you actuaUy dQi
> and what do you get fnn h-o •y z tor having done it?
1 n0t Start
to construct a feminist
lcipatory research approach. I started out as a
feminist attempting participatory research. I began
however
,
to notice that women and our varied perspectives
-d issues are missing from much of the trend setting PH
Pnoiects and literature. It was months before I critipued
participatory research from the perspective of feminist
schoiarhip and modified my initial proposal to include
feminist research in a formal sense. I started out by
questioning what I eventually recognized as the
androcentric aspects of much participatory research. The
alternative research strategies and skii i Q6 a lls course passed
without any planned readings, discussions, or exposure to
feminist research. A male-centered view of social
investigation was presented as a given. Months later I
recognized the implicit message: only men create
alternatives to dominant social science research.
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This section may seem like a personal
, anecdotaligression
, inappropriate for inclusion in
"scholarly" p aper To fh
3 SUPP °Sedl *
P . t e contrary, exploration of
alternative paradigm socialBU1 ° science research
taught me the necessity of h •
broaches has
h .
being explicit about personal
aiues i„ the knowledge creation process
Likewise, feminism has taught me to recognize that the
personal is Political. M y experience illustrates the role
that context and personal values, experience, and choices
P ay in the research process, i.e., it demonstrates from
the outset that the research process is never value-free.
Organizing the PR Project
Winter 1984 - Spring 1985
Organizing the Project and Information GatheringPrior to Community Entry 6
In the alternative research 0 + M « +.strategies course we
reviewed numerous models for conducting PR (Marshall, 1 98 1 ;
Boterf, 1983; Park, 1978a; Fernandes and Tandon, 1981).
Practitioners that we were, and hungry for details, we
continually asked, "But how did they actually do it?"
Several of the PR models began with, either implicitly or
explicitly,
"Request from actors in problem situation"
(Fernandes and Tandon, 1981
; Marhsall, 1981). How do you
put yourself in a position to be "requested"? Perhaps this
happens easily for experienced and well-known PR advocates.
How does it happen for an individual female graduate
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student without iocal institutional connections on
credibility? I joked that no one would knock on my door
and ask me to be their participatory researcher. Just how
would I begin lf ! had not been requested?
Marshall (1981, and Fernandes and
models assume that a community-based group has formed and
begun to indentify at least a • •y S P re liminary definition of
them problem or concern. Yet pre-formed, organized
community groups do not always exist (Park, 1978a). Both
models are ambiguous about how the researcher is requested,
and about how a relationship is developed with a pre-formed
community group, „ho are intent upon investigating a
problem situation in their lives. Each model is unclear
about the extent to which the social scientist is promoting
participatory research or waiting to respond with PR upon
request by a community group. Nonetheless, in these
models, the social scientist either responds to a request
by a community group or after exploring a community,
determines whether or not to make a commitment to a
community-identified problem (Fernandes and Tandon, 1981
;
Marshall
,
1 98 1 )
.
Le Boterfs (1983) model begins with the "promoters"
of PR working with organizations representative of the
population to set up both institutional and methodological
frameworks for PR. While Le Boterf is unclear about how
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;;;; ;;
stitutionai
^ he is 01ear
300131 SOlentlSt 1S
-pr-otm,. a PH approach
.
was headed to a community in whioh no partloulargroup had invited me either 9Q
T -
’ as an educator or researcher.
*new only in a generic sense from literature on the
Southwest and Native Americans what some of the communityproblems wene t ,
• i did not know which nrnhiomc.n p oblems were "owned"
y which groups of people nor what organized community
groups existed. A step prior to
..Request from actors in
problem situation., appeared missing. x modified the
Fernandes
-Tan don 0981) PR model to begin wUh ^^
Entering, experiencing: estahi
•
g ’ bllshmg relationships with
actors in situation'. (Figure This step lncludes ^
Process of beginning to gather information about the
community and building rPi 3 H-nno^g t lonships and commitments within
the community.
Participatory research maintains that knowledge is
created in an historical and material context. PR models
maintain that the specific context of the research
community is critical to knowledge creation. As I
organized a tentative model for conducting participatory
research, I envisioned the steps in the process set within
an historical and material context. The context can be
explored from both a quantitative and qualitative
perspective. The quantitative perspective includes
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geographical.
, and poUtl^ totTaiTr
10
’ dem°graPhi °’
ata (Le Boterf, 1983)
FIGURE 1. revised MODEL- STFPC tm n
RESEARCH approach
S IN PARTICIp AT0RY
Entering
Experienc ing
Establishing
Relationships
with actors
in situation
request
from the
actors in the
problem
situation
Joint agree-
ment between
researcher and
actors in the
situation
Small group
responsible
for research
cycle
Joint design
of research
Development
of
Change-plans
Sharing with
actors in the
problem
-f"
Joint data
analysis
+
Joint data
collection
situation
l
Implementation
of
ChaDge-pJans
Steps
e
L
f
"lSeIl"
n
particiDat
Tand
R
n (EdS)
’ 1981 •n p ory Research Approach
Collecting this data helps place the community
Wlthln a regi0nal and national perspective. The
qualitative perspective includes beginning to understand
the meaning people give to their experience of that
reality. One focus is discovering the world as it is
described by quantitative data; the other is discovering
the range of ways various segments of the population
experience that world.
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WhHe in Amherst, Massachuset tes t k
information on Gallup and th
’ gathering
P e surrounding area. Gallup lscalled a border town because of -f
Nation a
proximity to the Navajo
“ and thS PUebl ° — - Navajo Nation i s thelargest Indian reservation in the United States, both lnarea (2,500 square miles) fl nHand population (160,000). Zuniwith a population of 7 ,500 i s the i
Pueblo t a -
largest of the nineteen
r Indian ground in «-uthe southwestern U.S. To begin to
nderstand Gallup, it is necessary to look at the broader
context in which it is situated, X„ particular, u
necessary to explore Native American issues.
Extensive discussion of the historical colonization
of W 3.t_i.v 0 Am e P i p o 4- u _ m •r cans, the Navajo in particular, and
subsequent contemporary issues is beyond the scope of this
study. However, an introduction helps to set this studym a broader political context.
In the United States, there are 1.6 million Native
Americans, who rpnpp^pnf -i ^ ,eprese t less than one percent of the total
U.S. population and occupy less than two percent of the
land base. Native Americans are the most materially
prived, poor, and isolated group in the U.S. This
description is substantiated by 1980 U.S. Census data.
substandard^only
‘
55 ^
("-lean is
diplomas (compared wifh P
e °Ple have high school
Native American College g^fte^*V°PUlatlon 'make 75 cents for every foliar their whUe 8XP8Ct t0counterparts make. On reservation^18 3”’ f°UP ^e na tional Average ; “the^edian^
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that or white
data) ’ 'ya'f-n, quoting 1980 u.s. Census
Native Americans are among the poorest or the poor
atenai poverty is rejected in the health profile orNative Americans:
• has a f-st year
violent death rate three time/?n natlonal average; aa diabetes-, influen/p. a H es the nati oaal average-
rate twice the national a^erage
l;lm
and
a
i
CaUSed death
life expectancy of 42 year, ® ’ ln some areas aaverage of 65. (Webster t 9 8^???fi
ared
1
° the natioaa l
Census data) ’ yon - 176 > quoting 1980 U.S.
Focus on the material povertv of- «. •y f native people often
ignores their ouitural wealth. Despite poverty, native
People are struggling to maintain their ouitural heritage.
Many Native American tribes and people have not
survived the early u.s. government policy of genocide
forced removal from their traditional lands to confinement
on reservations, and later attempts at forced assimilation.
All Native Americans face contemporary policies and
Practices which continue to threaten their survival. u.s.
economic and political domination of Native people and
their land has been compared to the underdevelopment of
third world countries (Ruffing, 1978; ,979).
The struggle for political, cultural, and biological
survival is common to all Native people on this continent.
Other issues common to the 28) federally recognized Native
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American tribes and 219 Alaska • 20
.
-Native groups include,
are not limited to, the following- (i)
at least maintainanee of the' ,
’ >
-covery of
,
or
control overtesources and raea„ s of production of that land base;
S6lf g°Vernment "" determination, defined as theCO lective autonomy of peonle tnp 0 govern themselves; and,
cultural rights (Ismaelillo and Wright, 1982:viii)
Maintenance of treaty-based tribal sovereignty, i. e „ the
^h' ^ l6gal PeC°SPltipp
- people empowered to determine
" ^ dSStiny
’
1S the
-o-t Pnessing political issue
among Native Americans today (Shanley, 1984:408).
The history of Nava in it o pjo-u
. S
. Government relations
resembles the history of U.S. colonialism and
neocolonialism toward all tribes. The U.S. Civil R ights
Commission ( 1 975 ) dpannih^a +. uescr bed the Navajo Nation as an
internal colony of the n c r _y i n U.S. Lorraine Ruffing, u N
economist, concurred in her introduction to
-The Navajo
Nation: A History of Dependence and Underdevelopment:"
20
Termination Period "Vf g„95 °' S ’ rSfeePed to as the
relations manv trihpo
* * Government-Nati ve American
i-e., no longer recognize^b^thp 13 rati Vely " terminated , "
U-S. treaty obligations to them.
g0vernment
’
whic h voided
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The Navajo Nation aDDPPro Kthe U.S. in every conceivable 6 an internal colony ofgeographically; it U d IT?' 11 ls isolatedand culturally it i <= H lminatecl against raciallv
economically ar; d fdeoin
ln
?
ted P ol itically,
y
and its resources are controlled
Navajo Nation
Interior which has allowed large o
V the De Partm ent of
siphon off Navajo oil J g ? corP°nations totheir own benefit as well as
t
’
h
and
p
uranium for
American public. Meanwhile the N,
1 ° f the
remains undeveloped and t-h m
6 avajo economy
to a degree of deprivaM™ NaVaj0 peo P le are subject
minority group in America. (1979?25)
by any ° ther
The Navajo Tribal Government i k
,.
.
e 13 beg lnnl hg to regain control
its energy resources. However, for the majority of
Navajo people discrimination and the degradation of poverty
persist.
Native American women suffer triple degradation,
i.e., oppression based on race, gender, and class, within
the broader U.S. culture and frequently within their own
tribal cultures. Some tribes practiced oppression of women
by men prior to European contact. The status of Native
American women within tribes has rapidly declined in recent
years (Allen, 1986; Wittstock, 1983). Allen (1986) noted
that Native women confront the same central issue as their
I.e., the issue of sheer survival. For Native
American women, the struggle for survival includes fighting
alcohol and drug abuse; poverty; affluence which erodes
traditional values; rape; incest; battering; forced
sterilization through the Indian Health Service; health
problems, high infant mortality rates; poor educational,
employment, and economic opportunites
; suicide; homicide;
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and violent and racist atH<- *
T , .
6 attltud« and behaviors againstIndian people (Allen, 1986-408) m -•
that the-
)- Bat» e “o»e„ recognize
cn ir men must fight a?ain^S 1 g inst many of the same
Problems. Allen’s i-;-*- „
of h
accurately decribes the altitude
- Problems faced by Navajo women, both on the’ n e. reservation
and in Gallup.
Native American women acknowledge many similarities
between their problems and those of other non-Native women.
owever, Green maintains,
"For Indian femlnists> eyepy
women's issue is framed in the context of ,•
.
issues pertinent
to Native peoples" ( 1989 - 14 ) f™ »
’
or example, issues such as
tribal sovereigntv and s^i r6 y a elf determination.
As I gathered information, the alternative research
class set aside a session to flesh out the initial step of
"entering, experiencing, establishing relationships with
situation." Working in small groups, the class
brainstormed lists of questions for my consideration in
entering Gallup and strategies for answering them. Using
the same format, each group discussed entry considerations
in one of four areas: the community, local resources,
constraints, and myself, as adult educator and
participatory researcher to be (Appendix A). I sensed a
collective excitement in the participatory planning as the
class assisted one of "their own" who would soon enter
another community with participatory research intentions.
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1
Entry into the Community and ContinuedInformation Gathering
drove
b
through °Gall up^ so I IskedT 3 h S°’ her friend1 asked for is impressions.
Fri6nd:
do
fc
;
3
L°d
fc
SEt^ a netr°P 0l is. It’s run
Friend: Well
5' 0
?
t
J|
rough the downtown area?
trainin^group
"wh^now^teach'^in'^Ramah
°
e COrPS
one of them said
P
-Well ^
* Aft
?
r 3 Very long P au se,
beautiful place.’’ ’ you wouldn ’t say it was a
From a letter to a friend, April 1984
After six days driving across country, „e arrived in
Gallup on a late April afternoon. Gallup wasn't beautiful.
We dropped off Interstate 40 to famous Route 66, which runs
the length of town. Route 66 was cluttered with mud
splattered pickup trucks, fast food restaurants and motels,
Indian trader and art stores, and the "combat zone," an
area of sleazy bars and the plasma donor center.
Everything looked dusty, dry, and brown. Spring had not
yet come to the high plateau. Immediately noticeable were
many and varied faces of Native Americans. Perhaps in
town to shop, Navajo grandmothers, traditionally dressed in
velveteen blouses, calico skirts, and their trademark
silver and turquoise jewelry, could be seen with small
grandchildren in tow. Some of the children, not so
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traditionally drp9<?pHessed, wore combat fatigue pants, "Motley-
Crue" T-shirts, and Mike's Ps>11Gallup may not have been
beautiful, but the people were.
A surprise late April snow followed an afternoon of
fifty-five mile an hour winds. When Cal called to report
bo the Gallup Indian Medical Center, the hospital offieal
recruited him sounded apologetic for the winds and
snow, "Look, April is the worst month in Gallup. Please,
don't pack up and leave. May gets better." Later we helrd
stones of newly arrived Indian Health Service personnel
who did indeed dnivp r* Q -i -» ,U r e into Gallup, take one look around
town, and, without so much as taking one suitcase out of
their trunk, get right back on the interstate to head home.
From the time we drove into Gallup on April 28, 1984,
a full year passed before I wrote an acceptable disseration
proposal for a participatory research project (April 1985).
Another two months passed before I officially started the
project by requesting formal permission from the Board of
Directors of Battered Families Services, Inc., to conduct
research with current and former
clients (June 1985). Finally, another few months passed
before I modified my proposal and project to purposefully
combine feminist and participatory research.
21
Motley Crue is the name of a heavy metal rock band
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It would be tedious to desoribe in detail ho t
that year. Howe,, .
1 1 spent
using the format developed by the
a ternative research strategies class, i will desorlbe my
observations about the community and how I
established a relationship with Battered Families Services
and battered women.
The Community
Gallup, with a population approaching twenty
thousand, is the largest town in McKinley County. The
county, larger than the state of Connecticut i,c , s primarily
rural. It is among the poorest counties in New Mexico;
33.2? of its families are below the poverty level.
Unemployment, often higher than the national average
hovered near 11? in late 198,. The last of the area
urammum mines shut down in the summer of 1 984. The formal
educational level is low, less than 30? of the population
over twenty-five years of age have high school diplomas.
Not quite 11 ? are college graduates.
22
A racially and culturally diverse county, Native
Americans, primarily Navajo and Zuni, compose 66? of the
county s 56,000 people. Another 26? of the population are
Anglo; 6% Hispanic,
.7% Black- 7 °L a c 3 n1/0 oi cK,
.3% Asian American, and ]%
22
McKinley
a
County
S
Community Cental Hellth^ervio" ^
SMSoorifSS? 1* 1 Community Services
3
,
Gallup,
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of other groups, including those of East Inrii
p
t dlan and Middleastern origin. While the county ls raciallv a-y -l . y diverse it isn °t necessarily rar>iali»cia ly mixed. That is, although some
3 PeSldentS CS1
— aspect cultural diversity,
others Uve their entire lives without having a meaningful
Personal relationship with someone of another racial or
ethnic group. Racism, subtle and overt, individual and
institutional, is pervasive.
Gallup is the service center for a ,5,000 square mile
market area of 95>0 00 people. On pay weekends, Oallup may
swell to over 100,000 people in town to shop for food,
clothing, and other necessities; to receive medical care-
to use laundry and car wash facilities; and to seek
entertainment
.
Gallup struggles with a poor self-image. When I
arrived, the Chamber of Commerce sponsored "Think Positive"
(about Gallup) campaign was in full swing. it „as followed
y the We ve got it good in Gallup" campaign. Many of the
people I met my first few weeks in town said of Gallup,
"People either love or hate Gallup. There's not much middle
ground. And quickly you'll figure out where you fall."
Gallup also suffers from a poor image within the
state at large, perhaps even the nation. In particular,
alcoholism and alcohol abuse are extensive and visible.
Much of the public concern and discussion is about the
visible features of alcohol abuse. In a several block
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Wlth al00h01 Sale 0r oons ™ption illegal on both
e nearby Navajo and Zuni reservations, Gallop ls one of
e border towns where Native Americans purchase and
consume alooholio beverages. Many of the oustomer faoes ^the "combat zone" are Indian r. Local non-Indian residents
ace more lively to drin k in less visible groups in other
bars, hotels, restaurants, private clubs related to men's
fraternal organizations, and their own homes. There is
probably no less alcohol abuse among area non-Indians; it
merely manifests itself differenMv ..hu-nn i rently within the community.
Tbe higly visible concentration of a small group of Native
Americans in the alley ways and parking lots surrounding
the downtown bar and package store zone supports racist
stereotypes and perceptions that Gallup's drinking problem
13 an Indlan Pr0blem
- and nationally, Gallup is
often associated with Native American; alcoholism.
High level alcohol abuse, among both the Native and
non-Native population takes a great toll in personal and
family trauma, including related emotional and mental
health problems, unemployment, spouse abuse, assault and
battery, rape, motor vehicle fatalities and accidents,
child neglect and abuse, and child sexual assault. This is
not to imply that the above problems are caused by
alcoholism. The relationships between alcohol abuse and
186
these problems are comDlex if ,p . It is conservative to say thatmost of the-^P nrokilems are exacerbated by alcohol abuse
In the spring and SUmmer of 1 984, the local newspaper
and radio news were fined with discussion about a local
Tas* Force on Alcoholism, the continued closing of area
uranium mines, and the upcoming local and national
elections. Within this context I began to establish
relationships and commitments within Gallup.
Resources
. Constraints
.
and Me
Although alcohol abuse was obviously a major
community problem, I chose to explore issues related more
closely to my interests. These included progressive or
feminist women's organizations, nonformal education and
university teaching, and social activist organizations.
Through the Chamber of Commerce I obtained a list of
community organizations. The only women's organization
which could be described as progressive was the American
Association of University Women chapter whose meetings were
suspended for the summer. AAUW represents the major
concentration of area feminist-identified women. No other
mainstream or radical feminist organizations exist, other
women's organizations included service sororities, church
affiliated groups, and women's auxiliaries of men's
fraternal organizations.
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oriented or activist
organizations existed. There are individuals with
gressive, even radical politics, but they are not
organized nor do they form any visible, vocal critical
-ss. For example, the local Quaker community was composed
° a core of two women.
With the 1984 New Mexico primary and national
elections in mind, I attends o ,ended a county Democratic Party
Committee meeti ncr n-p 4-ui g
. Of the nearly
,4,000 registered county
voters, over 11,000 are registered democrats. At the
meeting I „as eleoted to be a delegate fcQ ^
convention. This may sound impressive after only four
weeks in town. However, McKinley County qualified for
fifty-nine delegates and only forty-six people attended the
well-advertised meeting. As New Mexico has only four
electoral votes, there was little local enthusiam for
campaigning for the Mondale-Ferraro ticket. I worked on
the campaign of a progressive Democratic State
Representative, Judy Pratt, who was challenging Republican
U.S. Senator, Pete Domenici. The Democratic County Chair
wrote her off as "that radical " Pratt', ,r s local campaign,
With no support from county Democratic committee regulars,
was headed by an activist Navajo university student, home
for the summer. The campaign couldn’t afford to buy voter
registration lists for phone banking. If the county
Democratic committee or other candidates owned the lists,
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they were not shared with the Pratt campaign. Pratt
accompanied the national Democratic ticket to defeat i„November
.
The Gallup Branch of the University of New Mexico is
a two-year junior college, including vocational-technical
programs. Many of its 1 Jinn +.y t 1,400 students are part time
"worker-students," iuKelincr inhcj gg ing jobs, families, and studies.
Eventually I taught women's studies and onu communications
courses. Because of the nart Mmo ,p -time, worker-student nature
Of the majority of the student population and the
conservative local context, UNM/Gallup is not a hot bed of
student activism.
Making these discoveries and contacts and exploring
other dead end ventures too numerous to mention took two
months of phone calls, visits, discussions, reading the
phone book cover to cover, studying the newspaper for
meeting announcements, and likewise checking community
announcement bulletin boards at the branch college, the
City library, grocery stores and laundromats.
I first came across information about Battered
Families Services (BFS) on these bulletin boards. BFS
pleas for volunteers were visible all over town. BFS was
only agency oriented toward women's issues that I saw
advertised. Initially I called BFS because, dissertation
research aside, I was hungry for something concrete and
meaningful to participate in within the community. I had
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never worked withn Dattered women. I got ,S involved with BFSbecause they were literallv i-hoUy the onl * organization or
agency to return my interest Aft-o- ter several phone calls
and a few false starts BFS
, staff were the only ones to say
»e oan really use you. We're desperate for help.'' At
the time of my initial involvement with BFS, I continued
making contacts with other organizations and people.
in describing my first few months of exploration it
13 dlm °Ult t0 frustration of the agonizingly
Slow pace, the countless unreturned phone calls, and the
dead ends. The contacts that eventually worked out took
nurturance, persistence, and just plain nudging on my
part
.
Establishing a Relationship with BFS
The Agency
Battered Families Services, Inc. is a non-profit
organization which provides twenty-four hour services to
victims of domestic violence and offers public education
about domestic violence for McKinley County. In 1984,
there were no shelters on the entire Navajo Nation, the
ize of West Virginia, nor in the Zuni Pueblo. BFS
provided shelter and services to these areas, primarily the
southern and eastern areas of the Navajo reservation. The
1983-8H U.S. Attorney General's Task Force on Family
Violence labeled BFS as one of the shelters, if not the
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suiter, serving the largest rupal ^ ^ ^ q ^
Throughout the spring and summer of 1984, the OfficeNaVaj ° W °men
’
Part ° f the tribal governement structure
and the Council of Navajo Women
,
an advocacy gp<jup>
for shelters on the reservation. While at one point
$250,000 was promised for that purpose, the funds were
never officially allocated or released. As of thls
writing, there are still no tribe or state funded
shelters on the Navajo reservation r3 h. a. Battered women on the
vast reservation often travel ereafg t distances under extreme
circumstances to use shpif^^c-elters m the off-reservation border
towns of Farmington, NM.
, Flagstaff, AZ., or Gallup. m
mid-
1
985 a shelter was started in the Pueblo of Zuni.
In addition to operating a "safe house" shelter for
battered women and their children, BFS offers crisis
intervention, counseling for clients in and out of shelter,
advocacy, and community education. At that time the paid
staff consisted of an executive director, a counselor, a
shelter manager, and a part-time child counselor. A small
volunteer corps handled evening and weekend phone calls and
shelter admissions. Between December 1983 and December
1984, its second year offering full services, BFS sheltered
191 women, accompanied by 140 children, ard provided out-
client counseling to over 200 women. Of those women and
children, 73 % were Navajo and 47* lived on the Navajo
191
reservation
. 23
s .
BFS 3taff re0 °gni2ed thS
-tune of provlding
In
7° eS ^ 3 largS ’ rUral ’ -“-ally Averse population^ aPPll0ation
.
BPS „rote about its servioe area:(it provides) j n+.
Ghal lenges t0 vic t ims and
S
the
S
nrn
ltUral and physica l
of McKinley County is rural t- r
gram alike. As much
communication are often cride ^
S
K°
rtation and
unavailable Phnno
^ u , at best, or
existent with our clients"
1
?^
10
?
iS typicall y non-
several miles awav at f closest phone may be
uncommon for one of our client! U iS no
"
unable to flee after an attack completelyrecognizes as life th r, ' * * wh ich she
transportation or inaccessi bll
’ roads
!° the la ° k ° f
in findin^a^balanc^between^th^tr 6
^
* t
^
3
acculturated
: this •
h
?
tradi ional and
battered woman. When e! ?r6S6nt for the
violent relationship, frequentlv°a
t0 leaVe a
include leaving a f V y a choice will
This deoilion on%hi Style whloh ls familiar,
family, culture and'hlf usuall y means leaving
' '
(Forster-Cox tlLur?/, behl " d •
The BFS Family and Myself
I started out doing volunt
Overhearing office phone convers
following, quickly exposed me to
When was the last time he
Friday? Ah ha.
eer office work for BFS.
ations such as the
battered women’s problems:
hit you?
And when were you
before that?
second baby after
in the hospital for a beating
oh
,
I see, you lost your
a beating a miscarriage?
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BFS Annual report, 1984.
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Soon I was spending time in the shelter t „ •
and tn a
talking with womentransporting them to various
.
BFS nl •
PPointments
. Only oflients have private vehicles and within Gallup there13 n ° public transportation. Private , .
dip.* , .
aX1S are bey°nd mostclients' budgets.
My lnVOlVement Wlth was a tremedous personal
'
' ThS Wa™ famUy atmosphere created by the small
staff impressed me. While nra«mmg professional quality
services, the staff managed to avoid the distant,
bureaucratic social service attltna „
kl
i ude characteristic of manypublic assistance agencies Tho,8 e . They were committed to helping
women help themselves. At that time, the shelter, an old
-n down house, was near my house. I often waited there to
spend informal time with women and their children. Being
wtth the women and the staff helped meet my personal needs
for comraderie and meaningful activity. I became an on-
call volunteer, which involved being available to meet
women, often m the middle of the night at safe
places to bring them into the shelter.
In July 1984, BFS received a small grant from the
Chicago Resource Center to hire a part time coordinator of
teers. The position entailed recruiting, training,
and managing the volunteers; writing a volunteer training
manual and handbook; and doing community education. Each
Of the staff asked me to apply At first t .r 9 i• hZ Il I was reluctant.
At that time I did not spa rdc „ee BFS as a group with which to do
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participatory research a
and do-
Satisfied with my volunteer statuslng other Paid consulting work I was hB > 1 hesitant to be
I soon changed my raind
. One afternoon I „as lB the
office, located in a family health clinic. A clinic
volunteer started up a friendly conversation with me
. she
asked if I played bridge "No."
8°' Do you Play tennis?"
"No " Exas
„
- Exasperated, she asked,just what do you do?"
Explaining my consulting work was often awkward. it
^d not fit the quick, one-word title that easily identifiedjobs. People often gave up if they couldn't understand my
explanations of training, nonformal education, or human
resource development. I avoided describing myself as a
graduate student, not wanting to be perceived as a not-
quite-total-aduit person. In part, I took the BPS
Volunteer Coordinator position so I'd have something to say
I did. My husband said it would have been worth me paying
BFS five dollars an hour so when people asked, "And what do
you do?", I'd have an understandable answer. Besides the
satisfaction of being a part of an agency and group of
people whose work I philosophically agreed with, the BFS
job gave me an identity in the community. I held the one
year, grant-funded volunteer coordinator position from
August 1981) to August 1985; and continued working
call volunteer until December 1985
.
as an on-
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The personal relationships and social aspects of the
were as important as the actual work. In my BFS
Portion, I did not do the same formal counseling and
advocacy as other staff. However, like other staff>
,
chose to spend time being with and f=ni •g talking with the women
in the shelter on a very ner^onniP al, woman-to-woman level.
Over the course of BFS's work i„ the community,
number of women who had left the shelter ended abusive
relationships and settled in Gallup. A small i„ formal
network of former clients built up. Many of these women
and their children dropped by the shelter to talk, to ask
continued advocacy assistance, and to stay involved
with social activities. Having left their abuse partners,
many women no longer struggled with surviving a violent
relationship. Instead they struggled with being single
parents with few financial resources.
Obstacles to Initiating the PR Project
As my involvement with BFS grew, I talked informally
with staff about doing some type of participatory research
with former clients as part of my graduate work, staff were
enthusiastic and encouraging. However, I identified two
obstacles to initiating a research project. The first
obstacle was that there was no organization of battered or
ex-battered women with whom to negotiate a project. The
second obstacle was peculiar to attempting PR as doctoral
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search. I„ participatory research th
investigated and .
Problem to be
acted upon ls ldeally ld ,nt
community or a na , y heparticular popular people's group YetPopular organization * u ’ no
i
0n 0 f battered or former baft* „
existed. At that •
ered Women
d .
P ° lnt
’
1
-re how to write aissertation proposal problem statement unless I did itUnilat
r
Uy
’ ^
-
-icipatory research
In my desire to do PR wii-h° t oppressed women, I was^ U ° tant t0 W °rk dlreot ly through BFS. bfs is a non-profit social service agency serving the needs of battered
omen and their children; it is not an organisation ofbattered or former battered women it,. I s clients and former
clients do not have any power base or organised •1 z voice in the
° y ‘ At the tlme 1 be came involved with BFS, the
opinions of clients were certainly respected; but no
structured channel existed to obtain their collective input
organizational decisions on a regular basis.
One member of the BFS Board of Director's was an ex-
client. Her input represented one battered woman's
perspective; it did not represent a collective view. This
- not meant to invalidate BFS's effort to include her; buther opinion was not a substitute for a structured approach
to obtain a range of clients' input into organisational
decisions
.
The lack of power and collective voice of battered
women within BFS is not an isolated issue. Schechter
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(1982) observed that- •
a loosely or •
6
-ement,
ganized coalition of people and organizatio
:
en the—3 *"—— and pantioipatil an
battered woman from Minnesota observed:
r
Y
es^d
t
L
1
ts
a
d
b
o
OU
)ou
m
?^i u
r
d
lng
.
WOraen but bow many
through the unity of thl shef?
6 P °Wer deve l°Ping
• • How can you decide how t-
6r networl< conference?.
shelters? To
conferences
f
P
and
y
you Sill^osS8^
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”? U " ity ’ yoursheltering yourself from our nai
’ You are
_
then only
growth. You are only using us na
our reality, our
pain and needs ( Schechter
,
S
1 982
: 9^
)
1 tallzing on our
It seemed to me that- a •at a participatory research project
which held empowerment, liberation, or social
transformation as long range goals, would have to directly
involve a group of battered or ex-battered women. Since no
group existed, the project could begin by determining local
interest in starting a group. The informal network of
battered and ex-battered women was a preliminary indication
that clients were irifprocfadntereste in some type of relationship
with each other and BFS rrqBFS staff indicated that several
clients had expressed interpsf -in ee t in forming a client support
group. Limited agency personnel and other priorities
~d staff from responding to this interest. ”
addition, after nearly two years with a stable staff, BFS
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was undergoing numerous personnel changes mte •Wring, orienting and trai
^ ervaewing,
ining new staff occupied
considerable agency time and attention „
1 q d h ,
’ Be tween December
December 1 9 8 5
,
BPS had four different Executive
Under those conditions, organizing a client
support group and follow up servloes was ^ ^
priority. y
In the meantime, I struggled with writing a
dissertation proposal for a PR proiect aj . A year into the
community and mv lationship with BFS
,
I „a s stU ck. Two
things helped me to move forward.
first thing to help was a critical reading of PR
case studies. The PR theoretical literature is full of the
rhetoric of revolutionary change and social transformation.
It outlines an extensive agenda for the novice. I
Paralyzed myself with doubts about my ability to meet that
agenda. Only when I gave case studies the same attention
I'"
1 beSln t0 recognize the gap between
the ideal and the realities of PR projects.
The second thing that helped was spending several
weeks in April
, 985 at the Center for International
Education (CIE) talking with my dissertation committee
members and members of the current alternative research
strategies class. The committee and class provided
encouragement, dialogue, tough questions, and a chance to
critically reflect on what 1 had been doing for the past
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year. Luoklly RaJesh
^ ^
speaker at a small th ’
S the main
-search held7^ -
p .
m0n8 0ther thinS s > Tandon said:
You can?f
?or
n
t°h
iPle
H
S are not Purist.Waiting to do it right i r „
e ideal situations paralyzing. (1985)
Indeed, I had gotten to a point of hei
„„....
P b nS Paralyzed by
8 and want ing to do PR perfectly Ta aP i o . ndon gave me
encouragement to err on fh Qthe side of action rather thaninaction. Affor. •
daySI /
6r
.
bein5“ — -r, within ten
° * 3 dlssertat ion proposal. I identified the
-in problem to be addressed by the dissertation research,
f0rmer battered
*ro»p would collectively
determine the problems ha •to be investigated, analyzed, and
acted upon in the actual PR project.
Plying that I had to travel over 1,500 miles to
hear someone say "don’t be paralyzed by perfection" in
order to move forward sounds absurd it was a combination
Of encouragement, dialogue, and distance that made a
difference. BPS staff and friends in Ga i lup were
interested i„ my work. But I was isolated from ongoing and
critical dialogue with others who were struggling with
similar political and philosophical issues in research.
Initiating the PR p ro j ect
Immediately upon retuj
translate the dissertati
trning to Gallup, I rushed to
on proposal into a project proposal
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to present for discussion to the BFS Board of Directors^ 12th 1 »°ugh t offioial permission tconduct research through BFS As t
meeting
Prepared for «*e Boardmg, many 0f the dilemmas of a •
.
_
° d°mg PR without beinginvited or reaup^f-pn k, °y a community group or popular
People organization became apparent. For example
— *•
—~
~
description r;:;
1
r
if to
-ke
-
——
a
nd t0 P r eS ent
w
^ J
° lnt dlS ° USSl0n Path
- than to present points
oh sounded like accomplished decisions, i uas asklng
a permission to work with their clients and area
battered women rafhor, <-u
th ,
n g01ns directly to battered womenemselves because there was no identifiable battered
women group. It pointed out the difficulty of using a
research approach aimed at working with oppressed people
when they are not a cohesive, identifiable, formal group.
For the Board of Directors fRnni(BOD) presentation, I
prepared a handout as the basis n r h
•
D of discussion and
negotiation (Appendix B,
. m addition to requesting formal
permission to work with current and former BFS clients, I
sought agreement on the terms nf , .o the working relationship
between BFS and mvspi fy elf. The presentation and discussion
was divided into two parts* ( i 'i • •escr lption and discussion
of the proposed research project, and (2) discussion and
agreement on conditions of our working relationship. I
described the proposed project, including a time line;
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defined participatory researrh
•
for using a PR aD
’
establ ished a rationale
pproach with battered women.
The f
i
v s t napf of* fthe proposed Project involved
;rr: „tte ed Famines Services. The interview was baaed onSlre ' S (,9?0)
p°^g format
. Women were
asked to discuss the problems they faced in thP'
i
•
y a m eir everydaylives since leaving the shelter; why those problems
-fated; and what could be done about them. I ended
each interview by asking if the woman was interested informing a support group with other battered women to look
-to those problems and see what we might do about them.
In the second part, I worked with *.interested women toform that support group. The group decided which of
their problems they wanted to learn more about and act on
The final part involved group members in evaluating
and analyzing what we had done and what we should do next
After an evaluation, I was willing to continue working with
the group in whatever way best met their needs.
Following a description of the project, I proposed a
number of areas for discussion regarding my working
relationship with BFS
. The areaa fnn a
•
s or discussion included:
*»ardS f ° r the women involved
*
what I needed from BFS
* what BFS contrib ute to BFSn needed from me
* final
BFS WaS Willin S t0 commit to me
1 a& re ement
,
where do we go from here?
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In additio" to the BPS Executive Director „the ten Board members attended th
’ 618 ^
e meeting. The Boardconsist of nine Anglos (two men and seven women) and one
„
...» »FS
.0,
. „„
. . »...
..
.»>» «». „discussion, one Board member said:
^ou know, if°you uere
k
some
paestions ate too hostile,
and asking to do this we'd be
3
*
8 ® 1, comln 8 in here
and probably hostile But her*
m °re sus P io i°us
all your good work, I think
,
f We know you an dof confidence and support? deserve °ur full vote
Her comment was surprising because I had not
Pe-eived any of the puestions as hostile. The puestions
indicated interest and enthusiasm for the project as well
as concern for the clients and BPS. The same member asked,
What s m it for BFS?" We discussed the following ways
the project might contribute to BFS:
proWe
i
ms°Sced
ln
bi
gL
t
?f
and
H
;tnf0rmation on the
shelter Y attered women once they leave the
Implications of those problems for BFS fniiservices (ThP infnrmof i yr follow-up
in seeking f n :,?®ratcd ^Sht be useful
additional BPS s?rvi?L? “ P Pr0gra,ns ^
clients
° f Support 8rou P format for out-of-shelter
* ideas for greater inclusion of clients in rfcorganization and decision making BFS
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Board members rajspH oed a number of issues andquestions. What would happen to fh
, ,
PP 0 the group "once you getwhat you need'-’"ed. They wanted women to know that I could nothave access to their BFB .r
0
Ie is client file and ^ .i that their futuroaccess to BPS services was in no way related to their
Project participation. ln addition to ma „ y
board members offerpdwii ea encouragement- n
, h „ u
gement. The President said
h e had always wanted to see an on- goin g client
advocacy group, not connected to BPS, which would
"throw stones at us " The kThe board member who was a former
client was most supportive; she had on several occasions
encouraged BPS to have a client support group.
The Board agreed to all of ther items related to what
I needed from BPS. The Board President ashed me what I
needed next. I ashed for written permission to conduct the
research and agreement on the conditions of our working
relationship. He suggested that based on my outline and
evening. s discussion, I draft a memo of agreement and
release of information forms for clients. I circulated
these to all Board members for modification and approval.
The final copy of the memo of agreement and release forms
pproved at the next month's BOD meeting. Logistics
for making initial contact with women were worked out with
BFS staff.
Within two weeks I drafted the memo of agreement and
consent forms and received board feedback. I met
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individually with the new BPS Director, who had alogistical suggestions she Wa
ev eral
->n w s concerned
contarf i q m. hat t ^le initial'-uiiuact letter from rpc ,
envel m
d 00nsent forms in
h
0 W“ h0Ut thS BFS 1080 and—
-e had
afteVth
ldeaS 3b0Ut brinS1 "8 neW“ lnt ° thS
-°J-t
tat
8r °UP “ COnta ° ted
-
-— that11 s ff gave the process an Hand written agreements indicated
supPor-t for the project. The final agreement was signed atuly BFS Board of Directors meeting (Appendix C).
Summary
I spent one year establishing th= , -Push the relationship with a
omen-oriented community agency which led to a
Participatory research project. The initial nhmiti p ase was time
consuming and often frustrating. X was learning how to do
/
doing lt
. I have an image of myself working with BFSduring the day, then running home to read the PR literature
at night. I did not set out to develop feminist PR. But
as I read the literature nightly and compared it to my
daily experience, I began to notice PR. S androcentric
aspects. Moving back and forth between theory and
practice helped me to recognize contradictions, dilemmas,
ahd inadequacies within both participatory research and my
own work.
C H A P T E R VII
UNCOVERING generative themes
learning through dialogue
The Navajo have a saying
"You nnot your tongue " T Q i • 11
stories of violence and
* 1Stenin g
courage
. I don-t ?hi n T
P°Verty;
doing anymore I fppl
Can sepa
the action ji nk e ?o ?™Pelled
°he of those bastards^* 13
e kind of action participatory
sten with your ears,
to most incredible
triumph and
fate knowing from
to take action, but
track down every
guess that's hardly
research advocates.
Personal Journal, August, 1985
p
^
UVlnS “ the
and working with Battered
amilies Services and battered women for over a year I
rV
0 ^ ° f " OW" °° nClUSi0nS^ ~ women
aced when they left the BFS shelter, either to set up
household with their children or to return to their
partner. However, the next phase of the project was to
provide an opportunity for women to explore their own
Perceptions of the problems they faced and to determine the
level of interest in starting a group to look into and act
on these problems. This chapter describes the second phase
of the participatory research project in which women
defined their most significant problems and came to an
initial decision to join together to share and act on those
problems
.
20b
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P h s s
6
Two i Defining ppA ui
g. lems and G enerative Themes
Summer 1985 - Fall 1985
Setting Up a Problem-Posing Process
After the BFS Board of Director.s gave its permission
work through the agency, BFS staffy organized the
logistics. The Counselor wrote theJ-or agency’s letter of
introduction about the proiect •P j . Having been with BFS for
two years, she suggested that the letter an «.o go out under her
signature rather than that of futhe new director. She
thought woraen would more readily recognlze her name and be
m °re llkely t0 reSPOnd
- The B^S letter went out with two
copies of a "Permission To Be Contacts for. and a staged
return envelope, addresssed to BFS (Appendix D). Women who
agreed to be interviewed returned a signed form to BFS
giving BFS permission and directions on how to put me in
contact with them. Women could also contact me directly.
The introductory letter stated that I would like to
talk with women after they left the shelter about the kinds
of problems they faced; and, if any of the women were
interested, I would work with them to form a support group
to work on their problems. Both the BFS letter and the
"Permission To Be Contacted" form stated that the
interviews and potential support group were part of
research that I was doing for graduate work. It further
explained that I was trying to learn about a type of
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research
, participatory research u-y , which might be of a-Practical use or value to the
1
•
women involved.
The BFS Counselor and ^hou
BFS clients. fil
" "ent
—ugh
and decided who to contact. The
explained that in
-
-— -criteria were threefold r- etol . in addition to trvinv t„ponioi - y S o ensure a
area a
^
°UentS uho lived in the Gallup
d
-
°PP °Sed " ^ f~ who lived a greatistance from town, and clients who "had not tunned BFS" byd°lng SU ° h thln8S “— -oh to the shelter drunk,
revealing the location of the shelter and t-h
t
°"
FPlday
’ ' 9
’
BFS— forty-three letters. I
°
.
thS C°UnSelor that sending the letters made the
Project finally seem real, which made me nervous. I
speculated,
"What if no one responds?" She asked,
"What if
everyone responds?" We laughed about our different
perspectives on the same situation. By Monday I had two
responses, one by mail and one phoned me directly, I made
appointments for interviews Thol 3
- The project had really begun.
The Individual Interview Process
Initially I had reservations about beginning with
individual interviews. I wondered if there was really a
difference in the purpose or process of interviews in
traditional research as opposed to dialogue wiithin PR.
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Patton (,98 0 ) sta t ed that theun c purpose of ,• *ln qualitative 1 an lnterview
research is to find out what .
mind
’
not to put things in th •
against the
mlnd
' Patt °n Cloned
use of "why" q ti
there are re
"S
’ Whl0h Pappose that
asons why things occur and that tho,
are knowable (1980:228).
6 reaSons
Within the context of ^ .
•
, .
Par 1Cl P a tory research,
lalogue encourages people to look at the » w ,
n.
K why s " of their
ves. Why do problems exists Wh f
PR assume
°aUSeS these Problems?in s that roai if, r „ , , .a
-^- a ty and histoov cm u
knowable i n PR th
human-created, thus
’ e researcher might not "put ideas" insomeone’s head h,,t 4-u
’ ^ res^her certainly encourages
People to reflect on parts of their lives that the •x y might
not ordinarily q uestion or pay attention to. People are
encouraged to begin to look at "reality"l differently, thatis, more critically.
Although I called the process
"interviews," the
underlying purpose and format was based on FreirCs (1970)
concept of dialosrup tlog e. I began with individual instead ofgroup discussions for several reasons r„ i i,dS ° . By talking with
individual women, I could find out if women were
interested in forming a group to look at and work on their
problems as battered or former battered women. individual
interviews would give me a chance to get to know them
better as well as give them a chance to check me out. At
one point when BFS was experimenting with weekly discussion
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groups for women in the shelter6 , several Navajo socialworkers warned BFS staff that they would never »get Nava inwomen to talk In a group - .. J
°
.
_
.
8 P - Starting with individual
interviews rather than gr0Up mee t ing might be less
threatening
. i wanted to hear fnn
wheth p
3 rangS ° f NaVaj0 womener or not they would find aa group format useful and
appropriate
. Individual interviews^ ^
chance to hegin reacting on their dail y realities i„
.
structured way. i n Fret man +-
, h .
irea terms, they could begin namingt eir reality. Manv nr 4-uy of the women who left the shelter and
settled with their children in Gallup were lonely for adult
company. Talking with another adult about the problems intheir lives might demonstrate the usefulness of breaking
through individual isolation to work with others.
in response to the letters mailed,
,9 women
replied and 3 envelopes were returned with no forwarding
The other 21 women never replied. Only one of the
19 replies declined an interview. She stated that she was
presently busy with family commitments but would like to be
contacted again if the project was repeated.
I eventually interviewed fourteen women, eleven of
whom I personally knew prior to the interview. I knew ten
of them from my work at the shelter and one from the
women's studies course I taught. While it's difficult to
say how knowing or not knowing me affected a woman's
willingness to participate in the initial interview, I
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would speculate that the year of laying ground work
ulldlng relationships and credi b ii ity wlth batt ered womenthrough the shelter made a difference.
After a woman mailed in the permission form or
contacted me, there was still a lot of
. „ .
3 worl< to set up theinterview. Because few nf fhothe women had phones or private
transportation, I usually made several trips to the' hx 0 ir homes
ore we set up a time and place for the initial
interview
.
pup^ ^ ^ _tven after agreeing to a time fho, the women were
often unavailable. In several instances, women who hadn
•
t
returned the form saw me in town and initiated
conversations about their willingness to h • «.be interviewed.
The majority of interviews took place between July
and October 1985 Ranh. E c interview followed the same format.
I began by describing how I got involved working with
battered women and how I got interested in participatory
research. I briefly discussed what I was trying to learn
about participatory research. I noted that BFS did not
have much information about the problems women faced when
they left the shelter and that such information could be
useful to BFS. After describing the interview process,
including another consent form (Appendix E), I asked if
they had questions or concerns before we started. After
each woman read over the consent fo
it
.
rm
,
I verbally reviewed
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theJ
a
Lave
b
ihe
S
Shelter ?
think °ther »°»*n face when
causes^these problems ?
36 problems exist? Wha t
* What ar © some things that « K
:
robiems?
— «
group o/women to^orlTon aj/f^” 8 involved with aProblems? o nd dea l with these
* What would you want or need frnmo such a group?
After several interviews I noticed that women talked
about similar experiences that t a-l I did not specifically ask
about. For example, although I did not ask women to
describe their abusive relationship, in the early
interview, women described their abuse. I modified my
abusive relationship before asking them to talk about the
problems they experienced in their current lives.
Likewise, using the problem-posing format, I didnot
initially ask women what was going well in their lives.
Many talked about it anyway.
The initial interview typically took between one to
one and a half hours. Transcribing each taped interview
took six to eight hours. I hand delivered a transcribed
interview copy to each woman and asked that as she read
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-
.....
,tout 3 follow U P interview:
example*®^
anything
U
yo°
Uld llke to make? F°ntake out, or clarify? S OU Mould Uke to add,
* How did vou fpai .7 eel about the interview?
inte
h
rJi e
hnn y?eUg abreden toth^king ab° Ut ?*"<>« thethings you would like to tafk Y h U Said or newl about?
tra „s.ripti uhap ln3ights
'
~ tB .second interview. Typical ivo ly, women did not contact me>learned to say that i r t u
T ,
lf 1 had n0t he- d fro. her in a week,
1 would contact her to Up a second inteview. Several
L
' flrSt“ intSrVieWed suSSested that it would have
ha
Sn SlPfUl ^ haVS the questions in advance to
to think them over. I started doing this.
th6n> m ° St ° f the Women said they never foundime to look over the questions.
Of the fourteen initial interviews, I was able to
conduct a follow-up interview with ei ght ween. One woman
”°Ved W“h “ f0rWabdl
"« several seeded reluctant
to schedule a follow-up and I stopped asking, feeling that
mg intrusive. The follow-up interview typically
took an hour, with an additional four to five hours to
transcribe the tape. Again I gave each woman a copy.
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FOll°Wln8 ^ Fr8i
-“ problem-posing approach,
,
reviewed the interviews for Se„erative tbe.es. The maJorthemes are outiined and supported by the women, own words.
J
ead or a brier description or each woman and a s„mmar yer interview, I chose to present anonymous quotes
grouped around themes in an attempt to protect
confidentiality. Many of the people assoolated ^ ^
and most of the women who subsequently joined the support
group are very familiar with each other's life
circumstances. Even if par«h r,Amt e c woman was given a fictitious
name, it would be all too clear who "Christina," a 28-year
old Navajo woman with four children, a fifth grade
education, and receiving public assistance, really ls .
A brief group profile will glve some sense Qf the
fourteen women, who included nine Navajos, three Anglos,
and two Hispanics. Only four women were living with thlir
partners. However, three of the four partners had not
recently been physically abusive at the time of the
interview. One woman, I believe, was motivated to respond
by a very recent violent episode. The interview turned
into a crisis counseling session. Because of my experience
with BFS and my counseling background, I felt comfortable
allowing the interview to meet the woman's immediate needs.
Regarding formal education, five women dropped out of
school; four graduated from high school; four had some
college; and one had a Master's degree. At the time of the
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interview, six women were emnlnvpH ,6 p oyed and one woman was with
7
emPi ° yed hUSband
‘ F° r thS °th
- seven women, their
on y raeans of incQme was a combinat . on Qf pubuc ass . stanceprograms
, including Food Stamps; ^ ^
Dependent Children ( AFDC ) ; commodities for pregnant or
lactating women, infants, and children (WIC>; iow in00me
housing; and energy assistance for heat. During the course
thS lnterVl6WS and support group, two of the
employed women went back and forth h a fbetween employment and
public assistance programs. All of the women had children
Nine women did not own or have access to private vehicles;
six did not have telephones.
Our Own Words
The Violence We Survived"
Before presenting the generative themes which
emerged from the interview series, I will share a
glimpse of the abuse these women survived. The quotations,
taken directly from interviews, will help place their lives
and problems in context.
graDDing
. There was always somefhincr T-t- +. i.,
where I couldn’t take it anymore I
§
lust f? noi
the point
myself that I’m a person too I’^nVf
f
Uy convinced
him of that Ho ? i q 1 kept try in S to convince
nothing “ut' a wLa^"
t6Ulng me
’
" N °’ not. You're
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over ?[j?L
ln
? h
° r "0t
- “ d°uld
-- 2 . ti
-
- rjrup so .any of my clothes, SQ »«7 I dressed . He tore
» hi, ,
V clothes he burned.
MS? SS-A-S.!
!i-“ 1 SV'r “"~uoften get co i d and U neomfo?fah? Peyote itself. He'llin luenoe. Maybe It lowers inhibrnSn^me? 01" 1 ”8 ° ff lts
8Very time he
end I knew he was going to rnm, h ' 80 wh en he went outI did was water th! p^nts Bee,
" d
f
Unk
'
the fd rst thinghome and immediately he'd start th
lf 1 dld n't, he'd comePlants and slap me around
ro"
f
lng ^ter on the
for making mashed potatoes it »!,
80t real S°od °ne daydumb little things. And that's the st nangest,
Y
doing anything wrong. But when if u
realized, I' m not
"Well you idiot, yoS know better Whv 5?“8 ° n ’ 1 thought,potatoes? Why didn't you water the^laHlff?”° U make mashed
He^co^e^^ gun tTh^V^ “ lth the Uttle one.and say, "Now talk. Now say someth' ^ hold lt t0 my headI've never been so quiet in mv ??r 8 'n Needless to say,real neat like, "Breathe bitch " And vo, h!' d ,f y somethingYou don
'
t
do anything The nevt V t breathe.
nonchUi^t about everythin*
day he Was actin S real
holding it. I didn't feel threatened around > justeverything
'was real calm Hedlf^V 1 tde time becausetrigger or anything and the gun Seft orr" ^ finger on themy floor. I immediately wen? info Put a h °le inv rT
inm
w n ff hI
u
t V„?®
I
Z .
H p o
the gun being held to my head This
ya
f®
rics
£
emembering
have been my head. hole ln the floor could
Lt of'the^trailer lefo* 8!
tt
H
i
?g hls st uff ready,
the door He shouted
?
Pe ® dld and 1 oould hear
If.;' I for g:t1h°a
U
t h e
f
h
r
a°S ^rSli
ohin,
a
?h
d
ro
h
u
e
gh
US
h1s“ou°?h
hlra
i
Se
?a
f
d to^eVaT^
id i
e
was
U
thf
d hlm through. Looks like that rifle
^1 *
caused U because ^ f° r —y thing.I was telling him to leave.
* One tim
I walked
him lock
kill myse
was a 22
under the
ambulance
was too o
They said
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I just feel like J t * +.inside. i feel numb’from all th2
W
^
maybe 1 just feel empty
that
g
h°
n
H
d0n,t want to feel like
1
,
8S
-
that have been
* "
n e handles the wav ho , f il a piece of proDortv
started doing all tha^to „e 1 ThiS last time'She^hegot to the point where I didn't 1^ W6re Cars passir>g by.Uve. I don't know If h | n t a ,J ? ldn,t aap e toJust got on the road and th^h^SeU^i^ 1
^?
that
'
' 1
Sometimes I would ns i i u
•
I'd think, oh no, he's drinking
W
°u
k
,
andhe wasn,t thep ®-
ourselves. Sometimes we would
§
iust- i
d klnd of P rePare
stay somewhere else. Somet imeS
J
whL
leaV
?
the house and S°spendthe night in a motel I? !
6
J®,
ad mone^ we - dthe night in the vehicle ud infh t ? n tj we
’ d J ust spend
we got back in the mornin/ th the hllls * One time, when
walls. I guess he took Jt’ou? on hh
re
h
h0leS in aH the
destroyed the place One fimo h de douse * He justWe went through a medicine man We^d drinking por a year .u ?* But he was sneaking it Onef d r Ceremonies d°ne foralmost 6 months. His Sfrents end H lme 1 left himmy mom They pushed us back together’ T
*
Y ^ t0 talk tofiled for divorce. The same i-h?S u he next time I
couldn't handle him. He's the
happ ® ned
- His family
matter where he’s at, he damaee/fh ! When he
'
s drunk
> no
family got tired of it so thfv d
h
e
SS ‘ ^ sure his
-lA'-S been"alive
started "coming a^me^^n ^ fc ° “ 8ht back. He
he^banged^my
W
head
,
5X2 where
Kitchen. I was go i
y
to can 1*1
h ° ldlng me
• I ran to the
apter me. He ripped the phone off
C
fh
S ’ started running
when I got the knife an v ,
6 wal1
’ And that ' a
why, or what made me.’ But 1 sUbbed^hinj d0r,,t kn °W how '
*******•********««*»#»•«***»,»
The stories of these women are similar to the stories
of the two to six million women who will be battered in the
United States this year alone. As one woman said of her
experience in the BFS shelter:
we were all talking about the same man.
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Similar to millions of others th* run
,
e fourteen women
interviewed suffered physical, mental and ,’ u
’ sexual abuse at
the hands of their partners. Some suffered miscarriages;
-"any feared for their children's safety. Most feared for
their lives. For some who tried to leave, or did. their
Partners threatened suicide, others considered suicide
themselves. In the most extreme instance, one women killed
her husband in self defense Nnt-. ot represented among the
women interviewed, are the thousands of women who are
literally beaten to death by their husbands or boyfriends.
Generative Themes
Problems Faced in Everyday Life
Just as these women's experience of degrading and
brutal violence is similar, so too there is similarity in
the problems they faced in their everyday lives upon
leaving the shelter. Battered women and their children are
allowed to stay up to thirty days in the BFS shelter. The
typical stay is ten days. Durine- thaty c ing time, a woman works
with staff to consider alternatives to her violent
elationship. Of the fourteen women interviewed, ten did
not returned to their abusive partner upon leaving the
shelter. Many women had been separated or divorced from
the batterer for over a year at the time of the interview.
Two of the four who did "go home" did so only after
negotiating conditions with their partner which
his participation in counseling.
included
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fao d
ins 11St 1S a
° f
-JO. problems women
e UPOn leaVlng the
-e list of generative
themes begins with the most fluently named pnoblems. (For
a more detailed armnnt- ^ccount of the interviews, see Appendix F).
Problems in Ever^ Life Since Leaving the Shelter
* Responsibilities and difficulties raising my ohildren
* ^nancial difficulties(all separated from their partner)
Note: of U women with partners
'
as'realorL^^ai^n' 1^
0
^
1 ^ 1"1^ 1^- "tated
- Believe violencr-^e-fat^d^^-^-n^al^Lles
* Difficulties finding employment and lack of education
* Lack of trust and fear of new love relationship
* Loneliness and needing someone to talk to about problems
* Low self confidence
* Continued fear of ex-partner hurting woman and children
Difficulties with public assistance programs
Most frequently mentioned difficulty- AFnr a n *.inadequate to live on
u^ncuity. DC allotment
Second most mentioned: trouble setting info K .
,
.housing e g into subsidized
* Lack of support from family or extended family
* Personal alcohol abuse
Lack of transportation
The women's own words give meaning to the problems
they faced daily. Again, anonymous quotes are used to
bring the problems alive. The following quotes were chosen
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because they ace representative of the problems named by
most women interviewed.
Difficulties raising children
responsibili?y
S
here
f
(at work) ^alLV^’ having a bi S
every
C
morning
i
and pf *^ herThen go home and feed the kid^ a P ln the afte rnoon.It'S ready for bed
?
T£e same
t
„
° dlshes
- By that time
hard. You wonder, there should
overand over; it's
’ 6 ° be more to life than this.
but^they^ep
^saying
1
they^wanted
Th6y Uke being ulth me
want to be with him
8
Thev Sf, to see their father. Theybad
. I felt liiro t ^ snt us together. I felt real
want tYd^that? Y^y ZlTtl ^ *" d
1
d “"’t
them I don't want to push the girlYtYiY r 0 "'* °al1to make an effort to see them a D? 1 want him
we’re not together.
* They don t understand why
Financial difficulties
approved YVhaYnoYheY yel VY^'d B "«» AFDCHow was I going to nav fnn f! ’ 1 worried about money.
that the who e
8
time
P Y
I °oulSn't
aP
sr
ment
;
1 “° rried ad out
about money.
c d t leep at night worrying
fiLnoially
y
i
C
°an't?Thavln^
r
t
a
t
Wh
Pd‘
BUt at thls point
-
how much we’ve got in bills r °
aleb up the whole thing,
names. I don®t want him tn'i
m0st ° f “ ls ln bot h our
v;
t;
£•» .... ... to
Difficulties finding employment and lack of education
I want to look for a job, but my education, well I don'tave enough. I just went up to fifth grade and then I gotfood service training. So I don’t knoS. I can do
too low?'
1 Can WOrk With my hands
- Just my education is
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job- I stayed L San 8 t0 S6t Up »y °wn is flnd .There's no jobs
S
u ? tJat iJavV° try tb flnd^ JoS
8 *
reservation )
. I oouldnU L the western Navaji
per
p
rs 2 buVl£ £1o2 -
annh^g- - SSt^oST- -
one^SinS l hea“
: ^rsTIn^ 1
, f.^r ISere, "t'he^Everyday 1 j U3t wlsh z Sas wS??- have an opening." yhen when you go looking and you get £U rn?d d j ° b 30 bad '
* Sometimes I lay in bed fhappen if my AFDc check s
aP daght wondering what would
at least get on the ball and^tp
^
Wa
?
think ing, I shouldI never graduated. i ^ i f poking for something
about° tr
±f 1 Start g0ing for my GED ^h^Vf U W0Uld betransportation
. And Uh a/ J i T en 1 th °ught, howSometimes I think oh T*m about babysitting,
waste my time tSink?Sg ^ t0 d ° “• « why
nioe
S
S?en far's^meS ££’ "? ??M b °y friend. He was very
somebody out there that can °h S ° Sh ’ there isonce I found out about his lies
t
T
y
°!^
r
^
all Y good. But
doubts. Am I gonna go through [h
started having my
might raise his voice to me fnd I ^
lnB? Like now he
1 1^ T Ine a 1 get real scared. I fee ilike I better shut up or el JJr Sd^e
.
bard 5° PUt trUSt on anybody again^-^ 6 him mad *anybody anymore y y gain * I just don’t trustIt’s
But
1
my
n
mom
W
“ugh? mTmarria^e" With a"*»ody.home. I've already been thro, vh L 6 ’ marria8e and happy
what do I want to go ?h?ou^ another
marriaSes • My God,just live with them? It's iust „ “arriage when I couldhusband" instead of saying "ThifTJ
” g about "This is my
know' This is my husband I^etterTing ?o III"
Y°“
Loneliness
own, loneliness can^ft^o'Vlu '"^^"'
1 "°“ you ’ re on y°ur
it’s
r
r
nl
a
g
?iy^rd
g0
ro°?
^
afraid to talk to somebody bec^usT^ mfghf^ge^:?’
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* When we left the shellsseems like when we need to ’ t-
W<
f,
raoved wa y out here it
reelings?\b t
d
Lems
W
u
e
ke
M
the
eed
-
th
he shelter nine months ago.
Lack of self confidence
?n
V
th me do anything*
3
Th^ * My husbande housp __ S‘ I had always been stuck
n’t fin
i e. can't go anywh^e' caM^o* 1”^
like'
1 6 u ess living like that or <1 anything; can't, I Just stayed that wav ^ years > it wasbe on my own. I almost went’back at T flrst 1 wa s scared tocan t make it. I don't th-ini ???,* 1 just thought, idon't even know what I'm doing be able to make it. I
Continued fear of ex-partner
al“ien8aned S I 13 real -fair is, he is an
He f atting
’
my g0But the laws don't look at that ail L ° —Predictable
.
is their natural father Tho \ they see is that he
welfare is they wait until somoth^ they look for theirnever abused the kids but thaf^
hln
? ?
a S haPP ena d. He
After all, he didn't abuse me It ^1° S ? y he won 't.he might do that. b flrst - It scares me that
Difficulties with public assistance programs
screw ups
e
on
r
m^
h
ielfare
W
and
S
fo
n
r|
h
°f
k
' There have been
was supposed to be sent out but f
bamp Percents. My check
work. Right now I hive no fooS L " 1Splaoed the paperthe kids to school hungry this mornil ° Urf' 1 hacl to sendget a waitressing job in^hrlf , g ‘ I’m supposed to
tell welfare to IhoII U h?hIt'I emI' l-P'twait. leanto shove it! * a s y goal. To tell welfare
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* We only get $313 from AFnr
tr -
™ Gv s
TiUziTt; Za
th * othV ^^owT^v-^
—
-
fro
V
: i?j. sS*s^^ t0
into^o endS meet - y°u jul? don't ^
U d0n,t have enoughto low income housing it t 1 was lucky to get
8
women tend to think, util TS° *u "°“ths . A lot"?
a lot"of
haVe t0 worry about this J S °a bad ' At leastwomen start thinking about go?ng blok ^ Why
Personal alcohol abuse
I know how it i ^ f ^ _i
don’t know what H sly!* by y ° Urself and youhard. Alot of times 5 fe i h k "ow what to do. It isyou're down. One day I fel/like th W “? en you ' re down,you cure it when you feel like th^o h 1 thought, how dowas stupid. I jU s t flit , ^e ls? 1 don 't know. Thatdrunk. J el llke eoing to a bar and getting
missing!
^''gulss^t
0
^ iP
SeemS Uke a part of me was
by me. Then
S
I got heavy iltTdlinLn^^ ? n ' 1 landingthat's the last thing my k!ds L ? ° r awhlle - I guessI've got a grip on myself. i said "S '” ” e ' R1 « ht nowshape up." 1 > Hey woman, you better
Regardless of race or culture a iin r , ll women experienced
many of the problems named Th^. e group was too small to
make any definitive statements about differences in
Problems experienced by Navajo, Hispanic, or Anglo women
after leaving the BPS shelter. However, I believe patterns
emerged which warrant further investigation. While all
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7" SXPerlen0ed Pr ° blemS — finances , housing ,
race inTh"
8 ’ ^ ^ °°nflden0e
’ they di"ered, often by
— often
e
;:
r
:;::;e;: r;
the probiems
- —•
tradif ,
extended family support,itional healing ceremonies and a ,
o1h '
suPP°rt system oflders and area leaders nr
' course
, many Navajo women didnot avail themselves of
„ .
h6Se resources
. on the whole, theNavajo women were poorer; had fewer material resources
-Oh as private transportation or telephones; and had lessformal education and fewer job skills.
In the interviews, women were open and explicit about
naming the problems they faced after 1y r leaving the shelter
However, few women had answers to the questions, " Why doyou think those problems exist- or
-What causes these
problems'?" The most common response was "1 don't know" or
self blame
. To minimize self blame I tri^His , i ed rewording the
question to move the anal vqi<sys from an individual to
collective focus. For examnlpp e
’
after discussing financial
difficulties, I asked why women seemed to have more
financial problems than men after a separation or divorce.
Again, they could rarely name causes of their individual
problems. They made few linkages between their individual
Problems and structural causes of sexism, racism, or
classism
.
Many women did, however, have answers to the question,
men beat up women in love relationships?"
"Why do you think
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following answers are representative of their
responses
:
* Men beat up women •
they have some kind of power*
1
” ThSr”
01 and to feel thaturing an incident, when I
ab S what 1 would hearpushed down on a bed The
3S
P
ushed against the wal
l
wanting to control and ^
n ° l0gUeS Were a lways about me
r- t0 control him. I was abH !? 0t golng to allow asomething going on there mnoh h ° realize that there wasrelationship with him. But in ^ gger than just raymethod of control. l ° Ur case anyway, it was a
S mostly hp i nu _ -i
other reasons
.
S °meb°^y t o
U
3o:^o^ i:!s
-Se
rS:n^1n“-;^
* That's something that hoe.
understand. It's been a hi
always
.
beer
* hard for me todon't understand, except that^^f
10" With rae
• Why? Ibasically. He w^s raised ?h^ t0ry repeats itselfathers, his mother was abused abused by stepdo with it. o . I think that had a lot to
their hard^day! °It
1
jus? ’ builds^'^^ °Ut ° n Women forgot to have somebody to take if n”*- Ullds and they'vemabe
• Hey, l- m takln i t n /f • S ° U,S theirget it all out of my svstem you T today. I» m going todo that. If they did take it out” 6 f !l anft g° to worl< andwhatever, they're going fo 1 ? their boss or
up with that. Only yoSr mate a^hoSe !
N° b ° dy ' ® g° ing to put
########## #### # ####
was rarely self blame in response to the
question 'Why do men beat up women?" One woman who
Partially blamed herself was also aware of her husband's
jealousy and the relationship between the effects of his
peyote use at Native American Church meetings and his
violent abuse. However, she did not connect the causes of
his individual abusive behavior to men's collective
Violence against women. She gave the following explanation
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of why her husband battered her:
at
H
?he
US
!aundry:
te
Wh
d
:n
n
?
But 1 to be with hi
d^ t "n kU
' re at the°guys
th€
you^ T Slf > -ed ”0aon li e me. You in^ 1 y * Y ’re boy crazv Vo„Uke me.” Something like that ” e T home because you din'tI wasn't even smilfng £ guys^ l the Sundry.
eats too much of it
.
^in
’ the 'm
B°. over there every week Hea hangover or something that U see”a like hlhastired and wants to slefp ? 1
k
?J
*lm si ck. He comes bLk
cam^homef * -fore wh^ £ 5X^3%^“
the lnterview
’
Y asked her, ’’Why do youthink men hit women?”
sometimes, I think^haf
May
^
e 1 asked for it too, or
look ugly. j think that™s wh^o^ iS really cute and IMy husband is tall and slim ^ But I'm too fat.don't know. um. I don't know why. i
**********
Prior to the question regarding why men battered
women, when describing their own situations, they
identified many reasons for being beaten by their partners,
-eluding: he was jealous; he was possessive; he wanted to
control me; he needed to feel superior; and he needed to
take out his daily frustrations on me. Yet when asked
"Why do men beat up women?,., many intially said, "I don't
know... I don't understand." Many women could not
translate their direct npr^nnai ~z P e so al experience into abstract
theory
.
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format be
" dlal °SUe
° f 3 Sta" d- d ^.rvie.came apparent. Through dlalogU8j ^ fcegan
owever tentative!,, to examine and analyse issues ^0U8 the” SelVeS
—^ - understand
. For exampie, onewoman described her husband's Jealous behavior, yetinitially said she didn't know why men batte a^ “ red women. Shegan to explore causes through our dialogue.
* Most of the time he was drunk h„jealous. I would be gettine- He WaS very > very, veryand he would tell me "Hnw f eady ln the morn ing for work
up? Who calls you tl worki °G0inr
re
,
getting adl Messed
He knew darn well that every t
° lunah wlth somebody?"
straighten out the house and I r>nt ^
n°° n 1 ?° home and 1
something. And that takes a whni^ h
roast in the oven or
gets home dinner's all^Ly
.
But s?in H the tlme heoaat. 3 DU o um, he accused me of
Pat. Why do you think men beat up women?
were growing°up?' i don^t know/
6*™ U fr°m When they
th ink
6
men
1
beat
U
up
1
women^^e
1
didn^t
h ® r 3gain
’
" Why do you
very much.'*
P 6 * We l
' really talk about that
* I would say they're,
don't understand. 1 don,t kn °w. That's what I
Pat: Any ideas?
* Maybe it makes them feel like a man.
Some women thought more about the question
the first and second interviews. They struggled
connections between why their particular partner
them and why men in general beat up women in love
between
to make
battered
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PS - 0ften
> ^ey did not trust their
Experts
,
not battered women exoi •
-P-ienee.
None of the
’ men b8at UP WOmen
-6 women ever used the term »f» • •
themselves yet m
feminist" to desoribe
of .
’ 7 “ere forrnula ting a feminist analysisno enoe against women based in personal experienoe.
a is, almost every woman had her own way of saying, menUS1V e 33 a means tp control women and as a way to
-Perce man's dominant status in society. S 1mii ar to afeminist analysis, many indioated that the abuser, on a
conscious level or not, accepted the societal norms of male
supremacy. He believed it was his right as a man to
control and dominate his partner, using violence when
necessary
.
One woman observed
:
someone
"^else^an^tak^it^out »e mad at
easy target. It was nret-t- K
n
.
me because I was an
back like another »„
Py ° ,l0US 1 couldn't fight
seemed like if I„,: H? w? s ver y insecure. . . it
someone gave him a hard”f
hi“ feel inferior, if
me. It seemed likeWild ’ b,th ?a t! e
' d take 11 out on
down. The worse SVLTJM&rXM. 1PUt
Many women were examining the contradictions they
experienced between their society or culture's definition
of women's status and their own beliefs. For example, one
Navajo woman explained:
came from Flagstaff ^he tol'd*
131" a
£
0ut women
- A lady
love a husband f;;- 0l Us what ib means to
how he feels or his Welds' ^. carin g abou t
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h°- —
needs^and'respeorttiem? ifwe^ifth
'
Christian women, then our hn^hp J that, especially aslove and respect them and they
’ 11%^U notice that wethings to us. She said a lot ^f 1 •
f
eturn the same
all f® bfme on us because sheffrf 13 0Uf weU ’ shegrouchy and we snap at them when theff!®tifd get
the "woman*?
S Uke 3 l0t ° f the responsibility's puton
* Yeah, I wasn’t sure if thaf
But I thought about if ™d [flly the itit was a lot of the woman » ~ ’ nd seemed to me like
a lot of it has to do with the*™
nslbilit y- So I think
responds, reacts to different things!
^ "ay Sh ®
man.
t sure. I thought some of it had to be the
a#########***
Another Navajo woman responded:
Why men beat up women 7 t-p
better, jobwise or childJenwisp 663 Wife d ° ing
smarter than him or something Wlfe iS much
couldn’t hack it at h?! ! k guH ke that ‘ 0r if he
his family that hf can ’ t 'be ’ hea^'of 'th U ° Ut 0nhe thinks he should. household like
and he couldn^fdfmuoh^etteffor °ould |}' t get a J°b
s.-ss;?
-swIsOf his drinking 1 d d°f h ® had for raan y years because
their excuse!
8
Some timefi
k
k° nf ^'s probably justgetting ahead of him. 1 ° f blaiDe myself for
Pat So are men supposed to be ahead of women?
have
’
tfbfthfhead offhf hff jf ldf that ' «en
takfcare ofthfk'H
Th ® W °man is eupposedfffsf3e car f the kids and cook and stuff.
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Pat: What do you think about that?
the°oorner wherf^hink^^ ' 1 don ' k uant to be inthe time to pack uP stuff^YdonY t0 be by ” e all 1 "kind of person. I want to be m?seYY hto be thatfor my children. Navaio onc3L 7 lf ’ 1 have to do
changing. i hate to s^y this hn?
ahan S in S* A lot is
out-smarting the men I thin^ ^
b b Navaj0 women are
Well really! women are 1 t.LT Certain wa^ •way I think. rougher han men. That’s the
#####*##########*£
As mentioned
. nonp nf f. i_e of the women identified themselves
feminists. i n fact, two women stated their belief that
"the man should wear the pants in the family... During
discussion, they acknowledged that in order for the man to
be the dominant head of the household, the woman had to be
held in an inferior position. After their experience in
abusive relationships, they wanted their next relationship
to be an equitable partnership. They began to examine
the inherent contradiction: how could a marriage be an
equitable partnership if one person was held inferior?
To summarize, each woman had some understanding of
the causes of her partner’s violent behavior. Not all of
the women interviewed could move from an individual to
societal analysis to explain why men batter women.
Likewise, most of the women interviewed could not identify
causes or reasons for their other daily problems.
The final part of the interview included asking women
what were some things that could be done about their
problems. On a personal level, nearly half the women had
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no answer. Of those who did, the most common response wasto see, further education, other responses inciuded
seeking additional counseling, finding the internal
strength to '.get tough,- and doing something useful. In
response to the Cuestion,
-What could the community do
a^ut battered women's Problems,-, nearly half the women
said the community should advertize BFS shelter and
services more. They thought that many women were still
unaware of Battered Families Services Tw.io . elve women did not
know about the shelter when thev left th •un y their partner. They
were referred by others. A third of the women suggested
Offering more counseling, formal and informal, to women and
their children as well as conducting more community
education, especially for teenagers. When asked what could
be done to change men's abusive behavior, many said,
Nothing." After further discussion, several women
suggested offering more counseling services for abusers and
demanding stricter enforcempnt nr i ^r e of laws against battering.
No women suggested starting a group for former
battered women to deal with their problems. A woman from a
small Navajo community south of Gallup said that she had
tried to start a battered women's group there. She noted:
I tried to form a group. Our community is realsensitive Everybody knows each other. Everybody
the“oth
S06S °n Wlth the other People, even whener person is 25 miles away, they still knowOne way or another, people are related to each other.i s real hard to form a group because you can'tguarantee the confidentiality wilhin that group
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However, when I asked eaoh WQman if ^ ^interested m joining a groun of r°UP fo™ e r battered women towork on some of those problems
yes The th
" ° f ^ f°Urteen sald
• three who weren't interested either iived too farout of Gallup or had evening jobs. Of the eleven who
expressed an interest, nine eventually attended meetings.
The two who did not either had nn tb o transportation or a
conflicting commitment on the night that the8 c n group decided
to meet.
Women said that the purpose of the group should be toget together to talk, support each other, and share ideas
for handling their problems. No one said, "Let's do
research But they did say, in so many words, "Let's
share and legitimize the knowledge and experience we
already have. Let's explore solutions to our problems."
Several women suggested using the group to help other
battered women, particularly those still in abusive
relationships. They wanted such women to be able to talk
with women "who had made it on their own" and to see
"success" stories of women who had escaped abusive
partners. Another common suggestion was for the group to
have social activities which included their children. The
desire for social contact reflected the isolation and
loneliness some experienced as single mothers, many of whom
were separated from their extended families on the
reservation
.
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^M£±±ons and Outcomes
a dialoT
1 UtU1Zed 3 Standard lnterVleW f °rmat oft logue approach, rauoh oritical information ~
been missed or lost F ° r eXampie
-
if I had not pursued
several women’s statements that they did f ,y l not kn°w why men
ered women, the opportunity to begin exploring more
ormca: understanding of their reaUt y would have teenlost. Each interview influenced the next person's
interview, as well ao fA i i
“ Uf> interviews. When one woman
mentioned a problem, for examnle ppi , fear of getting involved
" an ° ther l0Ve relati0nSh i p
-
I inter ashed others, after
they had identified their problems, how they felt about
beginning another love relationshin tod n p
. If women did not
a problem I asked about, they quickly told me
Rather than "putting ideas in their heads," „e had an
opportunity to oolleetively build a ,y i broader knowledge base
about the problems women face M V nriAr n . .y p o relationship with
many ° f ^ W °men
-fi-noed the interviews. I kne w many
of the problems individual women were experiencing, and I
could foous attention on problems like alcohol abuse which
otherwise some women avoided, perhaps for fear of being
judged. The composite picture that emerged about the
problems women face when leaving the shelter was much
richer as a result of dialogue.
The dialogue process was also beneficial to the women
In the interview process they cried, laughed,
themselves
.
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loned, and evaluated their lives. Many shared the
p
P
:;
tlVe aSPSOtS ° f thelr
— leaving their abuslve
ners. They praised themselves for courage and
strength
.
follow-up interview, I asked women what they
ad learned or gotten out of doing the interviews. Many
:
ld that “ felt
to talk to someone about
ihgs. Equally as many said it made them feel good to seehow much they nad changed. A mother of five children
noted
:
needed to t^k'tTsimebodT^.’s 1 ™ St have -allyOf saying what I want and^hpi^T „my °wn P rivate way
I had a lot of guts to So thJt . f
8
?
1
’ 1 learned that
make it on my own. I noticed that i
earned that 1 can
something whenever I reallv want tVn accomplishinstead of just sifting ho, ^ o do something
do something for me That^s wh^
e
?
pecting People to
myself. And
8
I'm Trou^VysT/tloT '^^
Another woman commented:
got t^kSSw^yself^the^aJ Ttllk* J h
think 1 really
questions. When I read nJLr* •!?
lk
I
t e Way 1 answer
was the one that said all thnJp’fh
1 dldn 't seem like I
someone else!
36 thln S s - It was like
Throughout the interviews, I thought a lot about what
the interviews meant for me, the participatory researcher.
I was amazed at the intimate information women shared. I
often wondered how anyone could hear this information and
then just disappear with the data. Having initiated a
problem-posing interaction, I felt moved to work with the
women on problem solving.
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The interviews also touched me deeply. I reflected
°n own relationships with men. Whii e ! am not a
battered woman, I recalled relationships in which I hadfeared men's anger. I was outraged about the degrading
abuse they described. Given the brutality and terror these
women and their children had experienced, what would
value-free research look like in fhict ls Project? What would
have been like for a male researcher?
The majority of interviews stretched from July to
etober when the women's support group met for the
first time. In the meantime, I kept in contact with most'
of the women to keep them advised on how the group
organizing was progressing. I „as afraid if too much time
elapsed between the interviews and the first group meeting,
they would lose interest.
As I spent more time with many of the women, I got
involved in their lives. They continued talking with me
about the problems they had shared in the interviews, and
problems they had not shared, such as alcohol abuse and
unplanned pregnancies. I got involved in their job hunting
and dealings with social service agencies. I got involved
with their children. I cared about them, laughed with
them, cried with them, and worried with them. I got
annoyed and irritated with them. I was not a detached and
distant social sciential- t » , „ _ uitx st. l was, however, aware of
developing limit s on my involvement
.
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1 dSOlded that 1™ "eve, lend money to any of th
-**.inly I had more monetary es
° S
all nr f, T
r ources than
hem, I was earning verv litMo
, ha , u
S Py lttle mone y- But morehan that
’ Idld "" -
- - seen as a source
:;i;
id 1 want to
»», ,e latlonshi;:xchange of money has a way of interfwy terfering with the
possibility of eauitshi^ •q able interpersonal relationships. I
“V7
ly SharSd 0th6r reS ° Ur0eS
’ transportation,
t-ephone, time, and access to an d knowledge of oommunity
resources. For example, I connected women with Legal Aid
and landlord problems. Periodically I drove
women and their children to doctor or social service
appointments. I went an oaas an advocate with one woman to a
court hearing on child neglect.
On occasions I broke my own rules. In one interview
I learned the family had no food until their first food
otment began, nearly two weeks away. The mother
was trying to work through friends as well as church and
oommunity organizations to get emergency food. I thought
about their situation all afternoon. If j took them food
would it be out of "liberal guilt"? I knew it would be a
short-term reformist rather than long-term revolutionary
response to their destitution. Finally I decided that
their dinner could not wait for "the revolution" or the
resolution of my intellectual dilemma. I took them food.
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The process was beginning fn arem m to affect me as much as, or
felt
than> ^ affeCt6d the WOmen
‘ 0n the one hand, I
felt 7
mendOUS eXClte”ent“ — ^ was learnin g and j
0n th
rS 16f the Sr °UP W °Uld
off the ground.
^ other hand. embarking upon a participatory research
project was emotionally exhausting, in that, I found myself
constantly evaluating my daily actions and relationships.
How am I choosing to live mv lifov uy e? How am I choosing to be
in the world? I „as often disappointed with my answers.
Participatory research does not allow you to hide from
yourself or to hide behind rhetoric, radical or otherwise
When deciding to be
-.with the people', you are forced to
continually examine what that looks like in everyday life
intellectual theorizing and radical structural analyses are
not enough
.
Finding a way to do research which attempts to close
the gap between theory and practice, or thinking and doing
was difficult. Many times I had to choose between staying
home to read or write or going over to the shelter or
to women's homes to hang out and talk. Reflecting on
^ work, I often thought, this is not enough. I often fell
into the trap of either apologizing for the scale of the
project or minimizing its importance. I'd compare the
group we were trying to start with the trend-setting PR
projects, and I d think, "Big deal, big revolutionary deal.
Trying to organize nine or ten women in a small, dusty
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southwest town. Surely the real revolution ls „
The PR case studies in the literature sounded so much more
important and successful.
I struggled with my own need for professional
accomplishment and achievement. A BPS Board member ashed
" 1 “0Uld d° f° r dissertation if the group failed
to materialize. I confidently replied, "I'll just write
about a flop.'. That would have been hard to do. I wanted
the project to work. Organizing, particularly without the
support of other organizers or an organizational base, was
lonely work. Progress was slow, hard to measure, and
certainly not flashy. Part of what sustained me was other
work I was doing, primarily teaching part time at the local
branch of the University of New Mexico and consulting.
Teaching and consulting met another need, i.e., the
need to earn money and contribute to the household. This
was both a material need and one of self esteem. I hated
feeling like a parasite on my partner. Establishing
relationships in the community required that I physically
be in the community. This meant cutting back on consulting
work. Doing participatory research, at least for a novice,
was very time consuming. BFS could not afford to pay for
the work I was doing with former clients, nor had they
offered. I did not apply for outside funding because the
application process itself was time consuming. Applying
for funding before the group was established would
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“7 “ r *~ *“ “*-> , h , „M,ct1 already had.
The Participatory Researnh m q <-y c Network wrote, "it i s a
strategic choice to usp 4..titutional resources for work
alC“ed ^ S00lal °hange "
^ 1 582 : 43 ) . From my perspectlve :^ not figure out what other choices existed To do
participatory re^ppy search requires human resources and at
least a minimum of financial or material resources. These
resources are usually associated with institutions.
mainstream or alternative, large or small r’ . Even social
scientists must earn a livinag. The institution that was
partially supporting my work was the institution of
carriage. I would have found it difficult to support
myself while limiting consulting work in order to be in the
unity, teaching for substandard wages, and facilitating
the participatory research project for free.
The interviews initiated a dialogue process in which
the women and I began to identify and examine the problems
and contradictions in their everyday lives as former
battered women. The process also caused me to examine the
contradictions and dilemmas in my life. I „as never a
detached social scientist
.
The interviews and subsequent talk of starting a
support group excited many of the women. Each time I saw
women, they asked, "How many women do we have now?"
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Momentum
start the
built out of the
group project
.
interview dialogue process to
CHAPTER VIII
IN THE MIDST OF FEMINIST PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH
learning together
I’m in deep
.
Personal Journal, November 1985
This chapter describes the last three phases of the
project
,
i.e., objectivization and problemization
;
researching social reality and analyzing the information
oolleotion; and definition of action projects (Vie Gross!
et al., 1983). These phases did not occur in linear,
sequential fashion. Because these phases often occurred
concurrently, they are discussed together. The nine months
of meetings and actions are categorized to reflect the
group's evolution. For each set of meetings, content
themes are described, as well as trends in group control as
reflected in participation, leadership, decision making and
decision taking, and action taking. I discuss my role as
facilitator and participatory researcher, and the balance
among the investigative, educational, and action components
of PR. The relationship between Battered Families Services
and the group is discussed. The chapter begins with an
overview of the Former Battered Women's Support Group.
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Phases Three^ Four, and Five
Fall 1985 - Summer 1986
The Support Group
By mid-October, seven of ten women interviewed wereinterested in forming a group „hloh uould have twQ major
purposes. As defined by the women, the purposes of the
group were to provide an opportunity for problem sharing and
solving, and to do outreach to potential and current
battered women. Women wanted support and a sense that they
were not alone in their struggles. According to my
agreeement with BFS
,
the group would eventually provide
ormation about the types of problems women face upon
leaving the shelter and the possible roles a support group
could play in helping women deal with those problems.
Both the women and BFS knew that my work with the
group involved research on two levels: the more formalized
investigation of my dissertation, and the less formal
investigation of the group, i.e., women examining the
problems in their own lives and the possibilities of a
support group as one way to deal with the problems.
I acted as a negotiator to set up our first meeting,
going back and forth to interested women as we agreed upon
a convenient meeting day and time. We took into account
women's work, school, and child care commitments. One
woman volunteered her home for the first meeting. I
volunteered transportation.
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We met biweekly over a nine month period, except for
holiday breaks. Overall, thirteen different women
participated, including nine Navajo, two Anglo, and two
Hispanic women. In addition to myself, six Navajo and tBQ
Anglo women formed the core of the group. Another five
women attended meetings during their stay in the shelter.
The formal education of the group ranged from a
Master's degree to completion of the fifth grade, with the
majority of women having a high school degree or less.
Three women were employed full time, eight received public
assistance, and two women were back and forth between
employment and public assistance during the course of the
group. Only one woman received sporadic child support
payments. All of the women, except myself, had children.
Al] but one women was separated or divorced from her
busive partner. At the first meeting, in response to "Why
are you here and what do you hope to get from the group?"
she announced, "The group is going to support me through a
divorce," and we did. Many of the women already knew each
other from being in the shelter at overlapping times.
Getting Started
Meeting #1: Why are We Here? Organizing the Group
October 21, 1986
The first meeting began with excitement and laughter
among seven of us. A joke about our BFS "Alumni Group"
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ved into a lively discussion of what to name the group
member said she envisioned the group's name on the back
of softball jerseys; another woman added, "And It says
’The Avengers'."
I opened the meeting, welcoming the group and
outlining the evening's agenda of getting to know each
other, discussing why we here, and deciding how to organize
the group, women's reasons for joining the group were
similar
,
i.e., getting support, sharing problem solving
and knowing "I'm not alone." One member began the problem
solving discussion by asking for help on dealing with in-
laws and family during her divorce. Each woman made
suggestions. The Navajo women identified a common pattern
of family involvement in separations, in particular, their
mothers and mothers-in-law often tried to negotiate the
couple’s reconciliation. One woman made us laugh when she
recalled, "I told my mom, if he's so good, you take him!"
The first half of the meeting was taken up with
introductions, reasons for being in the group, sharing
background information, and discovering commonalities. In
addition to discussing how to handle in-laws, members
shared information on legal aid, divorce, and job hunting.
They acted as information resources for each other. Besides
myself, two women took leadership, asking questions of
other members and initiating topics and discussion. To
varying degrees, everyone participated.
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The second half was devoted to organizational
decision making. Everyone partlcipated ±n deoldlng ^ ^
every two weeks, rotate homes, and set the next four
meeting dates. My role uas prl„ y fco
encourage participation, summarize, and manage decision’
making. Decision making was informal as different
women shared ideas and I checked for group agreement.
The issue of child care was raised when I noted that
one woman, known by many in the group, could not attend the
meeting because her babysitting arrangements fell through
at the last minute. When organizing the group, I knew that
child care would affect women's ability to attend. After
volunteering transportation for many women, I didn't want
to unilaterally solve the child care problem. Everyone was
concerned that no one be excluded by lack of child care or
money to pay for it. The group started a child care fund.
Each woman payed fifty cents per child per hour or what she
could afford. One woman agreed to be treasurer and arrange
for the next meeting's babysitter.
In response to my question regarding how we should
structure meetings, one woman said that having a topic
would be better than "jumping around" like we did tonight.
Another suggested that we divide the time, half on a topic
and half open ended, to talk about current problems.
Everyone agreed to that format. I asked how to decide on
topics. Several people said, "You decide." When I
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expressed my reX„ct,Dc. to do that
, someone said, "Well you
- erviewed all of us- imply ing that : kne„ the
ernes. Another person joked,
"Besides, it's your
dissetation I agreed to choose topics for the next four
meetings based on Interview themes, with the understanding
that next time, the group would decide.
The meeting ended on a festive note. Over
refreshments, we continued laughing and talking. I „as
excited and relieved. The group had taken on problem
solving about child care and decision making about the
meeting purpose, format, schedule, and settings. Although
everyone participated, some members demonstrated more skill
at involving others. A few women participated onl y when
asked a question or when their turn came. A group sense
was developing of "being in this together."
Get tt ing Comfortable
Meetings # 2
, 3, and 4 :
* Effects of Abuse, 11/4/85
* Raising Our Children, 11/18/85
* Independence, 12 / 2/85
Our meeting pattern fell into place over the next
weeks. The first half was spent on a topic, which I
introduced, and the second half was spent talking about
current lives. When new members joined the group, we
shared introductions and reasons for being in the group.
six
our
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Eight different women were participating. The probl
iscussed varied greatly, including difficulties with
school, sexual harassment at work, obstacles to getting ahigh school eqivalency diploma, loneliness, and current
love relationships. Women shared ideas for problem
solving. Two women said thev ?ntft y go very specific help from
the group during this Mm©
’ 0ne w°raan openly discussed her
struggle with alcohol abuse at- ew e. At the fourth meeting, during
a closure exercise on what people had gotten from the group
to date, she said, "I've really gotten something for me and
y kids, 1 decided to go to alcohol counseling." She did.
The only woman with her partner initiated divorce
proceedings. She told us, "I never could have done it
without the group."
Members demonstrated increasing investment in the
group. Several women tried to recruit new members.
Additional women expressed interest in joining, but lack of
transportation remained an obstacle. The group continued
to organize and pay for babysitting. We developed a
pattern of sharing refreshments with the children when the
meeting ended. Although the group took increasing control
of logistical arrangements, except transportation, members
were slow to take leadership in discussions.
Before starting the project, I'd thought about how I
wanted to work with the group. I „as afraid that acting
too much like a "trainer" i.e., using flip charts, magic
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markers, and standard facilitation fo u •xdcmtati techniques, might
intimidate some group members. Instead, I pald attention
to group process and used questions and paraphrasing to
include everyone and to encourage deeper discussion, but I
neglected to help the group reflect on our process. I
often went with intentions to take time for group
reflection on our process and progress; in the rush to
close on time, the intentions got lost. My reluctance to
utilize my full range of training skills and techniques was
a mistake. Out of fear of intimidating people, I lost many
opportunities to introduce structures and activities that
would have made equal and meaningful participation more
possible. Few members had experience or skill as group
members. Their struggle to be comfortable speaking out
paralyzed their potential to help others participate.
During this time, I was the organizer and mover of
the group. I reminded women of meeting days. Because few
women had telephones, this often involved driving to their
homes. I provided transportation to meetings for many
women and their childrpn nm ^ 4.n ia e
. One of two women with a vehicle
had volunteered only once to pick up people for the
meetings. Occasionally, the two women with vehicles drove
others home after the meeting. Although the group solved
the child care problem, they did not take on the
transportation issue. I hesitated to push the issue,
fearful of embarrassing those without vehicles. Perhaps I
2147
dld n0t trUSt the gr0UP en0U«h t0 deal with the issue Idad too much personal investment in the group at that point
to risk a confrontation over transportation.
Between meetings I has k8
’
i d to be careful not to make
unilateral decisions for the group. For example, after thef-st meeting, a member talked with great enthusiam to two
new BFS staff members about the group Sh^ H ^® P* o e said they could
learn about battered women from the group. After a meeting
not related to the group, one of these staff said to me,
We should be flies on the wall at the meetings." I wasn't
really sure what she was suggesting, but I was
uncomfortable with encouraging a revolving door at
meetings, fearful that it would interfere with the
development of group tru^t -as and solidarity. in retrospect,
was not my place to make decisions about BFS staff
involvement in group meetings. I should have said that I
would ask the group.
Several weeks later, I invited the Director of the
Office of Navajo Women to speak at the Women’s Studies
class which I was teaching. I n the course of making
arrangements, I told her about the group. She invited us
to make a presentation at the annual Conference on Navajo
Women, several months away. I said I would ask the group.
I was excited about our first opportunity for group
action. The group was not as excited. Many of the women
came from the area of the reservation where the conference
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would be held. They expressed fear of talking ln front of
a large group where they night be recognized, see in-la„s
or be the subject of gossip
. Several said It would be
easier if the group's first public speaking engagement was
with a smaller, less Intimidating group, such as high
school students. One women said, "It’s m» k’ i like being invited
to speak at the White House your very first time in
Public." The group declined the offer; a small piece of
evidence that a participatory researcher cannot make people
do anything they are not ready for.
After meeting for two months, the group’s
participation in discussions was increasing and being more
equally shared, although leadership was not. Members were
taking responsibility for babysitting arrangements and
funds and trying to recruit more members. I had the major
responsibility for transportation. I was increasingly
better at sharing decision making, as was the group.
Our relationship with Battered Families Services was
changing. Between the summer Board of Director's meetings
and the first group meeting in late October, the BFS staff
underwent an almost complete turnover. Only one of five
staff remained. The new director had been a Board member
and was aware of the support group project from the
beginning. With the exception of the "flies on the wall
conversation," BFS rarely asked me anything about the
group. When talking with the Director in particular, I
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often brought up the group, suggesting various ways BPS
Nothing name of the suggestions. BPS was not referring
clients to the group as they left the shelter, as had teen
our arrangement
. In the transition between staffs,
ation on the group had fallen through the cracks.
During this time, I got second hand feedback that
certain BPS staff thought I was "doing too much for" the
women, as BFS did not want to "create clipni- h ,ent dependency."
was aware of the agency's commitment to foster
independence; I had helped write the agency policy
statements. The new BFS administration and myself agreed
on the basic philosophy of not creating client dependency.
We disagreed on what working "with" rather than "for" women
looked like in everyday life.
My approach, which I believe matched their policy,
was to help women identify resources. I agreed to be a
resource when I could help a woman get access to or utilize
community services. For example, two group members were
being threatened with illegal eviction and lockouts by
their landlord. One woman asked me for a loan to pay her
overdue rent. Instead, I encouraged them to go to Legal
Aid Services about the illegal lockout threat and I drove
the women there. I initially spoke with the Legal Aid
Director to ask if they handled such issues; but I did not
speak for them in the meeting nor do their follow-up work.
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id providing transportation encourage dependence or
independence? I felt that helping the women access a
-source which they did not know existed and were then
scared to approach promoted independence in the long run.
Transportation was a mean^ tns to a more important end. A
strict interpretation of having people "do for themselves"
could, at times, actually interferes with advocacy work.
When I heard about the comment made by some BPS
Staff, I scrutinized my interactions with the women. I
balanced concerns about whether or not I was building
dependence, making excuses for women's inaction or unkept
resolutions, with what I was learning about the struggles
faced by these women.
Many battered women develop low self confidence after
years of being told, "You're stupid. You're nothing. You
can't do anything right." Even when pointed in the
direction of resources, some lack the confidence to reach
afraid of failure or appearing stupid. Overwhelmed by
the confusion of what to say, how to get there, and fearful
of no results, some women simply give up. For women not of
the dominant class, color, or culture, there are
additional obstacles to utilizing community resources. For
example, m one interview, a woman talked about her
reluctance to approach a school principal about a problem
her child was having. We spent time strategizing how she
might talk with the official. Finally she shrugged her
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shoulders and said,
-What's the use. Some people, wellth6y l00k at y0U
“<*
— «**. 'It'S just another
Indian Her experience of racism was an obstacle to
utilizing resources many take for granted.
I knew that women would not always keep their initial
resolutions to work on their diplomas, go to Legal Aid, or seek
alcohol abuse counseling. They were not going to change,
develop,
"be empowered," or "be liberated" on my time
tried not to blame or judge women for "asking for
too much." That’S not to imply that rp y I always did what they
asked or that I was never annoyed, irritated, and
disappointed with the women. I „as
. i learned to be
comfortable saying "no" and helping women work through
options which might not include my direct assistance. I
came to admire women's varied attempts to get their needs
met. I also came to recognize a double standard for women
of different colors, classes, and backgrounds. Poor,
uneducated women, trying to aggressively utilize the
system, are judged harshly as "manipulators" and "advantage
takers. College educated women are applauded for
assertive attempts to make the system work for them.
Most of the women were actually reluctant to ask for
help. They feared the embarrassment of being turned down.
Often, I was at the end of the list of those asked for
help. When it came to transportation, my own prior
experience of living without a car in a U.S. town with no
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PubUc transportation made me particularly sensitive to
requests for help. Transportation became the symbolic
battle ground of what I eventually reoognized as
Philosophical disagreements between myself and new BFS
staff. The staff never directly confronted or challenged
me on my relationship with ex-clients; instead, it was
indirect. In conversation with me, staff criticized
previous staff for "doing too much for women," or
criticized clients, including those in the group, for
"asking for too much."
Of course I didn’t want to be an "easy mark,”
but I was determined not to operate from a position of
being afraid of being taken advantage of. I set limits and
I gave from my heart, not out of obligation or guilt. My
priority was to help women help themselves, including
getting access to community resources. I worked with some
women even when I didn’t personally like them or agree with
their choices. I confronted them on contradictions and
inconsistencies. Working with the women was often
inconvenient and aggravating. It was never textbook
perfect. If you are very leary of being taken advantage of
by people, than participatory research is not for you.
Eventually
,
I realized that more was going on in the
current relationship between myself and BFS staff that a
disagreement over transportation and how to best help
people help themselves. I began to realize that group
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and I were perceived as threats by current BFS
Initially, all of the group members were women who
been clients under previous BPS staff. They thought
highly of the prior staff and •genuinely cared for them. I
worked for almost two years with BFS in various
capacities. Perhaps we were feared to have allegiance to
previous staff, when actually our allegiance was to BFS and
battered women.
In fairness to current BFS staff, their time was
stretched thin and they worked in the way that they felt
WaS m0St aPPr0Priate
- With over a dozen women and
twenty children in the course of a month at the shelter is
-re demanding than working part time with a support group.
Managing a public agency requires setting different limits,
both organizationally and personally. Nonetheless, we
should have been able to complement each other's work in a
less threatening way.
Increasing Ownership
Meetings #5 and 6
* Personal Planning for 1986
,
12/16/85
* Spirituality, 1/27/86
During December and January, the group gathered
momentum, i.e., increasing participation, leadership, and
decision making in meetings and taking more control over
recruiting new members. The topics moved from discussing
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the past to considering the present and future. Members
continued to use the group for personal support and problem
solving. They took over child care arrangements.
At the December
,6th meeting, the group brainstormed
meeting topics for the New Year (Appendix G,
. One woman
suggested that members take respohsibility for facilitating
the discussion when the meeting was at their home. When we
scheduled the next four meetings and places, only two women
volunteered to lead discussions. Nonetheless, it
represented increasing group leadership and control in
content and facilitation. As we scheduled meetings, noting
that I would be away during the first week in Janaury, I
encouraged the group to meet without me. No one wanted to.
I suspect that the two women with vehicles did not want to
take over transportation. Meetings were not scheduled in
my absence.
A group member facilitated the Janaury meeting.
Everyone participated in the structure she set up of taking
turns by moving around the circle. Members asked many
questions of each other. We had an exciting discussion in
which each woman discussed what spirituality meant in her
life, which ranged from involvement in organized Christian
religions, traditional Navajo ceremonies, and the Native
American Church (NAC). Among Navajo members, there was
great variation in religious activities. An Anglo woman
also had extensive NAC experience
.
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Particular attention was paid to women’s status in
spiritual activities. For example, several women spoke of
the duties which women had to assume in NAC meetings
noting the double burden of participating in all night
meetings while also having full responsibility for child
care and cooking. One woman said, ”1 learned that peyote
was originally found by a woman and it helped her problems
so away. So how did men get control of peyote?" The
relationship between peyote use and some members' battering
penences was discussed. We discussed the hypocrisy
between religious dictates and religious leaders'
behavior. Several women also noted hypocrisy in Christian
congregations, "You go to Church services and everyone
gossips about you and how you ’fell backwards’.’’ We
discussed the great personal strength drawn from both
Christian and Navajo religious ceremonies. A woman
shared a poignant story of the ceremonies performed for her
by a Navajo medicine man during an abusive relationship.
Members agreed that it is important to non- judgementally
accept each others' beliefs.
During discussion of current problems, one member
shared her sadness over her teenage daughter's unplanned
pregnancy and her subsequent dropping out of high school.
"She's back where I started. No electricity, no running
water, no heat, no education.'' When the mother said her
daughter wanted to come to our meetings, the group
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approved. Someone said, "She doesn't have to talk if she
doesn't want to." The daughter began coming.
Inviting the daughter to attend refleoted the group's
increasing investment in, and control over, membership, m
early December, a group member’s alcohol treatment
counselor called me, having heard about the group through
the member, to ask if the group was open. The counselor had
another client who was in a battering relationship and
might benefit from the group. I said that I would ask the
group. When I brought up the request, members expressed
concern about bringing in new people through channels other
than BFS referral or personal invitation. One woman said,
"What about confidentiality? And we want control. We want
to keep to our own agenda." The group didn't appear open
to new members referred through secondary sources.
Although the group was taking increasing control and
ownership in many areas, I was still the primary organizer.
I reminded women about meeting dates and provided the
majority of transportation. My involvement in group
members’ lives outside meetings kept increasing. For
example, I spent a lot of time with one member when she was
feeling suicidal. I responded to another member's request
to accompany her to court appearances for child neglect
charges
.
The court experience was intimidating. The
Assistant District Attorney went to great lengths to ensure
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that the women
, whose first language was not English,
understood both the charges and proceedings. However the
Judge, Assistant DA, Child Protective Service worker, and
court appointed attorney for the neglected child all spoke
the same official courtroom language and were familiar
the proceedings. The woman did not yet have a court
appointed lawyer. The information on how to obtain one was
buried at the bottom of legal documents she had been sent.
She lost custody of her child until the formal hearing,
three months later. The ehiiH ,,,0 ->I c ld was placed with the extended
family and she was given visitation rights. The
arrangement ensured the child's safefv hut tu b r ty, b I was heartsick.
Returning home, I sobbed for hours. Surely this
woman was a casualty of another kind of abuse; i.e., the
abuse and degradation of poverty, racism and sexism. What
about the hundreds of women just like her with little
formal education, few job skills, a substandard monthly
income, no transportation or phone, and a violent partner?
I was fed up with talk of creating client self sufficiency
and independence. It takes resources to be independent. I
found little comfort in my work with the group. Why wasn't
I out lobbying for public transportation, something,
anything? Emotionally, I was in deep.
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Establishing New Direction
Meetings #7 and 8
* Education, 2 / 3/86
Group Planning: What Next?, 3/17/86
The next two meetings were a turning point in the
group, representing a major low period out of which oame
new direction and momentum. There was also a change in our
relationship with Battered Families Services.
After the exuberance of the last meeting, I looked
forward to the February meeting. I ua s disappointed to
learn that only three women planned to attend. Several
women had sick children and others had vague excuses.
After going to pick up two women who backed out at the last
minute, I came home to call the two members who had phones
to cancel the meeting. My husband literally pushed me out
the front door, saying "Go with what you've got." I drove
to the meeting repeating Saul Alinsky's organizing motto:
'Never cancel a meeting. Never cancel a meeting."
The woman who had agreed to facilitate the meeting
had not prepared. Instead, we discussed a request to
provide information to the BFS Board of Directors in
relation to a pending agency decision to allow men to be
volunteers
.
The next meeting was nearly as disastrous. Again
only three women attended. The same woman who agreed to
host the meeting was again unprepared. The other two
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members who came were typicallv miioty Qu e
, assuming no
leadership roles in 4- u“ the grouP- Th « =ore of more active
members did not come that night even thn uough one was
at which she had made a presentation on the group's behalf.
«e plunged ahead with the scheduled topic of planning
where to go next as a group. One woman said that it seemed
like all „e did was talk in circles and we were not
accomplishing anythin? Sho ,, oc, +.i~g. e was the same woman who had not
kept her commitment to facilita^Pte the group or host two
meetings. Another woman disagreed, saying the meetings had
been very valuable to her. I Kept coming back to the
question: "How do you want to use the group?"
They finally began generating ideas for group
activities, including going to the shelter to talk with
battered women. Plans were made for the three of them to
go to the shelter that weekend. One woman suggested that
the group elect officers to take more responsibility for
things. They were annoyed with the absent member who was
supposed to report on the BFS Board of Directors meeting.
They complained that she was the only one who had attended
the Board meeting. I confronted them with their refusal to
accompany her. It was a tedious night of putting decision
making responsibility back on members. The major outcome
was that these three members wanted the group to move in
the direction of more action and less talk. They realized
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that if that was going to happen, all the group members
were going to have to share responsibility for it.
Concurrent with this development was a change in the
8r0UP ’ S relati °" shi P to BPS. I realized that I was pushi n gthe group on current RR9 ,BFS staff, who rarely responded. I
decided to back nff t -t-u , ,ought that BFS saw the group as a
possible drain on agency energy rathery gy than as an asset or
resource to BFS. After tho h,-e disappointing attendance at
meetings seven and eight, it was clear that in its current
form, a group might require more attention than BFS could
spare. We were learning that there could be other ways to
organize the group. I was not sure that the agency was
committed to involving clients in decision making; I „as
particularly doubtful that current staff wanted to involve
these specific clients.
When I was ready to abandon relationship building
between BFS and the group, another door opened. One group
member was also on the BFS Board of Directors and the
Board's Executive Committee. At the Janaury Executive
Committee meeting, before our seventh meeting, the BFS
Director proposed that BFS allow men to be on-call
volunteers. On-call volunteers take shifts at night and on
weekends to handle crisis calls from battered women and
screen and escort battered women to the shelter. Sometimes
volunteers go out in the middle of night to meet battered
women and drive them and their children to the shelter, a
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Our group member suggested that the BoardSet the support groups opinion on the matter, particularly
eeause all of the women in the group had been battered andhad been escorted into the shelter by a volunteer. None ofthe other board members were batfpp0 HD tered women nor had
experienced being escorted into shelter. This request was
the group's first opportunity to affect agency policy, m
fact, it was the first opportunity for any client group to
have a voice in BFS
. In Dart th^p , e voice was possible only
because our small client group existed. It is impossible
to determine if the Board request would have materialized
if a support group member had not also been on the Board of
Directors
.
Our member on the Board was to bring the request to
our next meeting. I „as annoyed when she called the
afternoon of our meeting to say she would not attend. I
asked what she wanted to do about the request. At first
she suggested postponing it until she could attend our next
meeting. However, a postponement meant missing the next
Board meeting. I agreed to take the request to the group.
The group responded to the Board’s question: "Should
men be allowed to be on-oall volunteers for BFS?" The group
consensus was "no." We brainstormed a list of reasons
substantiating the group’s opinion (Appendix H). The next
few days, I went to absent members to get their opinions.
I was careful not to influence a woman's answer by the way
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I Phrased the question, nor did I disclose the other
members
' opinions until I had heard her response. The
members' opinions that men should not be on-call volunteers
both group discussion and individual responses
With the exception of our member or. the BFS Board of
Directors, no other member volunteered to help with the
presentation to the Board.
The morning after the Board meeting, which I did not
attend, 1 talked to the group member who presented our
information. She said:
dt
°
e
“ ith
1
the,
I asked why she thought it got that reaction. She said:
from
lnl<
Tbe'
S thS diverslty °f where we're coming
We shouIS keep
e
at
a
It "“ff"
8 from
.
actual experience,
n k P P x - I our voice drops, thereill. he no voice. I was surprised. It didn’tconvince anybody but it got attention. u?g a olace
Mavbe
a
we\h
N°^ ther
11 haVe t0 graPP le with us.y e should get more of us on the Board.
Prior to the March 3rd meeting, in which the group
heard and discussed the BFS Board response to their input,
I talked with six Board members, including the BFS
Director, to get their reactions to the meeting. Reactions
were mixed.
The BFS Director noted, "It was good to hear from
the group. But I don’t think the views were
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representative She Pelt that the group. s Nation wasb-sed, yet she noted that BPS welcomed their input and saw
the group as a resource. I got off the phone feeling that
the official line was to respect and seek out clients'
input, while discrediting the information with standard
disclaimers, i.e., their opinions were not scientifically
gathered; group members biased each other; it wasn't
representative.
Several other Board members felt that the information
had been listened to and taken seriously. One Board member
observed
:
There was one comment we could definitely relate to
pSlice
m
station°to
' a
,
strange man showing up in theon t take you to the shelter. Would vougo with him? We could all relate to that! —
Several board members also reported discussion regarding
whether or not a policy of no male on-call volunteers
constituted sexual discrimination. Several members were
uncomfortable with one person’s comment that some of the
women’s reasons ’’represented neurotic thinking.’’ In
reference to that comment, another Board member said:
hat s just part of the human services mentality
now, clients don’t know enough to make their owndecisions. The trouble with asking clients' thei
°P\nion is the y might have one, and it might not
with yours !
you
r
agree
Reactions were strong and varied. Yet among those I
talked to, there was agreement that client input into
agency policy decisions was important and valued. The
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immediate outcome was that the decision to allow male on-
call volunteers was never brought to a vote. It was agreed
that more information would be sought. To my knowledge,
the issue has never been voted on. Without changing
individual board members' opinions, the group input
effectively killed the move to allow male in-take
volunteers when the vote was postponed.
Collecting More Information and Taking Action
Meetings #9, 10, 11
,
12
Preparing to Meet BFS Staff, 3 / 3/86
Meeting With BFS Staff, 3/17/86
* Group’s Easter Celebration for Shelter, 3/23/86
* Dealing With Depression, Guest Speaker 4/7/86
During March and April the group hit its full stride,
taking group actions and more control. They continued
generating information from their experience as battered
women in attempts to influence BFS programs and policies.
Eight women, including two new members, attended the
March 3rd meeting. After our member reported her
perceptions of the BFS Board's reaction to the group's
input, three women blurted out nearly the same comment,
"It's because they don't know how it is. They've never been
beaten up." Group members were disappointed by the Board's
reaction. I reminded them that they had temporarily halted
the move to allow male on-call volunteers. After
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discussing the importance of having more battered women and
group members on the BFS Board, two members expressed
terest in joining. One subsequently joined.
We continued the previous meeting's discussion about
the group taking more action and more responsibility for
the group, one member led a discussion of "how to get the
work off Pat." Members agreed to help more with
transportation; treasurer responsibility was rotated to
another woman; and the group talked of holding meetings
while I would be away in May and early June. When the idea
of electing group officers was raised, no one wanted to.
"Maybe when we have more members." The most active member
commented that she was reluctant to take on much of the
organizational responsibility for the group. "I i ike
having something I can just come to and get something for
myself without having to worry too much about it." Others
agreed. They talked about their responsibilities of child
raising and working. They implied that because I had no
children nor a full time job, I had more time to do
organizational tasks. I think they were also saying that
control and participation take time; and the benefits may
not always be worth the time costs.
The group agreed to take more action. They
brainstormed ideas for a meeting they were requesting with
BFS staff (Appendix I). The group wanted to exchange
information with BFS on two topics: how could the group be
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a resource to BFS • 3n H u
’
" d
’
hou could BPS best help clients
after they left the shelter Then i . group planned to host an
early Eas ter celebration for women and children In the BFS
shelter oecause holidays In the shelter are often lonely
-d depressing. The dinner and celebration would also give
the* an opportunity to talk with battered women. They felt
tt was important for women in the shelter to meet former
nattered women who had been able to build a violence-free
life. Finally, the group decided to begin inviting guest
speakers to meetings for information exchanges. Speakers
offer their expertise on a particular topic and the
group would Offer suggestions on how to respond to battered
women
. The group asked me to invite a speaker to talk
about ways to handle depression.
It was an exciting meeting. The group made plans to
their knowledge with other battered women, BFS staff,
and community workers. Taking more control and leadership
over group actions and topics, members also set limits on
how much control and responsibility they were willing to
take in exchange for the benefits derived from the group.
Members varied in their willingness to take responsibility
in the group. They varied in their follow-through on
commitments. For example, the member most vocal and
committed to electing group officers was the same member who
had twice not kept her commitment to facilitate meetings.
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The next three meetings and group actions were the
highlight of the project. The meeting with two BPS staff
the Director and Child Counselor, was positive, fourteen’
women attended. Members indicated that they felt listened
to by the staff and encouraged by their openness to group
suggestions (Appendix I). I think the Director was
surprised and put at ease by the non-threatening
presentation of ideas. Dialogue took place between BPS
staff and the group. Members told BFS that the initiative
reach former clients would have to come from BFS. Once
women left the shelter, some felt ashamed to go back for
counseling or advocacy assistance. A woman might think "I
should be on my own now; BFS should be helping the recently
battered women, not me.”
The group was pleased that two shelter residents
attended. During the presentation to BFS staff, members
talked about what the group meant to them. Several said
that the group helped them "move beyond being battered
women They now had the problems of single mothers.
One recently battered shelter resident shared her
reaction to the group:
It's so good to see support for women. Men always tryto turn women against each other. It’s just so
valuable to see women supporting women. You can begin
to believe again that you are somebody.
I think members took pride in being role models who were
making it on their own. BFS staff had a chance to see the
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group in action
, particularly to see the valuable resource
“ e gr °UP °° Uld ^ t0 residents
. It was the second
time the group made input into BFS programs or policies.
The early Easter celebration put on by the group for
shelter residents was a great success. We fed forty-four
P ople, including fifteen women and twenty-nine children.
Group members brought the food for a turkey dinner and BFS
Provided Easter candy. Small groups of women talked and
shared their stories and problems. One BFS staff member
came to talk with several group members about the
possibility of working with BFS on a domestic violence
workshop for the Navajo Police.
Seven members came to the final meeting in this
senes, including a shelter resident who was now out on her
own. The guest speaker proved to be a disaster. Despite
briefings, the speaker failed to recognize that none of
the women were currently in battering relationships. Even
after two interventions, she talked with evangelistic
fervor, cheering the women on to leave abusive
relationships and discussing her own history as a battered
woman. We had a good laugh after she left and tried to
sort out what had been useful. Members never had the
opportunity to exchange information with her.
This series of meetings was the most productive for
the group. Members shared responsibility for group actions
and decision making. No one member took a consistent
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leadership position; instead, grou P ieadership varied from
week to week. Membership expanded and attendance
increased. Members continued taking responsibility for
babysitting and helping with transportation. The group wasgaming experience generating and sharing information about
battered and former battered women. Their actions included
the following:
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Meeting with guest speaker
The group's relationship with BFS went through
several changes. After the Board meeting about male
volunteers, I asked for a meeting with the Director to
reinstitute BFS's involvement in referring and recruiting
new members to the group. BFS sent out another series of
letters to clients about the project. This yielded two
more women interested in the group. However, information
about the group did not seem to filter down to all BFS
staff members, nor did BFS ever directly refer anyone to
the group.
After the meeting between the group and BFS staff,
the relationship seemed to improve. One BFS staff member
aggressively sought out member's participation in a BFS-
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sponsored workshop. Several of the suggestions for Joint
BFS-Group activities fell through, sometimes because of
.^communication, other times because few members followed
through. BFS might have thought the group members were
unreliable or uncommitted. BFSu * Dr,::> stair had many other
demands on their time. Building agency commitment to, and
mechanisms for, meaningful, ongoing client inclusion in
agency decision making and programs takes sustained
effort. Organizing battered women and building a
democratic agency are long-term processes.
Ending The Group
The Final Meeting, June 1 7 , 1986
At the end of the twelfeth meeting, the group agreed
to meet twice during the seven weeks I would be away.
After deciding on discussion topics, two women volunteered
to host and facilitate meetings. Two other members agreed
to provide transportation. A third meeting was scheduled
the week after I returned to Gallup.
Neither of the meetings scheduled while I was away
took place. One volunteer facilitator, with serious job
and housing problems, cancelled a meeting. The
transportation volunteers later said they "had other things
to do" the night of the second scheduled meeting. They
called the host and facilitator to cancel. The other
members, without phones or transportation, waited in vain.
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Upon arriving back in Gallup, I called one of the
transportation volunteers to find out how the meetings had
gone. Disappointed to hear about the oancellations
,
I
thought it might be tine to end the group and evaluate what
we had been able to accomplish. Realizing that I was
unilaterally deciding to end the group, I instead asked for
a meeting to evaluate how we should continue as a group. I
knew, however, that I would not push for continuation.
The core group of eight came to the final meeting.
After sharing a fried chicken dinner, we discussed whether
or not to continue. Several of the most active members
thought it was a good time to stop, even if only for the
summer. A few quiet members offered no opinion. Two other
women, neither of whom had transportation nor offered
active leadership, were adamant that we continue. They
accepted the end of the group but hoped we could continue
in some form in the fall. After deciding to end the
current group, we evaluated what the group had accomplished
to date. We discussed what the group had meant to each
woman. We ended by discussing what recommendations we
should make to BFS about the value and format of a support
group for women once they left the shelter. There was
consensus that a support group would be a valuable resource
to women once they left the shelter. Most women felt that
BFS should sponsor and institutionalize the group as an
ongoing program. Suggestions were made that group meetings
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should be held at the shelter- that61
’ wa Y> m-shel ter clients
enefit from discussions with women who were handling
Post-shelter life. Various recommendations were made
regarding provision of ph i
1
h" ° Chlld oare and transportation, both
critical to most women's group attendance.
The atmosphere was not as festive or upbeat as
ususal. Having been apart for nearly two months, we
struggled to recapture a group spirit. Nonetheless, many
women expressed appreciation for the group's contribution
to their lives. Our support group ended.
Summary
Early in the group's development, I was disturbed by
a Phone conversation with my dissertation committee
chairperson. He asked me, "Are they doing research on
anything?" Using traditional research criteria, you might
conclude that the group was not doing "research." They did
not formulate a problem statement nor design a formal
investigation. Instead, they identified problems in their
lives and explored ways to solve those problems. Several
times they generated information, from their experience as
battered women, to offer to BPS policy and program decision
making. Out of the group experience came information
regarding the problems battered women face after leaving
the shelter and information about a support group format as
one mechanism for addressing those problems. In the final
group meeting ant through a series of final interviews
group members provided recommendations to BFS regarding
support group format. Collectively and individually
members analyzed and evaluated their experience in the
support group. Their analysis is presented in next
chapter
.
CHAPTER I X
assessment of a feminist participatory research project
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Support Group Member, Final Evaluation, July 1986
This chapter assesses the Former Battered Women’s
Support Group Project, beginning with members'
assessment of how well the project met its initial
purposes. The components, difficulties and limitations,
and goals of participatory research identified in chapter
three are used to reflect on and assess the project. These
are used to assess the project because the basic
components, phases, difficulties, and goals are relevant to
all participatory research projects, feminist or otherwise.
The next chapter continues project assessment based on the
framework for feminist participatory research developed in
chapter five.
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Group members partin’ naton •
^
cip ed in project assessment
-ugh an evaluation discussion during the iast meeting
and individual interviews conducted between one week and
two months after the final June 1986 grQup ^
comments are woven throughout the chapter. Members had a
voice in the assessment, although they did not design it.
Self Assessment and Recommendation to BFS
The group had two major purposes. The first purpose,
established by members, was to provide an opportunity for
’
problem sharing and solving regarding the every-
day difficulties they experienced since leaving the
shelter. Most hoped that in addition to feeling less
isolated, they could reach out to local battered women
through education and social activities. The second
purpose, established by myself in conjunction with BFS, was
to provide information to BFS about the problems women
faced after leaving the shelter and to assess a support
group as one mechanism for dealing with those problems.
Through group discussion and individual interviews, members
had a direct role in assessing both purposes.
Every woman agreed that we should recommend to
Battered Families Services t-hat- rpq __o r t BFS sponsor a support group
for women leaving the shelter. The group should be an
ongoing BFS program. The consensus was that by offering
support and problem solving opportunities and resources,
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Members realized that they were valuable resources to
each other. One woman pointed this out:
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Members thought that the group could be a valuable
resource to BFS, both by talking with current shelter
residents and by participating in community education
activities. Members especially wanted to participate in
educational activities with high school girls and boys. In
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terms of being a resource to rfr oi BFS
,
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Members made reeommendations on possible meeting formats
and logistios, including settings, schedules, and provision
Of child care and transportation for members.
In addition to recommendations regarding the purpose,
format, and value of a support group, members generated
information about the kinds of problems women face upon
leaving the shelter. The first set of information was
generated through individual interviews prior to the
initiation of the support group (Appendix F). Based on the
experience of nine months of meetings, group members
concluded that the major problems women faced immediately
upon leaving the shelter included learning to be on their
own; securing affordable housing, adequate finances and
employment; and, because many women lacked the confidence
and resources to deal with these problems, wanting to
return to their partner. After being out of the shelter
for awhile, the major problems included child rearing
difficulties, particularly related to single parenting, and
problems with finances, loneliness, and alcohol abuse.
The problem of alcohol abuse was identified more
strongly through the group experience than through the
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initial interviews
. Many members acknowledged that alcohol
abuse was a topic often avoided in the group due to
embarrassment. Members recommended that BPS do more to
help clients, both in and out of the shelter, deal with
alcohol abuse. Recommendations included increased
acknowledgment of the potential for alcohol abuse while
coping with the strains of post-shelter adjustment, and
increased referral and liaison with local alcohol abuse
counseling services.
The group generated information regarding the use of
male intake volunteers, the ways BFS could better meet
client's needs, and the ways the support group could be a
resource to BFS and they presented this information to the
BFS Board of Directors and Executive Director. Information
regarding the types of problems women face upon leaving the
shelter and recommendations related to a BFS-sponsored
support group will be reported to the BFS Board of
Directors in an upcoming Board meeting. Although the group
ended several months ago, a variety of circumstances,
including the hiring and transition to a new BFS Executive
Director, have prevented scheduling a Board report prior to
this time.
Most members indicated that the group accomplished
its initial purpose of providing an opportunity for
collective problem sharing and solving. Due to group
support, many members realized that they were not alone in
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thexr struggles. Members reported a variety of „ays that
they personally benefited from participation in the support
group project and ways that involvement influenced their
11VSS
- M °St
— the group did not adepuately
meet its goal of reaching out to current and potential
battered women through educational and social activities
Members wished that the group had taken more action in this
area
.
Member-identified benefits from project participation
included learning that they were not alone in their
struggles; concrete problem identification and problem
solving; increased self confidence; increased self
awareness; increased understanding of the problems other
former battered women face; increased appreciation for
women’s strength, courage, and mutual support; and help
with current relationships. The following comments reflect
the variety of benefits identified by members:
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Only one woman interviewed said that, other than
listening to women discuss their problems, she did not
benefit from being in the group. She said:
I guess sometimes I didn’t rpaiu;happening to me. I kind of lef
1
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Several women mentioned that going to the group
benefited their children. During meetings, the children
played together under the supervision of two teenagers.
^e.^She
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could "play ‘with^other i^ 8,£erwas alone. She came back happy. She
* My kids loved it. They really had a good time I
ror them to get around new kids.
Group meetings were one way to minimize the isolation
experienced by children of single mothers raised away from
their extended families. Although structured activities
and counseling for children were beyond our resources,
several women suggested that if BFS sponsors a group, their
child counselor should provide activities and group
counseling for the children of mothers who attend support
group meetings. One mother said, "The children really
need support and counseling, not just the mothers."
Based on members' evaluation, che support group
project met its member-identified goals. Related to the
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°a O providing information to Battered Families Servioes~ the types of problems women faoe upon leaving the
shelter and the feasibility of an agency-sponsored group
the information has been gathered and conclusions reached
by the group. The conclusions will be officially shared at
an upcoming Board Of Directors meeting. How the agency
responds to and utilizes the information can not be
determined at this time.
—
'SSS!nent as a Participatory Research Project
The next part of the assessment steps back from the
specific project purposes to evaluate the project from the
perspective of the general participatory research
components, goals, and difficulties identified in chapter
three. Group members contributed to this section through
group evaluation at the final meeting and individual
interviews
.
Components of Participatory Research
Ideally, participatory research is composed of three
components, i.e., social investigation, education, and
action. Review of case studies indicates that,
ealistically, projects put varying emphasis on the three
components. This section assesses the Former Battered
Women's Support Group Project using these components.
The primary problem of the dissertation, investi-
gating the androcentric aspects of PR and constructing a
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framework for feminist participatory research, was not
identified by the group. Nor did iocal former tattered
women collectively determine that problems women face upon
leaving the shelter and a support group should be
investigated. Initially, women posed problems related to
their everyday lives upon leaving the shelter, but this was
done on an individual basis through interviews. However,
once interested women responded to an invitation to
establish a support group to further identify and explore
their common problems, group members did have a collective
voice in naming the problems the group explored. In that
sense, existing problems faced by former battered women
were the basis of the project.
The group collected information based on their direct
experience as battered women. They collected, summarized,
and contributed information to an agency investigation into
whether or not to allow men to become in-take volunteers.
The information collected by the group, even though on a
very small scale, presented the first opportunity for the
voices of battered women to be included in a structured way
in agency decision making. The group information had the
effect of preventing an agency decision to allow male in-
take volunteers. The group did not rule out other active
oles for male volunteers in the agency. When assessing
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Initially, the group perceived their contribution of
information to BPS as a defeat rather than an
accomplishment because they felt their opinions were not
enthusiastically received or valued.
Although the group did not assess their first venture
mto investigation as a success, the collective inpuiry did
contribute to the group's belief that as battered women,
they could be important subjects rather than objects of
research. They understood that their knowledge was
valuable and valid because it was based in experience.
They recognized that those who devalued or dismissed their
information did so from the position of observers. Several
group members, upon hearing the Board's reaction, noted,
"That's because they're not battered women." The next time
the group collected and contributed information to the
agency on the ways BFS could better support women and the
ways the group could be a resource to BFS, the group did so
from a position of confidence. They knew they had valuable
information to contribute.
On the whole, the support group project did not
demystify the research process for members. Insufficient
attention was given to involving group members in all
aspects of a research process and teaching related skills.
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As a group, we rarely referred to our Investigation
activities as "research." Although members would say that
I conducted research through the group, I doubt that one
member would say that the group itself "conducted
research." However, I believe that the group did collect,
analyse, and summarize information related to problems and
questions already mentioned, and it did draw conclusions
and make recommendations based on small-scale
"investigations." Many groups members also felt ownership
of what we were doing together, i.e., trying to learn about
starting a support group based on, and responsive to,
women's needs. One member commented about the project,
"Everyone was excited about it, all of us were trying
something new. wp wppp oi 1 • ,s e ere ail sort of m on the experiment.
"
The educational component was the weakest area of the
project. This is particularly curious in that my
professional strength is in education and training rather
an research. During group sessions, members identified
and discussed both individual and common problems and
possibilities for overcoming them. However, as
facilitator, I did not focus adequate group attention on
exploring the underlying causes of these problems. I did
not want to take too much control of group meeting
discussions. I could have provided an ongoing meeting
format of naming problems, identifying causes, and
discussing possibilities for solution; and used the format.
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The women did not gain a structural analysis of
capitalism, patriarchy, or racism uY, . However, group members
gained greater understanding of the relationship between
Problems they faced "as women" and sexism, and, a better
understanding of battering as an expression of male control
and domination. They gained an understanding of how
isolation contributed to their problems and their sense
that they could not always solve those problems. Although
they did not gain a structural analysis, they did gain
experience and some skill in problem identification and
solution building. They gained appreciation of the value
of collective problem posing and solving. The group
experience built their confidence that they could be active
problem solvers and decision makers in their own lives,
both individually and collectively, as well as contributors
to group and agency problem solving. Perhaps the strength
of the educational aspects of the project was actually
learning by doing. By beginning to try to affect agency
policy and programs, as well as solve everyday life
problems, women strengthened their belief in their
collective and individual abilities and resources.
The final educational aspect of the project will
involve educating BFS Board members and staff about the
problems women face and the possibilities of an agency
sponsored support group.
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Many members indicated in the final evaluation and
Interviews that they would have liked to take more action,
yet I think that the action component of the project was
its strength. The very first action which came out of
individual problem posing was the creation of the first
area support group for former battered women, m part, the
group's creation was a response to women's identification
of isolation and loneliness as problems they faced. Once
the group existed, it was able to take the small-scale
actions of investigating various issues and presenting
information to BFS in attempts to affect policy and program
decision making. Group activities, such as peer
counseling, organizing an Easter celebration, and inviting
shelter members to meetings, were a direct outcome of the
ongoing problem posing which they were doing based on their
experience as battered women. Group activities responded
to problems they had named, such as loneliness, lack of
self confidence, and needing support from women who had
been in similar situations and triumphed. The final group
action of providing information to BFS on women's problems
and the support group experience may have important impact
on agency program and policy decision making.
Support group members' comments indicated that the
collective investigation, education, and action met the
re-humanizing goal of participatory research. Members made
comments such as, "I no longer felt alone. I realized I
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had courage. I learned that I could go on. I felt
supported by others and I supported them."
Difficulties and Limitations in Conducting
Participatory Research
Participatory research, a demanding approach to
knowledge creation, is not without difficulties and
limitations. This section assesses the support group
project in terms of the difficulties and limitations
identified in chapter three.
Role Demands on the Participatory Researcher
I had great difficulty juggling the demands of the
participatory researcher roles of researcher, educator, and
organizer. At times, the roles appeared to be in conflict.
For example, in the organizer role, I motivated women to
attend meetings and to increasingly participate in decision
making, discussions, and group actions. Yet, I often
questioned this role. By motivating women, was I trying
to make the project, my dissertation, a success? As
researcher, I felt the need to step back and see what would
happen when I did not play the motivator role. It was
confusing at times to balance somewhat conflicting roles.
Self-censorship was a problem. Afraid of being
pushy, overbearing, intimidating, or culturally
inappropriate, I initially refrained from utilizing many
trainer skills, techniques, and exercises which would have
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contributed to group skill development. I struggled with
the educator role. No one in the group asked to explore
structural analyses of racism, sexism, or classism. m
that sense, conscientizacion was my agenda, not theirs.
This raises a basic issue with participatory research in
it assumes that people are oppressed and need to
develop critical consciousness. PR begins from a clear
values position. It was sometimes hard to differentiate
between facilitation and subtle
-preaching.- Clearly the
issues I chose to raise in discussions were based in part
on my feminist belief that certain issues needed to be
addressed. It was initially my agenda that battered and
former battered women have a structured voice in Battered
Families Services. Neither the agency nor the women
initiated exploration of mechanisms for democratizing BFS.
As a result of the triple role demands, I often felt
incompetent in all roles. By trying to manage all three
roles simultaneously, many details and intentions fell
through the cracks. This points to the value of a team
approach to participatory research and finding ways to
increase members’ involvement in project management.
Although I worked closely with the women and have remained
involved in many of their lives, at times I longed for
another participatory researcher, particularly a feminist-
identified researcher, with whom to discuss project issues
and events. A commitment to try participatory research,
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feminist or otherwise, is real] v on i,, „ily ly one of many ways to
3 °°mmltment t0 the i-g-haul struggle for social
justice, we must find ways to sustain and nurture
ourselves in the struggle. I had many nurturlng
relationships, but no other feminist PR-oriented person in
the immediate environment. Such support is important to
any alternative researcher, particularly a novice.
In addition, I struggled with doing research on a part
time basis. That is, I could not financially afford to
involve myself fulltime without other work to generate an
income. Just as the material context of participants'
lives is an important aspect for consideration, so too is
the material context for researchers. I needed to feel
that I was making a substantial contribution to my
household. Although my partner was supportive and
generous, I simply did not like feeling like a parasite or
unequal contributor to my household.
Some of the difficulties might have been overcome
through an earlier group evaluation which focused on my
role in the group. During the final evaluation, members
suggested that the group could have used more structure
during meetings and, as facilitator, I should have been the
one to provide that structure. Many members suggested that
the times I facilitated discussions so that we "went around
the circle" provided the greatest opportunity and structure
for equal participation. In another project, I would
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provide greater structure and facilitation, and, spend time
on explicit training activities to help members build and
practice group member skills. The responsibility for
facilitation could then be more effectively shared.
Members ihdicated that I was perceived as a caring,
involved, equal in the group. They offered comments such
as the following:
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Transfer of Pro j ect Control
One of the major difficulties in conducting PR,
particularly when the project is not initiated by a
community organization, is transferring increasing control
to project participants. Based on my experience, I think a
variety of factors influence the degree of control obtained
by participants. These factors include the project
structure and processes, time, researcher facilitation and
commitment to participant control, resources, participant
and participant commitment.
I made a commitment to share project control with
participants. I worked hard to maintain an atmosphere and
create project structures conducive to participation and
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shared control. This included trying not to Be t tJ u g rapped by
group members' expectations that I make most group
decisions and solve group problems. As the group
progressed, I tried to avoid being the sole group
spokesperson or representative to BFS
. During joint
meetings this was easy. For example, I didn't volunteer to
attend the Board meeting in which one group member made a
presentation on behalf of the group. When BFS staff came
our meeting, I was not the spokesperson. Between
meetings this was more difficult. In addition to the fact
that few members had telephones, the group had refused
another member’s suggestion to elect officers or
representatives. The few times that BFS wanted to
communicate with the group, they went through me.
Participant control manifests itself in decision
making and taking in all aspects of a project. In our
project, participants took increasing control over decision
making about the format, topics and issues, schedule,
membership, actions, and the logistics and resources for
child care. Participants took only minimal control in
group leadership as displayed by co-facilitating and
organizing meetings or assuming spokesperson positions in
interactions with BFS and the Board. In part, many members
lacked the skills, experience, or confidence to assume
facilitation and leadership duties. This might have been
addressed through more structured t raining for group
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membership and leadership skills. I could have helped the
group focus more clearly on our working process as well as
identify and practice skills for improving it.
Shared control requires members' time commitment,
resources, and willingness to assume responsibility. i„
taking more leadership for organizing the overall
group, some members indicated that they simply did not want
Even though planned, the group never held meetings
while I was out of town. Many members also lacked
resources such as transportation, gas money, free time, and
a telephone, which were necessary to organize the group.
Members reflected on this:
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else do it. We should have given a little bit more.
Maintaining the Project Organization
Related to the difficulties of transferring control
to project participants is the issue of establishing or
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working With a community-based or people's organization.
As mentioned, the most oppressed groups are often the very
groups who lack the skills and resources to establish their
own advocacy organizations. Yet, participatory research is
dependent upon working with an organized group or helping
establish an organization as a part of the project. In our
case, no local group or organization of battered or former
battered women existed. The project attempted to first
establish and maintain a women’s group as a stepping off
point for a possible independent battered and former
battered women's organization. This was not possible. In
part, women simply lacked the skills and resources,
particularly material, to sustain an independent
organization at this point. Many also lacked the
determination and commitment to try. It is important to
recognize material constraints. Schechter noted:
Without material resources (housing, jobs, sufficientincomes) empowerment as a universal goal is
unreachable. If women are not aware of this, there is
a danger that self help can turn into self blame, as
women fault themselves for being unable to control
their lives. (1982:252)
Material resources are necessary for organization building.
Certainly many groups of poor women have been able to
overcome material constraints to organizing. Nonetheless,
our support group was unable to sustain itself.
Given the lack of material resources and organizng
skills, it may have been a poor choice to try to begin the
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project by starting an independent group. Although BFS
gave formal permissioh to contact clients. BFS was not
expected to contribute any organizational resources,
financial or human. It may have been a better choice to
work through BFS so that the project was formally BBS's
project rather than the women's and mine. BFS would have
had more ownership and investment, and it would have
contributed its organizational resources. In addition, by
actively sponsoring the group, an ongoing formal mechanism
and channel for client input into agency policy and program
decision making might have been established. An agency-
sponsored group might also have been a common thread
throughout agency staff turnovers and transitions. There
have been five Executive Directors since I became involved
with BFS m June 1984, including three Directors since the
Board gave project approval in July 1985
,
and an almost
complete turnover in Board members. An agency-sponsored
group would have been an internal memory bank. Managing
the group would also have been an added staff
responsibility and time commitment. However, at this
point, given the resource and skill constraints of area
former battered women, I recommend an agency-sponsored and
organized group which also focuses on building participant
facilitation and organizing skills, perhaps as a sub-
project. An agency-sponsored group could provide women the
opportunity to gain skills and collective strength without
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being perceived as a thread ^ *ut to the agency, it would
require, however, an agency commitment to women's
empowerment and to democratizing the agency.
T ime
Many case studies identify time as a critical factor
in meeting overall participatory research goals of
empowerment, conscientizacion, and long term change. i„
our case, women had competing time commitments for paid
employment
, family responsibilities, child care, household
maintenance
,
and in some cases, educational pursuits.
bers could only commit to meet every two weeks for two
hours per meeting. There were time limitations on what we
oould accomplish in a particular meeting and over time. A
more structured meeting format may have allowed us better
use of meeting time. We might also have benefited from
establishing a definite, rather than open-ended, time frame
for the project. Members might have been able to sustain a
stronger commitment for a definite time period, at the end
of which we could have scheduled an evaluation of our
progress and a discussion of future directions.
Considering where we started, i.e., without any organized
group or experience with group process, I think we can be
proud of our accomplishments. Nonetheless, there were
project areas, such as the educational component,
we made only minimal progress.
in which
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Conducting participatory research demands a
considerable time commitment from the researcher. In my
case, moving to a new community, I took a year to establish
relationships in the community which led to a PR project.
I often felt discouraged and annoyed at my slow pace I
wondered whether or not it was necessary for me to take so
long getting established. However, the preliminary year’s
activity, both working directlv with h 3 tt ,s ux iy battered women of many
cultures and producing a training manual for BFS shelter
volunteers (Maguire, 1985), helped me better understand
battering and the problems women faced. It also led me to
consider that a support group, and eventual battered and
former battered women’s organization, might contribute to
solving those problems and to making long-term community
and agency changes. My involvement in the community and
BFS gave me credibility with the BFS Board, clients, and
staff at the time of the project. Recall one Board
member's comment:
You know, if you were some stranger coming in here and
proba
n
fw°ho?tM
iS
’
B
W
f'
d
K
bS eVSn more suspicious andbly h s ile. But because we know you and all yourgood work, I think you deserve our full vote ofconf idence and support
.
Neither the empowerment process nor personal and
social transformation can be hurried. Participatory
research takes time, and demands a time commitment on the
part of the principal players. Experience with this
project leads me to believe that the most effective PR
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projects should be an Integral part of a long term,
community or organizationally-based, change effort!
Perhaps short-term projects are effective when conducted
through already established people's organizations, or
through agencies with specific research needs. In these
instances, organizational structures and processes are
already in place. Otherwise, I doubt the long-term effects
Of short-term projects which do not work towards, or leave
in place, a functioning organization, with the structure,
personnel, and resources for continuation.
Assessing Accomplishment of Overall PR Goals
By linking the creation of knowledge with social
change, PR ultimately aims at three types of change,
including the following:
* ?!rl0Prnt ° f the critical consciousness of both theresearcher and participants
* ° f the UveS of those Evolved in theresearch process
* transformation of fundamental societal structuresand relationships
This section assesses the degree to which the Former
Battered Women's Support Group Project met these goals.
Critical consciousness is learning to perceive
economic, political, and social contradictions and taking
action to change oppressive elements of reality (Freire,
1970). In a very minor way, the project contributed to
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increasing the critical consciousness of some participants
and myself. In particular, women began to examine the
contradictions inherent in society's blaming of battered
women as both provocateur and victim of male violence. One
women ended a previously violent relationship and many
women finally let go of lingering self blame for the
violence which they had survived. Some women began,
however tentatively, to look at the contradictions in male
and female status, particularly within marriage and love
relationships. How can there be an equitable sharing
relationship in which one partner, who "wears the pants,"
is held superior? Some women began to explore the
contradictions of public assistance programs which
effectively kept single mothers stuck in the cycle of
poverty and dependency. The group scratched the surface on
examining the differences between an advocacy agency's
commitment to work for or with battered women. Some women
began to realize that although they had been battered, they
were valuable and credible informational resources. In
fact, some recognized that their knowledge was valuable,
not inspite of their experience, but because of it.
The actions taken individually and collectively could
not be said to be revolutionary or contribute to major
social change. However, group members began to challenge
the oppression of isolation and silence. The very act of
coming together as a group and engaging in collective and
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individual problem solving was a small but necessary step.
My critical consciousness was enhanced through the
entire project experience. I explored contradictions,
subtle and bold, in the judicial system, public assistance
programs, and educational and employment systems, which
preach a message of self sufficiency and independence
without making available the necessary resources. I „as
forced to continually confront the contradictions in my own
life choices. For example, to what extent am I willing to
live out my values and philosophies in concrete daily
actions ?
Women reported minor ways in which the involvement in
the project improved their lives, none of which were
material. Most of the improvements and benefits related to
self confidence, comraderie, and self awareness. It is
only a very modest beginning. Perhaps I gained the major
material improvement, that is, the information for a
doctoral dissertation.
To quote Park (1978a:20),
-There was no revolution."
We did not transform any fundamental societal structures or
relationships. However, transformation is a process, not a
one time event. We did challenge the traditional power
relationships of the research process. We pushed at the
power relationship between an agency for battered women and
its clients. Depending on the agency response to the
project recommendations and information, we may start a
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very small change process of creating a mechanism for
battered women's input into agency policy and program
decision making.
If the core of participatory research is indeed about
power relationships, then we made the smallest of
beginnings to shift power in a particular research project
and to empower ourselves through collective reflection and
action. To sustain and increase the effort over time will
take resources and an organizational and personal
commitment, on the part of BFS and area battered and former
battered women. Unless BFS takes the next step, then the
small movement we made in the direction of change will not
be sustained. It will have been one small project by one
group of women at a particular place at one point in time.
Whether or not the potential of the project
beginnings are followed up, the project has demonstrated
that participatory research has the potential to liberate
human creative potential and mobilize human resources to
solve social problems.
Summary
On a very small scale, this project demonstrated that
our research practices, like all our work, have
implications for the redistribution or consolidation of
power in society. Provided with tools and structured
opportunities, ordinary people are capable of increasingly
critical reflection and action. Perhaps not surprisingly,
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even self-identified progressive people, while dedicated
and caring, often douht the value and validity of ordinary
people's knowledge, when created outside of dominant social
science approaches. Likewise, while power sharing with
ordinary and oppressed groups may be intellectually
professed, it may also be threatening and hence blocked.
While PR, as one more approach to knowledge creation,
has the potential to redistribute power, there is no
guarantee that it will increase power on a permanent, as
opposed to temporary, basis. Resources and organizational
structures are necessary to sustain collective reflection
action over time and to link up the hundreds of small
scale efforts underway in the world's communities. It
appears that the most effective PR projects work through
established organizations or groups. Otherwise resources
and commitment are necessary to sustain people’s
organizations created for, or as a result of, PR projects.
Participatory research is time consuming, demanding,
and troublesome. The accomplishments and rewards are often
small in scale. Perhaps the primary lesson for me is that
redistribution of power, and empowerment of people, are not
events, but rather long haul struggles. These processes
require both tangible and intangible resources, including
determination, respect, and a profound belief in people’s
ability to grow, change, and create change.
The temptation is to dismiss or underestimate our
efforts because they do not appear long term,
transformational, radical, or important enough. The
challenge is to celebrate our collective accomplishments
however small, and nurture ourselves as we move, however
slowly and impereeptively, in the direction of change fc
social justice.
CHAPTER X
A feminist participatory research framework
I think our experiment was successful n-It seemed a.11 positive t i -i # really wasbeing with a group of men L?? P f
eolate J ust
my life to be with a ernim Ar
h eW lnstanc es in
the project was f P of . women - One benefit of
never had this much oontaet^ith^if f>
n f
?
r mor’ e
- 1
have far more resn^ni- r
w th dif erent women. Ipect for women now than ever before.
Support Group Member, Final Evaluation, July 1986
chapter continues the assessment of the Former
Battered Women's Support Group Project using the framework
for feminist participatory research which was developed out
of a critical review of the literature and the early phases
of the field study. In this way, theory and practice
inform each other. Conclusions are drawn regarding
feminist participatory research. The chapter ends with
recommendations for the further development of feminist
participatory research (FPR).
The support group project with former battered women
is not a perfect example of participatory research. Nor is
it a perfect example of feminist participatory research.
The study, however, is an exciting example of the
possibilities of the reflection-action cycle for developing
critical consciousness and attempting to tranform social
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practices, In this case the practice of „ •v uc participatory
research, and social relationships.
Group members did not have a direct role in
developing or assessing the framework for feminist
Participatory research, nor in evaluating the project using
.»*
tnm
the group evaluation and individual interviews are included.
.
—
eSS"ent
- ^ ^ £^Siect Usin£ the Framework
1
' Cri tique of Social Science Research
On my part as researcher, the project was not
initiated from a critique of both positivist and
androcentric underpinnings of dominant and alternative
paradigm social science research. While the project did
begin from a critique of positivism, the feminist and joint
critique emerged from the interaction between the field
experience and the literature review. Although the FPR
project has certainly increased my own critical
understanding of both positivist and androcentric social
science research, my understanding is still very
rudimentary. The rationale for participatory research that
I initially shared with the BFS Board of Directors and
interviewees was very limited. That was somewhat
appropriate given the familiarity and interest level of
board and group members in the topic.
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2- Central P laee for Gender In PR Issues , Agenda
Cender had a central place in the literature review,
field study, and overall theoretical base of the support
’
group project. The degree to which this particular projecthelps raise the issue of gender and androcentrism within
other PR projects and the larger narMo- .participatory research
community remains to be determined. This will depend on
dissemination and publication of the case study results
within the various PR networks.
3. Central Place for Feminism in PR Theoretical Debates
Feminism had a central place in this project. My
understanding of feminism is what led me to see the
androcentric aspects of much participatory research to
hate. Again, the degree to which the project helps
feminism to move into a more central place within
participatory research theoretical debates remains to be
determined. The project, both the literature review and
field experience, can make a contribution to these
debates if the study is able to reach a wider audience.
The theoretical base of the study draws heavily on critical
theory in addition to feminism. Thus, the study provides
one example of the potential for integrating other theories
into feminism as a basis for participatory research.
None of the project participants identified
themselves as feminists, nor did I ever ask the group
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members whether nrn o not they considered themselves
feminists. However, as noted in a previous chapter, many
women were exploring an analysis or male violence consent
with an explicitly feminist analysis.
PR Project**
Attentlon t0 Gender Issues in Each Phase of
One of the strengths of the project was
consideration of gender issues in each phase. More
attention was given to gender issues regarding women than
men. This is primarily a result of an all-women project.
In the first phase (gathering and analyzing
information about the project area) attention was given to
how problems differed for community men and women, as well
as for native and non-native people. My specific interest
in community organizations, services, and leadership
relevant to women was based on my feminist interests.
Similarly, area attention to woman-battering has focused
more heavily on the problems and resources for abused women
rather than problems and resources for male abusers. This
IS partially a reflection of the "blaming the victim"
mentality which considers battering the woman's problem and
subtly absolves men of responsibility for their abusive and
violent behavior. It also reflects limited area resources
and expertise to provide appropriate and innovative
programs for abusers
.
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In the second and third phases of the project, during
the participants and the researcher attempted to
develop increasingly deeper and more critical
understanding of participants' problems, more attention
could have been given to an analysis of the relationship
between patriarchy and former battered women's problems.
Attention was given to group member's analysis of male
violence against women, but this happened primarily during
individual interviews and was not adequately dealt with
throughout the project.
Although the project did not significantly increase
members' understanding of a structural analysis of sexism,
classism, or racism, the project did increase women's
awareness and understanding of how male domination was
manifested in their immediate lives. Members often
explored connections between male domination and the
meeting topic. Several women also indicated that they were
finally able to let go of lingering self blame regarding
their experience as battered women. In terms of how they
benefited from the group or what members viewed as the
group’s major accomplishments, many women observed that
they had gained a greater appreciation of women’s strengths
and their own ability to live without dependency upon men.
One member made the following assessment:
As a group, one of the things we should feel best
about is that we’re strong. We don’t need men there
to abuse us. We don’t need men there to put us
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they’re like that
6
( violent K^We ^ because of usstand up for our rights^^n'our^wrtwo^ 0 "1 ? 6n ° Ugh toour kids the best we cai. two feet and kee P
Similarly, while members did not gain a sophisticated
structural economic analysis, some members began to explore
connections between economic factors and their problems as
women. For example, in the final interview, one women
noted that she was going to seek counseling at the
community mental health center. However, she wanted to
find a counselor who understood the economic situation of
mothers receiving public assistance. In reference to
finding a counselor, she said:
I 'go'down^here? “ wan? to h^U 'f? 1^” 6 t0 bef °re
wouldn’t let
S
h‘ h
he GOmplained ^at her
k
mother
the
mv friend iiu®n * Kies • the counselor tellsy mend, Well, don’t you think we could have acompromise. here? Maybe half a pickle a day?” Wellthis is going to sound crazy, but on our budgets ifwe have pickles, it’s for a specific reason likipotatoe salad (laughter)! It’s crazy, but when you’re
can^t
f
afford
U
?h
e
^
there are jUSt Some things you
j“t ean't do' it. ^ PS°Ple take f° r granted ' Iou
In the second phase (defining problems and generative
themes) I thought that, in addition to gender, the
connection between race and the problems women experienced
upon leaving the shelter should be explored. The majority
of support group members were Navajo. My perception of the
project area was that racism was connected with many of the
problems which the women faced. In an initial attempt to
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focus on how women problems were affected by, or differed
by, race or culture, I asked numerous questions in the
individual interviews. Typically most of the women,
regardless of race or culture, denied any connection
between racism or cultural discrimination and their
problems or problems experienced by other battered women.
Instead, women implied that class rather than race
contributed to women's differing experience of post-shelter
life. Typical of others' comments, a Navajo woman
explained that she saw no differences, based on race, of
the problems women faced:
an“ce
ifc
;0
S
"he^^lf^ce^he haVe an * ”°ney orfinancial. It takes about $400 to tSOO^STstart^off
they don't
S
hIve
the ? e i ter ' If the y have money savL,y a much of a problem when they leave.
Several of the Navajo women explored connections
between the discrimination and changing roles experienced
by Navajo men and women and male violence against Navajo
women. One Navajo mother of four children explained:
Inmo
N
f
Vaj ° male haS been dominant over women for quitetime.
.
.
. It’s changing, at least within ourcommunity. That’s the way I see it. Women are ?heones who are
_
providing
. There’s just a number of jobs
J
re available to men out in the community, not
inht
thl
2?
15 P romisin S for them, just temporaryjobs There is a lot of domestic violence. I thinkit s frustration. Women that are providing do getbattered every now and then. Men are still trying toold on to that superior role their father held. Andthe changing role of women, it's like force, women are
rorced to do it. And men are not taking it well.
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^3-cism and j • _cultural discrimination were not
adequately examined within the group. As the group worked
to develop mutual trust and confidence, I think members
were more comfortable and willing to focus on the
similarities they experienced as battered women rather than
the differences they experienced because of race or
culture, women examined racial and cultural differences in
safe contexts, for example, in relation to their experience
Of spirituality and religion. Similarly, we did not
explore racism or cultural bias between group members.
This is due, in part, to my facilitation choices based on
the continued resistance I got to raising issues related to
racism or cultural discrimination. The group may not have
felt enough trust to discuss these issues. The fact that I
am an Anglo may have affected women's willingness to
respond to questions and comments exploring racism.
During phases four and five, in which participants
created a support group, investigated various individual,
collective, and agency problems, and took a variety of
small actions, gender issues were central. For example,
participants paid close attention to the effect of child
care responsibilities on women's ability to participate in
the project. Members took immediate collective action and
responsibility for initiating a child care fund and
organizing babysitters. Members were concerned that
women’s child care responsibilities combined with lack of
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monetary resources for women on public assistance should
not become an obstacle to anyone's involvement. Meetings
were scheduled to accommodate some women’s "double day"
responsibilities of work both within and outside the home.
Social time was built into meetings because isolation was a
problem for many women who had no private transportation,
spent long hours alone with young children, and had few
social activities outside the home.
Some attention was given to members’ inexperience and
lack of confidence with group discussion. More attention
might have been given to the relationship between being
battered and lacking confidence in talking in a group. One
member made the following observation about women who were
typically quiet in meetings:
A lot of times they really want to talk, but some ofit comes from the situation they've come out of. Ifyou’re told to shut up and you're told not to talk
well, my ex-husband told me not to laugh! And Ididn’t for a long time! I think that happens with
a lot of quiet women. too. They’re told not to talk;they're not going to talk. I didn't laugh. So ifthey’re told it's O.K., go ahead, even then I think ittakes a little while to get back.
Consideration could also be given to the relationship
between culture and group participation. The two Anglo
women appeared more at ease and more skillful at group
discussion, even when they were in the minority in the
group. Most of the Navajo women stated in the follow up
interviews that they wanted to participate more
frequently in discussions and that they benefited from
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participation. More structured faollitatlon and
reflection on our gnoup process may have encouraged
.ore
equal participation.
When asked to contribute to the BFS decision of
whether or not to allow
.ale on-call volunteers, gender
WaS the PPimary 1SSUe considered by group
.e.bers, Wo.en
were not against the use of .ale volunteers in other
agency roles, rather, they were against
.ale volunteers
conducting in-take duties with recently abused women.
Their reasons came out of their direct experience as
battered women (Appendix H). Interestingly enough, Board
members also considered gender in this discussion.
However, lacking direct experience as hurt, confused,
and scared battered women seeking entrance to a safe and
secret shelter, several Board members were .ore concerned
with the issue of sexual discrimination if men were not
allowed to be in-take volunteers. Thus, how gender is
taken into consideration is dependent upon many factors,
including direct life experience.
5. Attention to How Men and Women Benefit from Project
All support group project members were women. In
this case, any benefit to men, either those in
relationships with project members, or men in general in
the project area, would be secondary and speculative.
Several members noted that their growth and development
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through the project affected their relationships with men
.
Project involvement also affected members opinions on the
type of future relationships they were willing to have with
nen. Few members noted any direct benefit to men from the
project. One member observed:
harcffor V* ?0th8P - S° he
' s
Maybe that's a benefit of the gX^or^L^ “
'
eve? ??a
YlXishXX? l^^ ^y discussed it with anybody before.
During the initial interviews, several women noted
that there should be more area resources for abusers who
are willing to work on changing their violent behavior.
Members suggested additional counseling services and a
support group for abusers. Nationwide, a growing number of
men’s counseling programs are reporting success in
decreasing and changing men’s violent behavior in intimate
ela t ionships
. All-male abuser groups promote learning
non-sexist
,
non-violent behaviors and attitudes (Brisson,
1982, Emerge, n.d.; Brygger, Long, and Morse, 1982; SANE
news, 1983).
Both the group and myself lacked the resources to
tackle programs for abusers. However, one potential long-
term outcome of follow-up programs for women who leave the
shelter might be the impetus for BFS to team up with other
community resources to initiate programs for abusers. Many
women do not want to end their relationships, they simply
want the violence in the relationship to stop. They might
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eventually advocate for Programs for their ab
partners
.
usive
6. Attention to Gender Language
I have attempted to be specific about gender when
writing and speaking. The case study language clearly
indicates that this particular participatory research
focused on formep ha + +battered women. In the introduction a
rationale was provided for referring, i„ the context of
thus project, to batterers or abusers as male and abuse
victims as female.
7. Attention to Composition of the Project Team
In this case I acted as an individual researcher
without benefit of other team members. Perhaps my
familiarity with area battered women and many project
members prior to the interviews was as important as my
gender. When project members generated a list of reasons
Why they were not in favor of male volunteers, many women
indicated that they would not be comfortable talking to a
man about the abuse they experienced (Appendix H). I did
not ask all the women how they might have felt about
working with a male researcher. However, in one interview,
I mentioned that I had been wondering how women would have
responded to a male researcher. The woman replied:
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You know, for awhile, it was harH p
counselor I went to. I was ablffn f
me
4.
with th e male
was somewhat of a relief n„f ? , trust hlra and that
have some feeings like that x ?°
tlced that I did
I’d had an instance with a
’ Is thls gu Y trustworthy?
where he pro ^ n fL" TZZna bef°-through that bullshit again. deslre t0 go
In this study, my race was probably as potentially
important an issue as my gender. Although I was not Navajo
and the majority of women were, mutual trust and confidence
developed because many members and I were familiar with
each other based on the relationships we established
through my work with BFS and the group.
8. Overall Project Evaluation Attenton to Gender
Gender is a central focus of this evaluation.
9. Track and Review Project with Gender in Mind
Because the project involved only women, no direct
comparison can be made within the project between problems
identified by men and women. The Former Battered Women's
Support Group Project adds to the pool of information
available about the kinds of problems women name, chose to
investigate, and take action on through PR projects. In
this case, women named problems related to isolation and
loneliness, finances, parenting, education, employment,
and lack of self confidence resulting from the battering
that they experienced (Appendix F). In particular, women
explored these problems in the context of surviving and
ending abusive relationships.
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The Former Battered Women's Support Group Project
included all of the considerations for conducting feminist
participatory research. An overall strength of the project
was attention to issues specific to women in every phase of
the project and, in particular, issues specific to this
group of women. Attention to how issues affected, and were
relevant to, project women was a result of the underlying
theoretical base of the project, an inclusive feminism
which embraced women's diversity.
Ob servations on Feminist Participatory Research
As it stands, PR is built on a critique of positivism
which often ignores and, hence repeats, many of the
androcentric aspects of dominant social science research.
Without recognition of, and attention to, its male biases,
participatory research cannot be truly emancipatory for all
people. By combining feminist research’s critique of
androcent nsm with participatory research’s critique of
positivism, a feminist participatory research provides a
powerful approach to knowledge creation for social and
personal transformation.
Most PR projects begin with the researcher’s rather
than participants’ commitment to an alternative approach to
social science research. A secondary goal of PR or FPR may
be to increase participants' critical understanding and
analysis of social science research; however, this rarely
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happens on a sophisticated, structured basis. Even without
a detailed analysis of research practices, participants can
develop a more critical social analysis. In this case, it
was possible to conduct FPR with participants who were
neither explicitly commited to feminism or to alternative
paradigm social science research, and yet, increase their
consciousness regarding gender oppression.
‘thin the participatory research community to date,
there has been little discussion of what feminism can offer
PR. An inclusive feminism acknowledges the diversities and
the commonalities of women's experiences. Feminism can
offer PR a broader, more inclusive analysis of all forms of
oppression
.
The challenge for feminist participatory research is
to simultaneously put gender, class, and race or culture at
the center of its issues agenda. It is important to
recognize the commonalities and diversities of people's
experience when all three factors are kept in focus. For
example, attention to cultural appropriateness and
sensitivity must be balanced with attention to who speaks
for and represents a particular cultural viewpoint. When
acting as a spokesperson for a specific culture, what
gender and class interests are represented? There is
danger m assuming homogeneity in any gender, class, race
or cultural grouping.
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Feminist participatory research would encourage
attention on how issues are both similar and different for
and among women and men. For example, FPR would pay as
much attention to how machismo affects men in a project as
it affects women. FPR suggests that for PR to equally
benefit both men and women, and to challenge the
patriarchy, attention to gender must be included in all
planning, implementation, and evaluation phases of a
project. When attention to gender in the early phases of a
project is ignored, there is little chance that men and
women will benefit equally from a project.
Because of limited resources, many PR projects will
continue to focus more explicitly on one gender than
another. Perhaps no single project can successfully juggle
simultaneous attention to injustices based on gender,
class, race, and culture. Regardless, project evaluations
should specify how men and women, whether included or
excluded from the project, were affected by the project,
even if this requires declaring that one gender did not
reap any immediate or direct benefits. Likewise, project
evaluations should declare whether or not community men may
gain power at the expense of community women. The only way
for women to gain more power is to share in the power and
privilege that men already enjoy.
Attention to gender-specific and clear language is
particularly important in case study and project reporting.
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Generic gender language easily obscures who was actually
involved in, and benefited by, a project. Challenging
androcentric language is critical to challenging
androcentric power structures, assumptions, and values
because language helps shape our viewpoint.
Although project staffing and case study reports
should pay attention to the composition of the research
this is not to imply that only female staff are best
suited to work with women participants nor male staff with
In fact, in most instances, the most effective staff
may be the most diverse. Limitations and strengths of a
research team based on Render piooc ,g u , class, and race should be
included in staffing decision making and planning. Of
course, other factors, such as areas of expertise and
relevant experience, would also be considered in staffing
decisions. When few options for diversity exist, project
staff should explore the possible consequences of staffing
choices and strategize to minimize negative outcomes.
Projects should take a close look at the sexual division of
labor and power among project staff members. An approach
to knowledge creation can hardly be emancipatory if staff
experience differing levels of privilege and power based on
gender. All participatory researchers may have to assess
their willingness to take a public stand against male
oppression of women.
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The participatory research community should devote
extensive and explicit attention to reviewing the
collection of past PR projects with gender in mind. To
date, how has PR challenged patriarchy? Since men and
women appear to consistently choose different problems and
oppressive systems to investigate and act on, what does
this mean for participatory research as a tool for radical
social and personal transformation? A feminist
participatory research would open up extensive dialogue on
this issue within the PR worldwide community, including
dialogue at conferences and through publications.
Explanations such as Reason and Rowans', "We just didn't
think about it." (1981), are no longer adequate.
Conclusions
This study has developed, utilized, evaluated, and
modified a framework for explicitly feminist participatory
research. The framework was developed in response to the
androcentric aspects which PR shares with dominant social
science research. The framework responds to the need to
shift participatory research away from its male center to
equally include women’s perspectives, issues, and insights.
In actuality, feminist participatory research increases the
emancipatory potential of PR for both men and women by
constructing a PR which challenges all forms of oppression,
not primarily those experienced among men.
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The suggested framework is presented as a place to
begin dialogue within both feminist and participatory
research communities rather than as a finished product.
The framework provides considerations for all participatory
researchers to include in planning, conducting, and
evaluating a project. Based on the individual and
collective experience of more participatory and feminist
researchers, of course, the framework should be further
examined and modified.
The Former Battered Women's Support Group Project has
demonstrated that it is possible to utilize the framework
with non-feminist identified women of different colors,
cultures, and classes. Because the framework was utilized
in an all-women project, it remains to be determined how
the framework might be applied to an all-male project. The
framework did help project members and myself explore the
oppression women experience as women. It should also help
men explore the privilege they enjoy as men and the roles
they play in the oppression of women. As defined, feminist
participatory research intends to analyze oppression based
on class, race, and culture. In fact, feminist
participatory research does not put gender, class,
color, or culture analysis in competition but rather in
cooperation
.
The study has answered and raised questions about
feminist participatory research and the androcentric
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aspects of much participatory research. FPR challenges
participatory researchers to evaluate what personal and
public stance we are willing to take on all forms of
oppression. FPR challenges us to build an approach to
knowledge- creation which seeks to explore and change all
forms of oppression, not only those experienced among men.
FPR promises to further radicalize participatory research.
Similar to participatory research which is not explicitly
feminist, the potential of FPR is mediated by
organizational, personal, and programmatic factors. FPR
requires human, material, and organizational resources to
achieve specific and immediate project goals as well as to
sustain accomplishments over time. This study does not
maintain that participatory research, feminist or
otherwise, is the only tool for social change, nor that it
is the only possible approach to knowledge creation for
social justice. FPR provides one more tool in the long
struggle for social and personal transformation.
Recommendations
To further develop feminist participatory research,
several recommendations are offered.
1 • Participatory researchers must further familiarize
and educate ourselves on feminist theories and practices
.
Participatory researchers, male and female alike, must
critically examine their own position on male domination
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and women's oppression. It is important to initiate
greater dialogue regarding the tensions between cultural
traditions of gender oppression and women's liberation,
particularly when cultural traditions are evoked to defend
injustice and degradation based on gender. Across cultures
we must consider who is defining what is culturally
relevant and appropriate. Do women have an equal voice in
this. Are there instances in which participatory
researchers are willing to defend or ignore gender
oppression because of cultural traditions?
I maintain that feminist participatory research can
be respectfully conducted across cultures when local women
have an equitable voice and power in participatory research
projects. To further develop FPR in a variety of cultural
settings will require project staff to give serious
attention to the considerations outlined in the FPR
framework. In particular, this requires listening to how
women in a specific setting define their unique problems,
needs, and strengths. This requires listening to local
women’s own brand of feminism.
2. Participatory researchers must expand the circle
of colleagues with whom we share and debate our research
—
°rieS ^ notices. This will require participatory
researchers to aggressively seek out opportunities to
attend, present papers and workshops, and participate in a
broader variety of professional conferences. In
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particular, participatory researchers win have to lncrease
dialogue and exchange with the feminist research comity.
My reading of both feminist and participatory research
literature indicates that there has been little formal
exchange. Both groups are still largely uninformed about
the other-s work. Perhaps a series of regional conferences
sponsored and initiated by the various worldwide PR
networks would be a bold step instituting dialogue on what
feminist and participatory researchers can learn together.
3- Participatory researchers must challenge each
other to give se rious at tention to the FTR framework in
—
° JeCt Plications and case study reports. Editors of PR
publications can have important impact by requiring
articles to address the questions raised in the framework.
Similarly, participatory researchers should initiate dialogue
to continue to modify and apply the framework. Initially,
even if actual projects do not change in any significant
way, at least the information available on projects will
change. Consideration should be given to reviewing and
reporting past PR projects using the framework.
There are, no doubt, many feminist participatory
research projects which have not yet gained wide exposure
or circulation in PR publications. Priority should be
given to greater exposure of this ongoing work within the
participatory and feminist research communities.
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«• Pa rticipatory research project team members must
^ailenye each other to include the FPR framework In
~PjeCt
- ElanninK
^- implementation, and evaluation. In
particular, we need experience utilizing the framework in
all-men projects. I maintain that men, researchers and
participants, can conduct feminist participatory research.
However, the premise requires testing through actual field
projects
.
oiosmi
Participatory research emerged in part from people
like ourselves struggling with the contradictions of our
work, including our research practices. PR emerged from
continued focus on the politics of our work, i.e., what are
the implications of our work for the redistribution or
consolidation of power? Whose problems do we try to solve
through our work? Which systems of oppression do we openly
seek to transform? Feminist participatory research expands
our challenge to create a world in which women have a
central role and voice in determining what that transformed
world will include. Feminist participatory research
challenges us to refuse to allow participatory research to
become yet another male monopoly.

appendix a. Participatory Research:
Entry Considerations Community
DEVELOPing A FIELD CHIDE for paRTip,p, TnD „PARTICIPATORY
RESEARCH...
WHAT- h ca**ides « mi LV | ,
WW,0VV5VAfi uMfc -ru^. ^^ |
H0I».
community:
WHAT wtaL te ^ or loot
^
M ta»iin<. a!®* ^ .^u
^
ICdmimum^> 5cool
v
fblihaJ
,
Summit
,
Mol -~} O
'**’
' f' ,lotoj
,
w*o -.
resources:
WHA-f MvfcT Mtoimir. Ictk -jor a corsuttf V oxnMumtv, **ta*<cf
^ ^ cc*vWi^' lMU<&
constraints:
WViai ayitahao^s
cc>wviridLfi/0 on and esW*^ru\
Aii<iiv3v\6W^
-.w (ommwwU CertW in inadww aU. * awi*u»»fy «r
•^^cot Rental P£
Kow 5h6jc^lt£, ijc/ ckalta^
uinsbeuids -
me: adult educator s participatory researcher- to- be
W,,T
tti **^M lA 'to cowwwvuKonU ffe proems^ - 5^^... J ^
^ 4® nu/Wi
,
ausfcun
(
kttp itu^silL i* kaW^....
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Develooinq a Field Guide for Participatory Research
NotM from Working Group., EDUC P819, March 15, 1984
question, to consider or ask in initial entry
HOW, strategies for answering questions
COMMUNITY.
^ir!y determinedly * job' ^*agues? ^Uow workers?
common^ sense/*personal choS^"9 * h0me:
^tir^tsT** (*V d~lrM ’ preferences,inte ests)
- introspection
P°llt,C*1
' ~«=‘“
—t pur„^? F«./Pvo ..
Town politics - who does what?
- snoop around discretely i^i „
church organizations, chafer 0 ^;^°’
community events, art, culture,
Economics: What companies are there? Whats economic/
pZiZZ? Pr0flle? ®—~ ^or? Migration
What are service organizations for under-privileged? Class distinctions? What are youthgroups and theatre groups? OU
- Ask town clerk
- Get census data
Power
:
Who are leading families in coamainity?
rl! Vo Profil * °* town administration?Check Rotary club. Elks, Lions, j«yciM
, «tc
What'Irri^r1 *nd . co--unitV col lege boards?at are local women s groups?
~ chatting with local people
1
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Developing a Field Guide for PR (cont)
RESOURCES:
health clinics)
contacts thru husband's work (e.g.
" hang out
~ *xten*ion/ tak* ciMs»
«FSC and other social /community groups
” cr®*te in-formal network
- Churches
~
<”P"Cially at un*"P 1 oyment office)licts in area? Is there a political vanguard?
CONSTRAINTS:
What language do people speak? Barrier?
’ SuLnr^i00*7 r01 ** Wil1 P-opl * h~. you? (whitead catad, east, woman?) ' n c ,
Wh*t “xtBnt wil1 C®! working w/ public healthorganization be a constraint’’ n i
- How win where/how you live be a constraint in Pat'sV*1<3Plnq r*l*tionship with community'’
"
** fr~ ch
- How can Pat discover constraints other agencies havediscovered in working with community? political?
ME:
" j^r^ino
2
!nH
mP°r
!
anCe
°! p*raon*1 values/ preferences in
r
°
B
' q with community groups, this takes thep essure oft the researcher
do something in addition to whatever you choose as
1 ssertation topic.
.. another activity or group
try to begin with "blank slate" (disregard for a time yourMassachusetts collected information - rely on Peace Corpscommunity integration techniques)
keep contact with educational peers for stimulation,
support for self and dissertation work
official political system may not be working for group
a whole... true situation of "the Great Anglo Put On?"
2
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appendix b. Presentation to BFS Board of Directors
PRESENTATION OUTLINE
i« 12, 1985
^ 1 *sr"“"‘ « o* relationship
1. Proposed research project
* r®l ati vel y new
A. Project
Exploratory study of participatory research-approach to social science research
=utc=—. ‘™’«
Dro.cn
B. What is participatory arch?
Dh““,00hV * *» tradition.l soci.l
- Traditional social science research
*
"^*‘Pf
rtS “ P
7
oduce knowledge: describe, explain, measure
* Decal
reality. Other experts utilize that information
omt^
1
rt-
tr
"r^"?
^ pasBlve Ejects to be "investigated;" they'get no dxrect/planned benefits from research product or process
“ Participatory research
* Researcher and participants collectively investigate agreed
*
P
^gCertrt
Sltllati0
K/
t0 be able tD Understand change itArgu s hat research reearcher not neutral or value free i e
^sY£idbe c Y1 ? or sociai Justice & p*ople Srw is .5 fold, yclical process:
collective problem-posing and investigation
collective analysis of problem
collective action taking to address problem
C. Why attempt to use PR with battered women?
Bcience research on battering, questions &methods, affected by researcher's & social biases, subtly blvictim. Eg.: asking "why does she stay" vs "why does he stay?"why do men beat up women?"
-in more recent research, affected by various social movement
reframing research questions S. unit of analysis has produced maccurate & useful information. By looking at the abuser, victi
social conditions, research has connected unequal power relati
' r!^CtU:eS tP wom*n_batter
' ing- But research continues to us
methods which maintain victim's inequitable power position.Potential of PR: BW may benefit from both products lc process
research. Connect our philosophy of empowerment w/our practice
*d
or
ire
a Sc
ons
of
1
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TASKS S, Tift—LINE OF PARTICIPATORY
Summer 1985 Phase I: Dialogue and
RESEARCH PROJECT
Interviews with BW
* Through individual » , ..
,
.
interviews/ dialogue with 15 f n -?«=,
bat^ed'^^^Lve^r".^^ 1^ **CBd b*
-^ar
e/
ni?
terViBWS USe
-PTCblS^ing- format
battered^woman"? T in Vd.y\i<7Ta
to her^artner )
*** *** °r "*y not hav* returned
- Slat ^°
ble*« d° vou think other women face?
- Sat can ^"h *!“ reasons th**® problems exists
-
bf done •*»«* these problems?Mould you like to get involved with a nrnunto continue f ^ > l, __ . . Q^cxip ot women
problem^?
109 *bout and dealing with these
Fall 1985 Phase II: Formation of Support Group
It interest generated thru initial discussions formon-going support group 0-12 women. Continu^r^—
g^p9o^°^ t^anttto
n,
d
n' “h't PrDble” tbi * Particular
PR process**"*
0 lSCU5S and d*al Mith. Use 3 told
Minter 1986 Phase III: Assessment ot PR Projt
* Group may continue, but for purpose ot disserationcollectively assess PR project to that po^T £Z\tssues in project initiation, implementation, outcomes
nQthS and limi t«tions ot PR appraoch.
’
Group may also want to look at other aspects.
Spring fc
Summer 1986
Phase IV: Writing, Presenting, and Defending
disseration
NOTE: Complete disseration proposal available to any ot youupon request.
2
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2 .
A.
So“* *r,M discussion on conditions
Ss'faguards for woman invovled:
of working relationship
*
*»
* lArrrr1 ? tap*^ ntBrvi«. and groups as necessary
Z'Zsjtt&xzrszzr-* in' iud**
^
‘ th~
* Others:
B. What I need from BFS:
L m P«r«sHDn to conduct research through BFSable to publ x call y say I have BFS permission/ supportP*r**",on to PProach battered women & assistanceidentifying women to initially talk with
* Continued
machine,
interview
“CM* to BFS resources, eg.: typewriter,
of + lc*’ shelter (as potential place to
v then Mot with forming group of women)
xerox
initially
* Permission «, support but BFS not responsible for opinionsor conclusions in final product (so stated in final paper)
*
°? conditions of any subsequent use/publication ofresearch material.
* Set up chain of command: who do I get permission from fordaily decisions. How often/ what form to report to board?
C. What project might contribute to BFS:
* Additional insights/ information
women once they leave the shelter
on problems faced by battered
* implications of problems for follow-up services of BFS;information may be useful in seeking funding for follow-upprograms or additional BFS services
* Pilot of support group format
* Ideas for greater inclusion of battered women in BFS
organization / decision making
* Other contributions:
3
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D. What BFS need, from mm:
E. What BFS win coMit to iiw:
F. Where to go from here?
Decisions taken
*
Decisions pending? Necasse-y Action?
Person responsible
and time Frame
4
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APPENDIX C. Memo of Agreement with
Families Services, Inc
Battered
Battered Families
Services, Inc.
July 10, 1985
TO:
FROM:
Fat Maguire
BFS Board of Directors
RE: Memo o-f Agreement on condition
research through Battered Fami
s -for conduct
lies Services
i ng di sser tat l on
[’ P
=
t Mag
^
lr
f
may publically state that she has BFS permissionand support to conduct her research through the aaency This
er
S
t
Statement °f BFS 0+ + iCal n in applic'i^s Jor
Dermis
SUgP°rt grants fellowships. Although BFS gives its
*
;
— and f-PP-t, BFS is not responsible for any of thlopinions or conclusions stated in the final disseration or any
the
S
f?na? d
PUbl
i
C
v
tl0nS th * project
- Pat 1 give a copy ofi l issertation to BFS for its records and use.
Pefer^fnc no? 4-"
1
}
work
.
out a mutually agreed upon method of
l ntervi ew nZ l
Participants for the initial individual
clients wi^ n* °!h Pr °JeCt - Before any contact is made,ll give t eir permission to BFS to be referred, thus
f If"
1
^
onn
^
entl ?lltV "ill not be compromised. Clients will beully advised that their decision of whether or not to bereferred as a potential participant in the initial individualinterview in no way affects their eligibility for continued BFS
BFS 9 1 ves Pat continued access to BFS physical resources,
as the type writer
, xerox machine, office, and shelter. Patpay for use of the copier at the rate BFS has established
employee use.
such
will
for
In accordance with the law, BFS does not grant
clients files. Release of client information will be
upon their written consent to release of information.
access to
g i ven only
P.0. BOX 2763 • GALLUP, NEW MEXICO 87301 • 505-722-7483
A UNITED WAY AGENCY
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i nf
BFS gives Pat
ormation about
access
the
to annual reports, including statistical
organization and general clientel served.
6. Pat will seek permission on day-to-day projectthe BFS Executive Director. At the Directordecisions may be referred to Board.
decisions
-from
s discretion.
Pat will keep the Board informed of the progress of theproject. Progress reports will be made either upon the Board'sregues or at Pat s initiation through discussion with theExecutive- Director.
ny direct monetary profit
-from payment on published project
ma erals will be divided among BFS, project participants, and Patin a manner determined by all parties involved or their chosen
representati ves.
9. Potential project participants will sign a consent
-form
allowing BFS to refer them to the project.
10. Interview participants will sign a consent form to agree to
P ar ^ lcl P ate in a taped interview and agree to release ofinterview information to be used in the disseration and
subseguent publications
. Participants will be informed that
their privacy and confidentiality will be protected through
disguising their names and identifying information. Participants
will be informed that they have a right to receive, review,
discuss a written transcript from the taped interview. Any
suggested modifications will be i ncorpor ated
.
11. Subseguent participants in the support group will sign a
consent form to participate in the group and agree to the release
of any discussion information used in the disseration. Group
P ar ti ci pants will be informed of their right to review material
written about the group experience. Any suggested modifications
will be incorporated in the final product.
On behalf of BFS andi the Board of Directors, the BFS
Committee authorizes' agreement to these conditions.
Douglas McMilli
Mary Anne Allen
Cyndi Simpson
Charlene Cain-Tholund C Otjjjf: -hl-V Vi
Executi ve
APPENDIX D. BFS Project Letter and Consent Form
Bettered Families
Services, Inc.
July 19, 1985
Dear Former Clients of Battered Families;
Ms. Pat Maguire has been given permission by Battered Families staff and
Board of Directors to ask former and present clients to work with her on her
research project. Your names will not be given to her unless you sign the en-
closed permission form (this form only allows her to get in contact with you -
she will not be given your file, or any other information about you). We feel
strongly that her type of research will be very helpful to those of you who agree
to go along with it. Pat will be trying to see how groups of former clients can
best help each other and themselves.
Pat has been our Volunteer-Coordinator for a year now, as well as having put
in many hours working with women in the shelter. Battered Families feels that
she has done wonders for our program, and with her new ideas and incredible
energy, has really improved many of our services to help battered women.
If you agree to work with her, the first will be Pat wanting to interview yen.
Let us know where you would like Pat to talk with you; she is willing to go to
your home (as long as your partner is not there), or any other place that would
be comfortable for you. Pat is interested in you, mainly just for the fact that
you have had some contact with Battered Families because of domestic violence
in your life. Whether you are on your own now or with your partner does not
matter. Your ideas may really help out other people in your position.
Please fill out the permission form whether you are interested or not, so that
Pat will know whether we need to contact more clients or not (we made it easier
by putting in a self-addressed stamped envelope). Make sure you keep one of the
copies of the permission form.
Thanks so much for reading over this and considering it.
Sincerely,
Kim, Counselor at Battered Families
P. O. BOX 2763 • GALLUP, NEW MEXICO 87301 • 505-722-7483
A UNITED WAY AGENCY
participatory research project
permission to be contacted
shelter about°thekinds** 0#**1 * ?*** W°men after have left the
xtMt your life is lit
* ° bettered women to find out
•re fenL 1 r°U ‘**V' th* Because tberi
talks with are intern tew
°r
'
1 f any of th® women she
support group to talk ^ l"e^.'° *
to-ordinator. Although she „o
doing the fntJvflL ’ She lS Sti11 a vol “ntBer. Pat is
degree program “/ part the research for her graduate
Internationa! Educating at^tS? Ce"ter *°r
of Mas^chuset^g^AmhSsir^^saSu^ttr ^
practical use ^"valu?
^
** dlreCt
Pat would like to interview you about vour exnprionro _i _
^""liSTt^fr-f^ iS totally “P ta V**1 whether or not you
™«dJU£l : K“"Vthing you discus, with Pat
™
about you 7^ - dCM,S ?°t hava acceas to "Y BFS information
you receive from BPS?
10" ****** the services yo“ receive
2BB9
VOU
r
qu
f
stions yo“ can contact Pat Maguire at P.O. Box
quStioS 87301 °r at =05-722-7442. If you have f^rt^r
P ” ^7^°
Ce
^
n
f ,
y°U Can COntact Battered Families Services,
contact Pat^’
Gallup, NM 87301 (505-722-7483). You can also
I^e^V i advisor. Professor David Kinsey, Center fornternational Education, Hills House South, University ofMassachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003 (413-545-0465).
No I would not like to participate at this tii
Yes I am interested in talking with Pat Maguire.
BFS my permission to put Pat and I in contact with eachThe best way for Pat to contact me is:
I give
other.
my signature , 1985date
* arB tw° copies of this consent form. Return one, signed
and dated, to BFS in the enclosed stamped envelope. Keep the
°t:ner copy for youcself.
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APPENDIX E. Interview Consent Form
participatory research project
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN INTERVIEW
and
RELEASE INTERVIEW INFORMATION
problems faced** by
1
woOOnVnc
0
th
interview about the
1 will participate
conditions.
in the interview under the following
that the
interview to be tape recorded. I understand
^d «Vi T*" iS bBinq taped 50 that nothing is ^£3V arB not changed or misunderstood. Iturn off the recorder anytime during the interview.
* intSJTj^i^iS! ^ Ma90lre tQ US® th“ ^formation fro. thenterview n the research project, report, and publication.
£TTV. thBt my privacV «nd confidentialitya ‘ S5Ul "''’ ouJ
* iri^0TV^d thV 1 bav* a ri^t to receive and review a
diiS«inirVlPV the interview. After reviewing and
x
transcript with Pat, I can suggest
•odifi cations for accuracy, clarity, or new information.
Signature
Date
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appendix f. partial summary of initial interviews
participatory research project
partial SUMMARY of INTERVIEWS WITH 14 WOMEN
AT TIME OF INTERVIEWS. 10 ~d„en fro
. Bartner ,4 women with abusive partner
^
=^number^of^women 2^^ shelter,°+ "°" mentioning that problem)
<12, . Responsibilities enb diEEicuItie. cBilar.n
ot trust and fear of new & current love relationships
<10> . Financi el d,FFiou i ti e. (ell sepen.t^ «ro. pentn„,
Note: of 4 women with partners,
relationship"
C
2
a
of
P
4
°ble"S ** reaSOn refflaining in
- Related violence to financial stresses, 2 of 4
(10) * Finding employment and/or lack of educat-inn. icontinued education (all separated from partn^?
PUrSUinQ
<8> * Loneliness *"d needing someone to talk to about problems
<8) * Low self esteem and/or lack of confidence
<6) * Difficulties with public assistance programs
'
- S^r^rtly di **^ultyz AFDC too lowh^ng mentl00ed: trOUble getting into low income
<7>
‘
partner-
6^ °* Se" a"d/or child— being hurt by
(6)
(5)
(4)
* Lack of support from family/ extended family
(although 9 mentioned family support as a plus. 3 of amentioned having some support but not enough)
* Alcohol abuse
* Lack o-f transportation
Of 14, 5 have own cars; 9 have no transportation
(3)
(3)
* Continuing to be in same community as abuser
* Physical problems, felt related to stress
(3) * Depression
<3) * Lack of sexual interest in partner (3 of 4 with parters)
al
4
oS“Vir Part"er ’ 2 a*raid =tigma °f being divorced; 2
as long as t£y°d7T ^ " reaS°" Stayed in relationship
1
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I*Ees g± <10*1^ ^ ^ ^ered have;
(7)
(7)
( 6 )
‘
<^f^!d and/°r laCk °* c°n4xdencea rai they can t do anything on their own)
* FinaiciaPor^ *”r °* bei "* own
on ^n
Pr0blems *"d difficulties of getting started
(5>
(5)
* Reluctance to use BFS services
f!!
ba
r.
aS5ed; dont think they are
* ai
lt
^‘*eanS di vorcing husband
nlcohol dbuse
'hurt
'
don ' t
badly enough,
like rules)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(2 )
( 2 )
< 1 >
(1)
( 1 )
(1)
* Lack of transportation
* DifJicultfif
tanCB PrO9ra0,S provide tQo littlef i ies raising children aloneIncluding children crying for their father)
money
* Lack of education and job skills
* Afraid of additional violence fro, partner if leave
* Lack of coeiunication skills with
* Partner drinks
* Difficulties establishing normal'
wi th men
* Numerous casual sexual partners
partner
love relations
57 ^lat sould the community be doing for battered women?
,6>
*
-»
—
(5) Offer more counseling and informal
more counseling for children
"talking;" including
(5) * More community education, especially for teenagers
(3) * Follow up on women who leave shelterMore shelters: every community should have a shelter
(1) * Have a place for women to meet i, talkil) * Provide more couples counseling
lmp°rt
fr
t family ^"d community memebers involved inworking with couples
<1> * Help women more with finding jobs and housing
Note: 5 mentioned that what BFS was already doing was great
* Regarding more publicity for BFS servises:
12 of 14 of the women did not know about BFS or
when they left the abuser. They were referred by:5 area hospitals; 2 - therapists/counselors; 1 -
1 mother; 1 - neighbor; 1 - social services; 1 -
the shelter
pastor
;
pol ice.
2
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*Did
e
yL
a
eStr7^ ?T
11?
agf^£ plenc ^ in xsur familyyour dad beat up your mom?)
NO: 9 YESS ^
<DadTJURE: 1 D0N ' T KN0W = 1(Dad died when young)
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
12 * Jealousy and Possessiveness
-— <—*;
* He grew up seeing violence in his own family
* "Getting ahead of him"
supp^d'to^do ^;^*tSnUiifi: be^e^^^hCuse? 5
* Way to show power and control over women
* Man has emotional problems (lart ,
afraid of losing wife) 1 + esteem ; insecure;
* He was seeing another woman/ His own guilt
He lost his job or had trouble at work
* Related to alcohol abuse
* Related to drug abuse (3 = dmn«» o -y u rugs; 2
- peyote use at NAC)
* *— - —
*
“=« - *- —>*. ~~
* Lack of communication between man and woman
* Can get away with it
Men cant control tempers like women can
3
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7
. Interest
YES: 11
in joining support group at time of
No: 3 2 = live too tar
I = nighttime job
intervi gw?
ii» 2 haven't joined* 1 — «« *.u a. 1 - no transportation
l - conflicting evening
9 have commi tment for several months
8 * Get together and talk
°th*r!
‘ a*** «
-"-U". children
. oth.r
3 * Help other battered women
Other women could see
' successes andhave made it' on own
'talk with women who
3 * Have social activities
Picnics, movies, crafts)
1 * Exchange phone numbers and call each other when down
1 * Community education
9. Dii you or he ever, go to counselors/Not counting counsel ing at BFS
therapists about abuse?
Women
:
Individual Counseling
YES: 5 NO: 9
Man:
Individual Counseling
YES: 2 NO: 12
I of 2: only one session
1 of 2: 4 months
* Couples Counseling:
YES: 2 No: 12
Several noted: he refused to go;
He never admitted he had a problem
1
1
4 sessions, each also had individual/ separate2 months, then quit; no separate counseling
counseling
* Traditional Navajo Medicine Men: YES: 2Traditional Hispanic Quantados! YES: 1
* 2 noted they did not approve of couples
Felt man should get help/ learn to stop
counseling initially;
violence first
4
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10- What resources should there be for abusers?
Responses from 7 of 14
3 * Abusers group (Batterers Anonymous like AA)
3 * Counseling
1 * Some kind of center for abusers
1 * Take their wife away
*
tQ
t
get"help"
0* en°U9h ** aV*ilable/ fusers don't know where
^ *BH. Uarn or get from doing the intiT^I
Follow up interview with B of 14 :
5 * It's just good to talk about it
5 * Made me feel good about myself; saw how much I had changed
4 * Brought back alot of memories, good and bad
3 * Learned about myself
2 * Surprised at what I said (looks neat on paper)
1 * Got a headache!
1 * Made me wonder, why did I stay all those years
1 * Realized it was hard to talk about it.
Interviews conducted by Pat Maguire
between July 1985 - March 1986
14 initial interviews
8 second interviews
5
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APPENDIX G. Group List of Discussion Topics
INSTQRMED LIST C
DISCUSSION IN 1986.
FOR GROUP
TOPICS FOR GROUP DISCUSSION
* Spirituality
* Dealing wuth depression
* Finances (saving)
* Educational opportunities
Planning for group and outreach
* Parenting skills
* Meeting with BFSi
How BFS can better help clientsHow Group can be resource to BFS
Developed by group, Dec. 16, 1985
appendix h
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"Should Men Be Allowed to be BFS
volunteers?
"
participatory research project
Should men be allowed to be on—call volunteers tor BFS?“
pinions ot formerly battered
meeting and through individual
women
, generated in group
discussion.
NO 7 YES 0
* FEAR, CONFIDENTIALITY, and PARANOIA
First thing I would wonder: Does he know my husband?
-Will he tell my husband, especially it he meets myhusband, who is crying and "So sorry I lost my wite...
At that point, you are so paranoid, you think every aaiis spying on you tor your husband.
- Man might be employed with a lot ot other men. What itthe subject comes up at work and he says, “Oh yeah, Itook so and so to the shelter...”
What if he has a few drinks, some other time, at a bar
and starts talking?
Feel like men less likely to keep confidentiality.
Men stick together.
* TRUST and SAFETY
Would I be able to talk to a man?
- Whether you like it or not, at that point in time, youjust don't want to be with, see, or talk to a man.
- I would feel “at risk" alone with a man, a stranger at
that.
- Don't want to be alone with a man at that point.
- I wouln't feel safe. You have to be alone with a
volunteer for awhile.
- Imagine yourself being met at the police station by man
you never saw, never met... and he says, "I'm here to
take you to the shelter." Would you go with a total
stranger?
” Police men and men in the emergency room have on uniforms,
are identified in a role. The volunteer is total,
unidentifiable stranger.
1
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* THE CHILDREN
Sometimes the kids have been abused.
o+ strange man.
They might be scared
Kids might wonder:
man?
why did mom take us away to another
Imagine kids telling your husband later:
us up." You'd get beat up again !!
“This man picked
* MORE FEAR
Someone who knows you or husband might see
around with "a man." flight gossip or start
was her
-fault. He had a right to beat her.
with another man.
you driving
rumors. "See, it
She's going off
* EMBARRASSED, UNCOMFORTABLE, ASHAMED TO TALK WITH MAN
* It s hard enough to talk with a woman about things. If I
7**.!"*1 dy
,f
man
> 1 ™ight even change my mind about goingto the shelter. *
I
„**ouldn * go into detail about my situation, especiallyif sexual abuse invovled.
Would feel 1 i ke a woman would be more understanding,
would feel more comfortable with a woman.
- Some things might be embarrassing to tell a man.
Right then you hate men; dont want to talk to a man.
- Man m i_qht be sympathetic, but never totally empathetic.
He doesnt know what it feels like to be beat up by yourhusband.
- If he hears your story, he may think, "I would beat her
up too in that situation."
- At that point, you need to feel like volunteer is totally
on your side.
- Better to cry in front of a woman than a man.
- I would be embarrassed for a man to see ee all bruised
up.
2
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APPENDIX I. Support Group Discussion with BFS Staff
Haw Alumni Group Can Help BFS
X
* em*rq*ncy staff, mentalnealth start, nursing students.
2.
Work with high school girls and boys
3
‘ “** t0 — *«"« up „„
4 * H*lp clients look tor housing
5
° 5*2^5121 t^ t:i d;y
provide t.k.
6. Group Meeting with clients and toreer clients
7. Sunday picnics tor clients in shelter
8. Provide daycare tor money
ideas tor BFg Stat t to Help For^r Clients
1- Encourage counseling tor kids (include in brochure)
2. Lunch time once a week tor clients, statt, ex
-clients
3. BFS—initiated toner client group
4. Follow ups in person and telephone
5. The old transportation issue
6. Use alueni group as resource tor specific women
d»v®lop«d through group discussion March 3, 1985Presented to BFS Executive Director and Child Counsel^r
at Group meeting, March 17, 1985).
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